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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
 

OF IN A STREA6M-AQUIFER SYSTEM
NUMERICAL MODEL FLOW 

was developed forfinite difference modelA three-dimensional, 

saturated and unsaturated flow in a 
simulating ,teady and unsteady, 

model is the finite difference 
stream-aquifer svstem. The basis of the 

subsurfacefor unsaturated and saturated
form of Richard's equation 

of streamflow on groundwater umvc,,:ent are treated by 
flow. Effects 

bomdary ,-ondit ions lo Richard's equation.
applying the appropriate 

to flow arc quantified by incltuding
Contributions of groundlwater river 

of river discharge. The three
in comput ationseepage rates the 

study to interact with 
was deVyleoped for use in this

dimensional model 

wlhich were int erfaced ,.ith the three
model sgements,two-dimensional 


on its upstream and downstream ends.
model 

match ob served data for the 

dimensional 

The model produced results which 

of a 10 mile reach of the Arkansas Valley
study area, wlhich consi:sted 

Computed estimates of river discharge at 
of Southeastern Colorado. 


and water table elevations thirotughout lhe
 
each end of the study area 

dat:. An analisis of tihe 
region agreed reasonablv well with observed 


by the model to variation in the
 
sensitivity of results produmced 

Values of several input parameters was included as part of the study. 
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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The rapid expansion of population, industry, and agriculture in 

arid regions of the world has hru .ht about a substantial increase in 

usage of groundwater resources to snptienent surface water supplies. 

indpu>!dont units,Grouidater a:nd surface water are not separate and 

as is often as sumed, but are clo.selv interrelated. Withdraw al of 

a timegroundwater from the alluvial deposits near a river prodw:os 

The water table, in turn, responds todelayed decrease in river flow. 

fluctuations in streamflow. The interdependence of surface waer and 

the case of a natural str.;m and tht.groundwater is not I ajted to 

surround ing alluvial aquifer. Interactions with ,rounda tur are also
 

evident in the flow phenomena of canals, drainage ditches , recharqr, 

pits, lakes, and reservoirs. 

Because o its profounid effect on the behavior of surface water, 

groundwater dovelopmeiint 	 should 1w undertaken only aftercr are ful 

an analvsis ot the probable influcuce of th eplanming whici includes 

This analysis should be 	hased ol
developmuent on the surrounding nrvi:i. 

a thorough understanding of gron hl.ater movemL t , surface wate flcw,, 

bet ween tMho:u. Carefullv planned Irunidwoterand the relationships 

in more ti'icient and bielnicial utilization ofdevelopment can result 


Poorly planned groundwater development cn
available water resources. 


be detrimental to the environment, to users of surface wter, and tto
 

the overall efficiency of water resource utilization.
 

to develop a tool for analyzin' the
The purpose of this study is 

and the interactionmovement of groundwater, the fl v.,of sur'ace water, 
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between them, which can be used by water regulatory agencies to ensure 

maximum benefits from proposed and existing groindw:tcr resource 

developments. This tool is a grouindwater- s face water flow simulation 

model. Although this model can be adapted for simulating flows in a 

variety of growndw ter- surface wi ter systems, this discussion is 

concerned primArilv uith the use of the model for describing flow¢ in a 

naturnal stramadi the surrounding: alluvial aquifer. 

The enuations describing t. icmovement of water in a stream-aquifer 

system are fai rly simple. However, these equations are difficult to 

solve using known classical, analytic techniq ues for most field situa

tions beca use of complex boundary conditions. For this reason 

numerical techniqu es, with their C:iPability for h'ndli,. ost tylpes of 

boundary conditions, have become important as tools for analvsis o 

water mnagmunt problems. Results obtained using numerical mol.,call 

be used to mak.e decinions; for .utt I ing water rights di:;pnt ., man .I : 

water resources in the manner most heneficia to water in; or:; and the 

environment, and perhaps most important, to predict tp effect.s o 

proposed water resource develop::nt projects prior to the ir const lict on. 

Because of their conceptual and operational simplicity, two

dimensional, horizontal modc ls are often used in the aiwnalys.is of flow 

problems in stream-aquifcr s ystem . These models may be either of the 

finite difference or the finite element type. The applicab ilit' of 

these models is dependent on the validity of the follow ing assunptions 

in any given field situation:
 

(1) If hydraulically connected to the groundwater aquifer , the 

stream extends to the underlying bedrock, and acts as a
 

boundary of known head.
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(2) If not hydraulically connected to the groundwater aquifer,
 

extend down to the unconfined aquifer,
the stream does not 


and acts as a boundary of known recs're.
 

(3) Flow is horizontal and tnifori everywhere in a vertical
 

section.
 

is mild, so that the velocit:.'
(4)The slope of the water tw'l] 


l of the angle of
 may be assumed proportio a I to the t angent 


slope of the water tnhl, instead of the sine.
 

(.1)are the I)upuit-Forchheim er assumptions.
Assumptions (S) and 


often exist "or which some or all
 
Unfortunately, field condition 


not valid. For such conditions,
of the above assumptions are 

aelapjroprintt. A type of 
conventional, two-dimensional models ,nrc 

estream-aqui fur s'stem frequent ly fount in the Western Unit u, St at es 

alluvial deposits.
consists of a wide, shallow river trav ersing deep 

The river fails to extend to bedrock in most locNI inns and its depth 

o],-.
varies Frotom piace- to
of penetration into the unconfined aqui Cur 

of the ch nnel mna 5,_
At a given cross section of the river, a port ion 

the unconf i ned aqui fer while the rest is 
hydraul ical 1v connected with 

or in the 
not. Rapid fluctuations of head, either in the river 

Ph to invalidate thie lutptlit
aquifer, may induce gradients steen en 

Steep gradicnts may also result from h,en vy
Forchheimner assumtions. 


See pago I ro!11 
pumping or irregularities in the n:quifer configuration. 


a stream curi:y&t; silt-laden water may result in the format ion of a
 

thin silt lnver on the channel bed and banks. The effect of this silt
 

e rt
 
layer is to partially seal the channel boundary and l imit v of
 

pass from the river to the at uiter. Groundwa tor
 
seepage which can 


the watcr tabl &,cvatijont
a situation wherewithdrawal can produce 
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drops below the elevation of the channel bed, and the hydraulic 

connection between the stream and the unconfined aquifer may be broken. 

For the situation described above, none of the four assumuptin. 

necessary for the usec of a simple, two-dimensional model is valid. It 

is evident that j need exists for a numerical model which can correctly 

simulate this type of stream-aquiter system. Th is model should hWve 

the capability of simulating three-dimensional flow in the unconfined 

aquifer and :ccountin for the inftluence of a thin silt layer on the 

rate of seepage from the river. 

The objectives of this study are twofold: (1) Develop a numrical 

model for simulating three-dimcunsi onal, saturated and unsatratcd. 

steady and unsteady flow in a streaia-aqui er system in wihich the 

stream is partially penctrating anld may or may not L. ndra;ulically 

connectcd to the aqui fcr. The streimi ma'. act as a lunda'v of 

known h ead or known di:schareo, dupend in. on the I nf!unce of a silt 

layer on the seepa v rate acros the river boundarv. (2) Verify the 

model. This is to he ;ccomplisheicd in two stae:: 

(a) 	 The model w.ill he applied to several hyputlictical strram

aquifer sy;te'ms. Result: of ran. made usinA se'ithut tic JAla 

from these systems will be analyzed qua 1i t i ,l t o dut,'r in. 

whether the model is operating correct Iy and produc in', 

reasonable results. 

(b) The model will be applied to an nctual stream-aqui Fer :;y stem 

located in Southeastern Colorado. Runs will be made using 

field measulrem,_,nts taken from tie study area as input data. 

Results of these run; will inclde a predicted water table 

elevation man for the area at the end of the tim period heing 



the upstrcam
considered, and predicted values of streamflow at 


and downstream ends of the area at intervals throughout the 

study period. These results will be compared to field 

and river discharge tomeasurements of water table ,,levation 

determine the accuracy of the model in matching observed data. 

It is desira!ble that this model have the capabilitv of being, 

interfaced with more si up! i fied models for the pu rpose of conservin. 

this mode1 with a simpler,computer time and storage. By interi acin. 

two-dinens i onal model a detai led three-dimen s i aa am I ysi s of a short 

ihe as of a lessreach of a stream-aqui fer system can Po WiuAd part 

of thL -'qt e , r even thn'detailed analysis of" a much lon',r reach 

enti re river basin. The finito di ff,.,rne sche'e has been chosen for 

combin ed l, con;ists of a three-dimensi Pnsuse in this study. The 

model segment interfaced on either end w.ith a two-dimmensionanl mod'l 

segment. 

The theory on which this model is based is developed in (hNtr 11. 

A description of the computer si:ulator i s presented in Chapter III. 

Ihe study area used in the final Iphase of model vorification is 

described in Chapter IV, which als.;o includes a discussion of t h' 

in the model,source and n'avi labi litv of data Or cach arar cior used 

a-, input toand assumptions made on va riouts pa rasa; '5 ini p)r'ep rati ol 

the model. Results of model runs and di.scussion of these results are 

contained in Chaptor V, which also includes an analIsi s of the 

sensitivity of the model to variation of parameters. Conclusion and 

recomnmendations for ftrthor stud' and recommended uses of the model 

are presented in Chapter VI. 



CfHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The equations necessary for the development of the mathematical 

(1) equations for
model of flow in a stream-aquifer system include: 

stream, (2) a groundwater flow
discharge and stage in a natural 

descr hing. flow for variousequatio nsequation, :O (3) a set of 

the andat the i01erface between streom
conditions that may occur 

aquifer. 'lhc .MIinnin' formunla is widely accepted as a reliable and 

relating stac to discharge for uniform flow in
conveniet mans of 

For a large-scale approximation model of the type
a natural stream. 

by Mannin g's
used in this study, estimates of river stage obtained 

study area art
formula applied to short reaches of the river in the 

the interacti on
considered to he sufficiently accurate for evaltating; 

of Mann ing's clouationbetween th' vcr NOa the aquifer. The form 

a wide channol and
used in the compulter simulator is written for 

solved for stage, d, and is given by 

(2-1)
d = [ QnJ 3/5 

1.4 9ws 

where 

Q = discharge 

n = Manning's roughness coefficient 

w = channel width 

s S cnergy grodient, approximated by bed slope 

of 2-1 ;ors input to
The parameters on the ri ght hand side equation 


the model as data.
 



The remainder of this chapter consists of a detailed development
 

of the groundwater flow equations used in the computer simulator and
 

the flow equations for various conditions at the stream-aquifer
 

interface.
 

Derivation of the Thrce-lDimensional Groundwater N!"ow Equation
 

In order to correctly sina'late the fluctL:Lta LWt: of the water table 

in a fixed, three-dimncus.ional grid system, it is necessary that the 

three-dimens ional segme:nent of the finite differ* n:odel developed in 

this study' have the capabi lity of describing tr:oisslt flow in both the 

saturated and unsaturated zones of an uncontf incd aqiuifer. For this 

reason it is necessary to develop an equat ion For use in this model 

which describes the behavior of the two inlnicic i, fluid phksucq, water 

and air, that arc present in the unsa;t auted 7one, as w'll as t he 

single-pha c flow of wateor in the satuirnted zone. The noll inear, 

partial diffcrential equation for transient, saturated- n,::tnr:tced 

three-dimensijonl Cl]ow thienI arouswmedi i ohtai nod by conninih 

the conn in'ity principlc, a force cquiu:tion d,:crihing fluid motion in 

porous Tedi a, and equiat ions charact eriz in sat uat ion and hydraul ic 

conductivity as ftunctions of pressure. 

The force ,_ja tion de scribin Igflow t hroug'h porous madi:a is DIarcy"vs 

law. For flow5 iluations in which velocit ics are relatively csn:i!, and 

flow is nulg igiIhlc, Darcv's l ,awvi ld an adequttcaccelerati on of the 

of flow thItro"Qhi porous Lmedia. 'lmcee conditionlis of lowrepresentat i 

velocities and nc,,ligible accelerat.ions arc prevalent in the flow 

situations with which this study is concerned, and larcy's law is 

considered a ppropriate for describin g them. 
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A derivation of an equation for multi-phase flow in porous media
 

from Darcy's law and the continuity principle has been presented in 

detail by Rddell and Sunada (1970l). This equation was written in
 

differential form for 
a volume element similar to the one shown in
 

Figure 2-1.
 

z 
XX
 

Figure 2-1 Differential \olune Elenet for Three-l)imensional 
Flow lquat i on 

Assuming the principal direct ions of permeability coincide with 

the coordinate direct:ions the flow equation for the voliume element is: 

a----A (I + Pg - )AyAz ]Ax + 

pk k ph
 

-[--z--- (i + pg ;j-- )AxAz lAy +
 

a pkZg 3z g5f)xv A
az P 3H )AxAy ]Az (2-2 

A.. (pIS AxAAz) + pQ 

where the terns on the left hand side of the equation represent the 

divergcace of mass flux across the faces of the control volume; the 

first term on the right hand sidu represents the change of mass storage 
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to time; and the second term oilwithin the control volume with respect 

side is a mass source or sink term. The symbols used iiithe right hand 

equation 2-2 are defined as follows: 

kx,k ,k are absolute per:c'abi ities of the medium in the 

x, y, z directions, respectively, 

k r is the perme:c: ility reIative to the fluid, 

p is the mass d,.nity of the fluid, 

U is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 

P is the fluid pressure, 

g is the acceleration of gravity, 

h is the elevation of the control volume with respect to an 

arbitrary datmi perpendi cular to the direct ion of gravity, 

0 is the poro;ixy of the medium, 

S is the fluid saturation, 

the fluid passed in the source or sink,pp is the density of 

Q is Se volume flow rate of the source or sink which is 

positive in the case of a sink and negative for a 

source. 

To accurately describe many cases of multi-phase flow, a relation

ship similar to equation 2-2 is required for each fluid phase. 

Breitenbach, et al. (196S) have developed such equ!tions for the 

case of the.Iloevrthree phase system of o i, gas, and water in the 


two phase, air-water s.v:. ms heing consi.ercd in this study, an
 

:reat lv simplifies the mathematical
assumption can he m:adu which 


flow phenomenon. This assum:iption is that the
description of the 


resistance to air flow throu"h the porous medium is negligible, and
 

therefore the pressure At the air throughout the system is nearly
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constant and can be assumed atmospheric. This assumption is generally 

valid for flow in unconfined aquifer systems because velocities are 

very small, and for this reason it is considered permissible in this 

development to neglect the flow of air in the system. As a result, 

the only flow euqtition tj be considered in the trem;tinent of the 

unsaturated zene is tLquation 2-2 for th, water phase. [t will be 

demonstrated later in this section that equation 2-2 is applicable to 

flow in the saturated zone as well. 

Equation 2-2 way he simplifi ed by assuming the density of the 

water, P, is con stm:t and uni forrmi throughout the system, and assuming 

the porosity, 1, is not a functioi of time. The density of water 

varies with pressure according to the following relationship: 

dp = BpdP , (2-3) 

where P is the reciprocal of the hulk moduius of eI: sticity of water, 

-and is approximattely 3.XlO 6 in"/lb. ie maximum pressure variat ions 

withini the system; be iirm'A considered in tiis study are not expected 
-1
 

to exceed 130 lb/in. Su..stitution of these values into quAton 2-. 

results in a maximum expected variation in density of less than) 

0.05 percent of p. The assumpt ion of constaut density was therefore 

considered valid.
 

Porosity is a function of the compressibility of the aquifer,
 

and is related to the hydraulic pressure by the equation
 

I = to [ 1 + CF (P-P ] , (2-4) 

where
 

1 0 is the porosity at some arbitrary reference pressure,
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P is the reference pressure,0 

is the aquifer compressibility.
CF 


1O-6 
In most cases, C is of the order of magnitude of in2/lb, and 

thus variations in porosity are of the same order of magnitude as 

density variations. Therefore, the assumption that r is constant at a 

given location is considered valid. 

'lie assunt tin of constant density', along with the consideration 

of only the wa telr phase, al lows the pr,,s;sure:; and elevation heads 

for a]] point:s in the system to he expressed in terms of the total 

head, H, which is defined as: 

It = P/pg + h (2-5)
 

Using this relationiship, the following substitution may be made inato 

the partial derivatives of press"re and elevation with re.pect to x 

in the left hand side of eqjuation 2-2. 

DI D11 )h (2-6) 
pg - = ( *±x j 5-:x 

with similar suhsti tit im.s in the partial derivat ives of pressur, 

and elevat ion wit h respect to y and z. To implement the ust of the 

three-dimensi onal groundwater flow equation in the finite dif'crtnce 

model, the assu::ption is made that the material inside the controlI 

volume shown in Figure 2-1 is ho::oren'ous. Using, this assumi ption, the 

porosity' term mi he 1aced outside th. time deri vative in the rig'.ht 

hand side of equLiat io 2-2. \ constant denisitv tWr':imay also he 

eliminated Cr;wi each side of the equation. Thu re:;ult is: 
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Tx I x_ (og 3A )AyAz ]Ax + 

a kyk r ?H)XZ + 

-: [ %-)Ax]Az (2-7 

a kz-r (g 5!(2-7) 
__ ~Ti)AxAy ]Az 

1 (SAxYA:) + Q.

it 

The permeability relative to the fluid, k , and the saturation, S, 
• ' r 

zero
 are constants for hydraulic pressures greater than or equal to 


functions of pressure where pressures are negative.
gage pressure, and 


These relationships :a be expressed as:
 

k = k (p) , p <O, 
r r (2-8) 

k - 1.0, p> O,r
 

S = S(p), p < O,
 
(2-9) 

S 1.0 , > . 

in space tho parameters p , g, and h, relat in.For a given, fixed point 

total head to pressure are constants. Given the elevation of this 

point, h, the relative permeability, k , and the saturation, S, may" he 

or as constants, withinexpressed directly as functions of total hed, 

the following ran :es of 11 values. 

k k (I) , H <(h (2-10)r r 


k 1.0 , I> h
 
r_
 

S = S(1) , II h
 
(2-11) 

S - 1.0 , If> h 

The hydraulic conductivity, K, is defined by comibiniiing terms from 

the left hand side of equation 2-7, for flow in each of the three 

coordinate directions, llydraulic conductivities for flow in the x, y, 

and z directions respectiveIy, are: 
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kk
Kxk r (2-12)K = P9 

x 
k k 

(2-13)
K = kpg_ , 

Y k k 
K z r pg(2-14)K -= P9 

z vi 

Having expressed kr as a function of total head for some fixed poini 

in space, KX K,
Y 

and K, at that point may also be related to W. 

For K this relationship isx 

N =K k , l< h 
x xo r (2- 15) 

K = K , H1> h 
X XO 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity in the x direction undr 
xo 

fully saturated conditions. Similar relationships exist for hy'drtulic 

directions. Substitution of tht.cond ,ctivities in the v and z 

hydraulic conductivities cYi&,! in eouitionn 2-12, 2-13, :nd 2-11 

into equation 2-7 result in 

x [K - AyAzi, x + 

fK -- AXAZAy +
 
y Y2y
 

- [K !I-,AxAy]A
 
2z ~-z, 


(2-16)
- (S.xAyvA) + Q 

The right hand side of equation 2-16 may be simplified by 

assuming that the dimensions of the volume element, Ax, Ay, and A: 

vary with timC. This assumption is valid for the developmentdo not 

of this equat i on for use in the f i n i te d i fference mode I because 

volume elements, or grids are sized arbitrarily and remain constant 

throughout time durin'g any single use of the model. The result is 
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that only thc saturation, S remains inside the time derivative in
 

the first term on the right hand side of equation 2-16. Applying 

the chain rule for partial derivatives, the following subst itution 

can be made to express S for a fixed point Wiving known elevation
 

as a function oF H1 instead of t: 

9A il (2-17)
Dt TIIdH . 

The derivative of S with respect to H is shown as a total 

derivative rather than a partial derivative because S can be expresse 

as a function of H alone. Substitution of equation 2-17 into 

equation 2-16 results in:
 

x 
[K 3H AA:]Ax +
 

a [Ky - AxAz]Ay + 

[K I A'xA,,]Az
Z dbZ " 

dS 31t 
- tAxAyAz -'21!

dii Ot 
+ Q (2-] 8) 

which is the general form of the three-dimensional flow eqnation on 

which the developmnent of the three-dimcnsional svm.nt of tie finitc 

difference :ode l is based. Equation 2-1S is nonlar because S 

and Kx' Ky and K are nonliner: :,nct ions of I. For satuirated 

flow conditions within a given grid dS/dtl is equal to zero, and 

KX ', K , and K -.. are assigned con t:it vN:lI s Kxc0, 'yo , and KZO 

respectivel, in which case equ:tion 2-1R is linear. Although the 

differential lengths Ax, Av, and W: are constants which could 

have been eli minated from equation 2-18. they have been ietained for 
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comparison with the finite difference form of equation 2-18 developed 

for use in the computer moel in Chapter III. 

Development of the w- iIens j (, nIroiindw3te'r Flow Equat ior 

Tle deven2pnt of the two-dimen, ion,] :,:ment of the finite 

difference mode! is hbied on a ciuiidw~ter flow equation which has 

been simnplified ty n..l, cting flow, in th e vertical direction and 

assuming (1) flow velocity is proportional to tie slope of the 

water table, and (2) flow is horizontal and uniform ever'.'where in A 

vertical suction. These assupti)nq are the ,lumuit-Forc}hheimuero 

assumptions as stated hy (oruv (1(9). It is evident that tlecf:. 

assumption, are cont:radictorv in physical rcuility beucausu any slope 

of the water table in the unconfine.d apqii fr indii :jt ,: A vertical 

componen t of velocit'. Hoe.v.er, in cases c watir tablw1rn. the 

slope is mild and water t:i ]e flictut ion ar. small c,,::i d to 

the sattu'ted thickncs of the aquit'f.r, errors it rducd ,v using th(e 

[luptit-Forch eimo r as;u::ti ons are ( lerNglx . iJihlu. 

Irle use ofI the two-di:mensi on l flow cpu OKO rL'i.e I thtii 

streams traversing the area he either hydr::ulicalv' connected with 

the underlying, aquifer at all po its on the howdarv of a given 

cross section, or not hlrzntulicilllv connected with the aquifer At 

any point on the cross section. Strers cons idercd to he hxdr:ui ally 

connected with the aquifIer are generall treated as boundaries of' 

known or constant head. Flow into the aqui'er from a reach of :;trcnm 

considered not to he hy'dra lic:ally connected with the aquirer is 

treated Ns a source Ivr'a, and the river itsrlf is not con' idered aN. 

part of the iqI io'r or pl ipon;u'; o" wri iting, the groinldwaitr flow 

http:Hoe.v.er
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equation. The river traversing the area being treated by the two

flow equation in this study is considered to act as 
a
dimensional 


known-head boundary.
 

le development of the two-dimensional flow equation is based
 

as is the threeon the continuity principle ad Parcy's law, 


The imortant di fference between the

dimensional flow 	equat ion. 

in the manner in which verticaldevelop:ent of these two equations lies 


movements of the water table and volume fluxes in the vertical
 

direction are treated mathemati cally.
 

The location and 	dimensions of the volume elements for which
 

flow equation is written are arbitrarily set,
the three-dimensional 

as shown in Figure 2-1, and are independent of the location of 

the water table or the bedrock surface. Volume flux in the vertical 

direction is described by the third term in the left hand side ci 

It is necessary to consider chanqes in 3aturationequation 2-IS. 


which may occur in each three-dimensional grid because the location of
 

the water table can change with respect to the fixed elevation of'
 

these grids.
 

By contrast, only the horizontal dimensions of the volume cl(cimnts
 

set arbitrarily.
treated by the two-dimensional flow equation can be 


The upper and lower boundary elevations of these grids are determined
 

location of the water table and the bedrock surface, respectively,
by the 


Because the upper g,rid boundary is
as illustrated in Figure 2-2 .
 

times, saturnatcd n'low condii itun.
located at the water MRable at all 


alw is exist within the .grid. Volume flux in the v.rt A dir.cti"e K
t 

The effects of saturation
accounted for by a source or sink term. 


in the grid
and movement of the water table on the volume of storage 
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Water Table 

- Bedrock
/
/. t- Srface...
/ ' 


/ . .....z-.... ./... ... ..


Differential \'olume Element for Two-l)imensional
Figure 2-2 
Flow Equation
 

are accounted for by the specific yield, S , which in defiied as; t e 

volume of water released from or taken into storaiC- by an (jl j t(..lur 

ulv i:otn.unit surface area due to a unit chanec in wa e:r t::lu 

at Nnm ivun lucat i.Specific yield is considered to be constant 

The nonlincr , partial difftrenti 't a tion M-.crib' in' sAru it: d, 

flow throuhl p01-oiros::media may be expressedtwo-dimensional , tran sient 

in differential form as: 

-(K -- nA.)Ax + --- (K MAi"XIM, 

(2- 19)= S AxAy + Q , 

thi ckne , defined by the relation:.hip:in which m is the saturated 

(2-20)m = Hl-h b 

Other symbols
where h1 is the elevation of the bedrock surface. 


have been defined previously. Because flow is

used in equat ion 2-19i 


and K take on the constant values for
assumed saturatud, K 
x y
 

saturated hydranIi c conduct ivi ty , Ko and o
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The development of a finite difference form of the two-dimensional 

flow equation iq based on equation 2-19. Differentials Ax and Ay 

have been rt:i ned in the e(uation for comparison with the finite 

difference P.u:t ion developed in (hapter III for use in the simulation 

model.
 

Equations Describing Flow Across the River Boundary 

The primary purpose of this studyd is to develop a model capable 

of duplicating" an actual, physical process with reasonable accuracy. 

For thi:s reason , an underst anding, of the various condition, unde r 

which flow mayc ccur across the bondarv between a natural stream.and 

the adjacent aquifer is of paramounnt importance. This study is limited 

to the treatment of three conditions beiieved to be most prevalent 

in the stream- quifcr sVstem under consideration in this study. These 

are discussed in this section. The se conditions are: (1) seepacc 

from the aquifer into the stream and (2) seepage from the stream 

into the anquifer, both taking place with the stream and aquifer 

hydrawlicnliy connected and with the seepage rate controlled by the 

pressure grmdi cnt across the boundary between the stream and aqu i fer, 

and (3) seep'ge from the stream into the aquifer in which hvdrauiic 

connection bet ween the two has been broken. Seepage rate in thi s 

case is detcrmi ned by the depth of water in the stream alone, and is 

not dependent on the water table c lcvation in the aquifer so long as 

the hdraul ic connect ion reNains b roen. 

Equat in,. for umsteady flow For each of these conditions should 

provide accurate represent ation of actuala flow conditions. lowever, 

unsteady flow across the river boundary is caused primarily by 

fluctuations in the depth of water in the river, and these fluctuations
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ordinarily occur over durations of time that are very short compared 

to the time increments uned in the finite difference model. Because 

of the usual short duration of these fluctuations, and the tendency 

over an increment of model time for the effects of many positive and 

negative fluctuations to cancel, it is assumed that sevpne rate at a 

given location on the boundary between the stream aq d aqpifer can be 

represuted by an :iverae value durin; cnch model ti;:e inocrement 

without introducing appreciable error. For this reason seepa, rates 

across the strean--ajuifer boundary are coml)uted at each time increment 

using steady state flow equation and an e:ti it cd mean river dtpth. 

The condition of seepage froma the aquifer into the stream K, 

illustrated in Figure 2-3. Flow is cond.,'r.'d r=, point A, som 

distance parallel to the direct io, of Cro the riv"rflow.oundary, 

to the river. The relationshi p for sc:iee:e Meocity liuto the riv-r 

from point A can he expressed by Dlarcy' law as: 

AllK 


where 

KLo is the hydraulic conductivity for saturated condii itons in 

the direction of flow betweun point A and the river. 

Al is the differvnce in total neal bCtween point A 

and the river. 

AL, is the distance from point A to the river boundary in the 

direction of flo'. 

Forms of equation 2-21 written for flow in the x, y, and z direct ion,; 

are used to describe the boundary condition of seepage into the river 
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HA T
 

Figure 2-3 Seepage from Aquifer into River
 

from the aquifer in the three-dimensional portion of the finite
 

difference model.
 

The conditions of flow from stream to aquifer, with or without 

hydraulic connection, are both affected by the presence of a silt 

layer on the banks and bed of the river. This silt layer is formed 

by the deposition of particles of fine sediment on the strea:m WWiii.,s 

and bed. The silt laver genurallv has a much ]lower hvdrau lic 

conductivit' than the surrounding, aquifer material, and can dramatically 

restrict the rate of seepa:e from the river. 

A detailed discussion of the behavior of silt layers in natural 

channels has ceen presented by Matlock (1965), who conducted hoth 

field observationse of natural:t streams and experiments in a laboratory 

flume to determi ne the effects of silt on infiltration rates. 

Following are some of Matlock's observations which have Ween cons idered 

in the developmunt of the equations describing seepag.;e from a stream 

to the adjacent shallow aquifer through a silt layer: 

(1) Laboratory experi mennts showed that the silt layer forms and 

remains stable under a broad range of conditions commonIly 

found in natunral st reams. 



(2) Bedform movement does not generally disturb the silt layer
 

because it in formed below the level of the bedforms.
 

(3) A break in the silt layer caused by s ome local disturbance 

results in an increased sepage rate, but only' for a very 

short period of time in most instances. The high local
 

seepage rate bri gs about the rapid accumulation of fine
 

sediment in the break, and the silt layer re-forms almost
 

immediately. 

(4) A silt layer only one or two millimeters thick may reduce 

the seepage rate to as little as one onu-hundredth of the 

seepage rate prior to the formation of te s ilt layer. 

le infer.nce of these observarions in that, in general, seepage 

from a stream carryin. silt-Iaden water is rest ricted by a sil t layer' 

on the bed and banks of the chinv.l. 'lhis inference was substanti:itd 

by its use in :a finite element model or a stream-aquifer .'yst: by 

llurr (1972). In an area where seepage from the river as takin, p1,lce 

both with And witlout a hydraulic connect ion he tcvn the river =1 

aquifer, the response of the wat(r Italc was simulnted with good 

accuracy us ing r r's model. 

The condition of seepag.!e frot the river with the stream and 

aquifer hydraulically connected is illustrated in F:igure 2-.. Flow 

is considered from the river through the s It laver to po int IB in the 

aquifer. Ile cross-.osctiona 1 area of flow between the river and 

point B is assu.ed to be constant. This assumption holds true in the 

application of the finite difufrence model, and its use here simpli fies 

the developmient of the equation for seepage velocity. Because steady 

state coniditions are assuwed to exist, Feepage velocity nay b 
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----	 "X"SilIt Layer 

Figure 2-4 	 Seepage from River to Aquifer with lydraulic 
Connect ion 

expressed by Darcy's law in terms of the hydraulic gradient and
 

conductivity, either in the silt layer or in the aquifer, as
 

Al All B
 
(2-22)
V = K -- = 

v t B AL
 
s 

whcre 

All S is the head loss through the silt layer, 

All B is the head loss betwecn the silt layer and point 4, 

K is the hydratulic conductivity of the silt layer, 

KB is the hydraulic ccunlictivity of the aquifer material 

between thle river and point B, 

t is the thiclkness of the silt layer, 

AL is the distance larallel to the direction of flow from 

the river to 	point B.
 

For use in the finite difference nodel, an equation for v in terms of
 

the total head los:; lutveen the river and point H is nccessary. For
 

this purpose, eqllltions 2-22 are re:rranged and written as 

Vt 
(2-23)
All = s K 
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vAL 	 (2-24)
B KB 

By summing equations 2-23 and 2-2.1, an expression is obtained which 

defines total head loss, Atl T and relates it to seepage velocity, v. 

t s AL 
AlMT = AIs + 61B = V + K-- (2-25) 

s 3 

Rearranging equation 2-25 and solving for v results in 

KBK 

v = (I--T---- AHIT. (2-26)
tK BAQK 

Equation 2-26, written for flow in the x, y, and z directions, ii. 

used in the finite difference model to describe the boundary condition 

of seepage from the ri ver when hydraul i cally connected with the 

adjacent aquifer. 

The condition of see)age from the river, with no hydraulic 

connection to the adjacent :Iquifer is illustrated in Figure 2-5. 

pumped - . , 	 . _- a yer 
Well 

- --, ter Table 

Figure 2-5 	 Seepage from River to Aquifer withou t Ilydraulic 
Connect i on 

This condition exists. where a si ilt layer is present in the river 

bed and banks to retard the .p;e rate fom the stream. The 

maximun possihvI steady tate scepayc velocity which can pass througl 

the silt layer is determined by the hydra:lic coluctivity of the si It 
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layer, the positive pressure head at the upper surface of the silt 

layer, and an additional amount of negative pressure head which can 

be sustained at the lower surface of the silt layer with saturated 

flow conditions still prevailing. This negative pressure head is 

the bubbling, oi air entry pressure head of the material compo:ing the 

silt layer. This bub bling pres sure head defines the lowest valuo of 

pressure head that can exist in the system for steady, saturated flow. 

Reducing the pressure head at the lower surface of the si It layer below 

this value .onl d not increase the flow rate of water through the silt 

layer, but in.'tead would initiate air flow. The expression for the 

maximum seepage velocity from the stream downward through the silt 

layer is obtained by writing larcy's law for flow under steady state 

conditions throuth the silt layer. This expression is 

d + ts- h 
(2-27)
vmax = Ks ( t ) 

s
 

where
 

d is the depth of flow in the river,
 

is the silt layer thickness,
ts 

hpb is the buLbling pre:sure head of the silt layer, 

K is the hvd'aulic conductivity of the silt layer. 

According to the sign convention used in this development, the value 

of hph) is negative. 

hlien the w:ter I able near the river recedes to such an extent that 

the difference in total between the river and the undurlying :N[Il
alIwd i

fer exceeds the naxi mum possible head loss as defined by equation 2-27, 

the hydraulic connect ion between the river and the aquifer ceases 

to exist. Furt her drawduwn 'f the water table does not a ffect the 
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seepage velocity from the stream, which remains constant at v as 

long as the depth of streamflow does not chane. 

Flow downward through the pcrvious :at, rial below' the silt layer 

takes place under unsaturated conditions. Pressure and saturation at 

any point in this unsaturateud :vn, depend on the physical properties 

of the aquifer raterial at that point. Pr.ssrrre returnms to atmosplheric 

and saturation appro:chs 1.0 as filow rea e water 'lhe,s th table. 

pressure distribution for flIow from the river to the water table in the 

underlying,aqui fr tthroun:h :asilt layer is shown in Figure 2-6 for 

steady flow and homogeneous aquifer material.
 

River--- Rd 

Si Loyer:...-) I .. 

Aquifer 

hPb 0 d + 

Figure 2-6 	 Pressure Wad Dis'tribut ion for seepwg from River to 
Underi yin. Na&ter Table 

Equation 2-27 is used in t he si mul1at ion modl to describhe seepage 

through the st reamhed to t he under1lying aqu ifer when Lire stream andl 

aquifur are not hydrauli cally connwed 
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An equation similar to equation 2-27, but with no gradient of
 

elevation head, describes lateral seepage out through the stream banks. 

In order to determine an average seepage velocity through the bank, a 

hydrostatic pressure head distribution is assumed to exist in the river, 

as shown in Figure 2-7. The pressure head in the adjacent section of 

the aquifer is a'ssumed to be uni form, as it is in the finite dif .rence 

representrtion of this flow si tuit ion used in the simulationa model. 

The maximum disciarg:e throough a unit width of this stream banl for a 

given depth of streamflow is 

K d K d(d/2 - h) 
qqmaxx t s (h-hpb)Jsl dh = s (2-28) 

0 

The average seepage velocity for this maximum discharge is 

i (1/2St (2-293V = Ksd(d/2 - hpb)(-9 

ave t 
s 

In the finite difference representation of this flow situation, 

seepage rate out thirough the stream ank is ass umed to be un i form 

and equal to v a t all points butwun the water surfacc i n the 

river and the si. reanh d. The seepage velocity above the water surface 

is zero. Equation 2-29 is used in the simulation model to describe 

seepage outward through the bank at a given cross secti on of the river 

when no hydraulic connection exists between the stream and aquifer at 

that point. 
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Silt Layer 

Vove 

Figure 2-7 PrcOSSU-C' Illci i ht o for' tiJnsZatU)'ted Seopagt.Q 
t hrough t hc k i vut 11jan k 



CHtAPTER I II 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
 

The basis of the model for simulating flow in a stream-aquifer 

system is the finite difference form of the groundwater flow equation, 

presented in Chapter 11 for both two-dimensional and three-dimensionalI 

flow. The application of the model consists of rcprescnting the study 

area by a grid system and writina the flow equation for each grid. 

The interactions between the river and aquifer are acconodated by 

imposing various boundary condit ions on the .grids throuiy *hi ch the 

river flows. The nature of these bomdary conditions wa s discusscd 

in Chapter I1. Inflows and out flows throuph the upper surface of the
 

model include precipitation, evapotranspiration, irrigation, and
 

pumping. Values of net surface flux for all two-dimensional grids
 

and those three-dimiensional grids adjacent to the upper surface are 

obtained by summing: values of the various surface inflows and outflows 

in each grid. The values thus obtained are input to the model as 

productio to , in the flow equation for each grid. TIe perimetcvr 

grids of the model ,m:' be treated as bhomdaries of known or conistall 

head, known, constant, or zero discharge, or known or constant 

hydraulic gradient. Because data were readily available for valu"; 

of head throu.hout the region considered in this study, Ihe peri metcr 

grids were trcated as boundarie; of known or constant head. Computa

tions of discharge ;anid stage in the river are external to the portion 

of the model dealing with the groundwater flow equations. Discharge 

is computed for each river grid by applying the continuity principle,
 

including consideration of the contributions of seepage and cana]
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diversions. The stage in each grid is then co.::puted using the Mannin,
 

formula. The remainder of this chap ter consists of a description of
 

each of the major components of the co::puter m.odel developed in tUP
 

study and an account of the operation of the computer program thro 

one time cycle. Brief descriptions of each of the ::ode1 ,nuroutine-, 

and a listing of the computr ;ro.,rA ;pea:ir in AppcnJnix A. 

of inte ',M Y.,,c. ;rounudh_. " 

Finite diff'erence tchniques are based on the substitution of' 

ratios of discrete chan'?c, in the values of appropriate variahlc.; over 

small space and time intervals in place of derivatives. To facilit te. 

the use of a finite difference tychnique, the study area is MAN 

into a system of grids. The sizing and placement of the rris ds,.

on the physiocgraph" of the region and thL detail dcsircd. Lace'. rid:. 

are used where, the physioa:raph is fairl uni form and detai 1s not wo 

important. .Smaller grids are required to obtain or, detailed infor

mation, or to accura tely describe flow in regions having irregular 

bedrock contours. steep water table gradients, discontinuities in the 

subsurface gec ology, or other rregular itit-c in the physiog;raphy th .t 

might in fluence the local flow pattern. iach grid in tihe itrue

dimensional :model e'jmnt is assrncAa value of hydraulic conduct!A.3, 

a grid center elevation, and an initial head. Sii larly, each .r in 

both two-d imensional model se','nts is assigned a value of hvdrauli c 

conductivity, a bedrock Vleaztion, and an initial w.ater tale elcvat ion. 

These paramieter values are obtained by averag, ing'dota values for each 

individual araoct r over the space within every grid. The flow
 

equation for each grid is written in terms of the parameter values of
 

that grid and of the adjacent grids, the distance intervals between the
 

Developm_ ji Di ! for : tr o.'. nurit 
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adjacent grid centers, and an arbitra-y time interval. 
An implicit
 

centered-in-space, finite difference scheme is used 
in this model to
 

approximate the time and space derivatives in the groundwater 
flow
 

equations.
 

An important limitation of the finite difference technique used
 

linear equations only.
its restricted applicability to
in this model is 


are both nonlinear.
Groundwater flow equations 2-18 and 2-19 
The 

hydraulic conductivity, K, which Appears in vector notation in the 

left hand side of equIttion 2-IS is a function of head,
terms on the 


a derivative with re.!nct
 H, as is the saturation, S, which appears in 


the right hand side of equation 2-18. The saturated thickn",;,
 
to HI on 

m, which is included as a coefficient in the left hand side terim; of 

the fiRtalso a function o1 I. It: appears that
equation 2-19, is 

use in this study is not appropri:atC
difference scheme presented for 

described in equationsm; 2--18 and 2-19. 
for describin.,. the flow situlat ion-s 


valies of

However, these equations can be linearized by holdinq t h 

incrcn::c't, so that 1! 
the functions of H1 constant durinq each time 


is the onlv tnknown in each equation. At the beg inning.i' of each ti me
 

K and dS/dI! are colmiuted for each three
increment new values of 


the present time level.

dimensional grid as functions or head at 


m values are computed as functions of head at the
 
Similarly, new 


present time level in each two-dimensional grid. Errors resulting from
 

if care is taken to
the use of these approximations .re negligible 

the variation "f 11 
select a sufficiently sm l time increment so that 


scoll from one time level 
to the next.
values throughout the model is 


A suitable size of time increment for use in simulating flow in a
 

of thegiven strcam-aquifer system is determined by making trial runs 
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on data from that system with several different time increments.
model 


arc obtained, and
 
The largest time increment for which stable results 

one time step to the next are he low
for which chanes in head from 

is for in making production
some arbitrary tolerance limit, selected us, 

foot. Analysis of
 
runs. ITe tolerance limit 	used in this study was one 


field data used in this study resulted in
of the model 	on
trial runs 


the selection of a time increment of 30 days.
 

Th ree- Di men s i on a F l owMode 

of the Finite Difference Equiation. A typical grid used
I)evelop:tnt 


in the three-di mensional] portion or the qroundaatcr emdlis shwnm in
 

the centers of the six adjacent rid 
Figure 3-1 , with the location; of 


hand side of cquation 2-18 represent

The terms on 	the left
indicated. 


iijj+I+ 
I" -. ~ 

i-l~~j~ikI .. "k,
 
/ + 

I/ ~,j,ki 

Difference Grid for Three-Dim~ens ionalI
Figure 3-1 	 Typi cal F inite 


Fl ow
 

canThe flow across a given face io 
flow across the six grid faces. 


expressed in terms of the cdimensions of the two adjoining grids and
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the flow parameters at the grid centers. Two adjacent grids are
 

shown in Figure 3-2, with flow in the x direction across the
 

connecting face being considered. According to l)arcy's law, discharge
 

from grid i into grid i+I may be expressed as
 

II.- II. 
=Q0 K A ---- . . 7-I . ...(3 -1) 

xo o 0.5(,x +AX.\+1
 

where 

K is the hydraulic conductivity at the grid interface for xo 

flow in the x direztion,
 

A is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the
 o
 

direction of flow,
 

H. is the head at the center of grid i,1 

i. is the head at the center of grid i+l,
 

0.5(Axi +Ax il) is the distance between the gri c ers 

Hi
 

0 

H1 . 

I I 

0 F _ 

I' Qo 	 0 

Figure 3-2 	 Flow letween Adjacent Grids of the Three-li men sional 
Model 

The finite difference approximation of steady n ow during each 

time increment between adjacent grid centers is used to obtain an 



expression for Q in terms of adjacent grid dimensions and grid 

center parameters. Discharge between the center of grid i and the 

interface, and between the inter:':ce and the cn.nter of grid i+l are 

both equal to Qo' and may be expressed accordiug to Darcy's law in 

terms of the respective grid pa1rameters and dimen-,on as: 

tl.- ii 
QI = K A 	 (3-2)Qi-o 	 i i Ax./2'

1. 

H -HI 

K A 0 i+l 
= :+~i+I Ax 	 (3-3)Qo-i+l _ o iA+I+Ai+l//2 

i and i+1 areThe cross-sectional areas at all points between 

uniform and may be cxpressed in terms of grid dimensions as 

A = A. = A. = Ay'Az , 	 (3-4) 

1 i+l 

where Ay and Q: are the grid dimension; perpendicular to the 

direction of flow. Substituting e.quation 3-1 into equations 3-2 and 

3-3 and rearranging resuls in 

Q Ax. 
H. 	 - H = T ; -K(3-5)
 

1 0, 2EA K
 

Q0 x. 
(3-6)i+ 

o i+l 2AyAz K.P 

to 	 0Equations 3-5 and 3-6 are added together ' eliminate Hl. The 

resulting expression, after comi ning terms, is 

+Q xK Axi K. 
0 ---	 (3-7) 

1 i+l 2 AKI-z .. +l 

Solving equation 3-7 for Q yields the following expression for flow 

acr ss the grid interface shown in Fig re 3-2. 
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= 2K.j K.j+1 AyAz -(i Hi l (3-8) 

Qx K. +x K i j+ 
* i+l'i+li 

the following substitutionComparison of equations 3-1 and 3-8 indicates 

has been made: 

K K.K. 
xo ___ . (3-9) 

K (3Ax.-+Ax. Ax K +Ax ' 

which shows that K , the x component of the hydraulic conductivity 

at the interface, has heun replaced by a combination of K. and K. 
1 i+1 

at the adjacent grid centers. In the finite diffcrrence form of 

represented as combinations of theequation 2-18, 'K , Ky', and Kz are 

K values in the appropri ate directions.discrete, grid center 

Expression:; similar to equation 3-, written for each of the six 

faces of every interior grid, const. i tvte the finite difference form of 

the left hand side of equation2- 18 used n the computer nodel . For 

grids located on the hotton laver of the erid network, flow across the 

lower surface is assumed to be equal to zero. Flow across the upper 

face of each surface grid of the network is assumea to be equal to the 

surface flux, which is computed separately from the matrix of g rouind

water flow equations. 

The right hand side of equation 2-18 contains a time derivative 

of Hl,which is approximated by the finite difference form: 

(3-10)tI - lt 

9t At
 

where
 

superscripts t and t+At indicate time levels before and 

after an incremental time change, respectively, 
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At is the time increment,
 

H is the head in a given grid.
 

At each time level the derivNtive of saturation with respect to 

head and the hydraulic conavctivitv used in equation 2-18 for every 

grid in the three-dimen;sional model segment are assigned values that 

remain constant during the operation of the model through one tm.:e 

at the ben'.innin of uach timeincrement. These values are compted 

of head in every three-dimensional grid. Theincrement a:; functions 

used in the model for obtaining vaLues of K and dS/dllapproximations 

in a given grid are: 

(3-11)
satk
K K 

d__s S (3-12) 

where 

K is the hydraulic conductivity in the grid under sat
 

saturated conditions, 

k is the average relative permeability in the grid, 
r 

the averag e change in saturation over some smallAS is 


in the grid,
increment of he:ad 


AH is the increment of head. 

oneFor grids entirely below- the water table, k r is equal to 

and AS is equal to nero. In order to obtain values of Kr and AS 

above the water table, reolafor grids located partiallv or entirely 


h ), are
tionships for k 1 and S as functions of pressure head, 

kI and S versus h 0) for use inobtainedneeded. The plot s of 

this study are described in (hapter IV. To comlpte k and AS for 
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a given grid, the vertical dimension of the grid is first 
divided into
 

small, equal increments. An approximate value of the pressure head 

subtractinq, the elevation at in each increment is then obtained by 

If the pressure head thus 
that point from the head in the grid. 

vall1es k 1 -1.0 and AS -O a'e assigned, theobtained is nonnq ative 


If the pressurc head is negative, values
 
to the increm:nt directly. 


in the increment
 
of k and AS corresponding to the pressure head 


from the plots of k and S versus h . Values of are obtained 
Srp
 

thus obtained for every vertical increment of the grid.
k and AS are 

r
 

Sr values in the grid is the value of k r used
 
The average of all k 

grid center. Th11ea value of K at thein equation 3-10 to obtain 


in the grid is the value of
 average of the incremental AS values 


value of dS/dll
to obtain an approxi mateAS used in equation 3-11 

at the grid center.
 

The finite difference equation for three-dimensional 
flow is
 

right hand side of
 
obtained by substituting equation 3-10 into the 


in the form of equation 3-S for
 
equation 2-18, writing expressions 

the left hand Wide of equation 2--18, and assigning K and dS/dI 

constant value:; ottained by the proc.dure described in prucudin,
 

thus otained is rearrnnged so that all
 
paragraphs. Th' QUtion 


time level t+At, appear on the left

unknown values of head, Hl,at 


I, at time level
 
hand side of the equation, with the known value of 


The result, written for a typical grid

t, on the right hand side. 


as shown in Figure 3-1 is
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ijt+At
t+At + BHt+At + cl t+At 

+,j- -,k,kiJ+lAAPji- lj k i+I,j ,k 
t+Att+At 

k 
. , - (A+B+C+D+E+F+G)JI.
+ F1 1 , k
+ EHt+At ,j,k+ll,j ,k-I 


=Q -G|i,j, k (3-13)

Q - G> 

where
 2K. Ki , A.A
 
i-l ,k K Ayi -2 (3-14) 

A Ax .-'1-
V 

l: " I _(3-15)2Ki+ l ,1I 

B =Ax..-,- ----
z -=-- ,,..,
 

i+l K ,J,r A i +lWA
1 

2KK, 1A K 
(3- 16)K . -AyK __

-j 1 1 J 1i (0 
W Axi2K. '" 2k7,1 Il,L i 

Aj+] K,03 00+1AK 
( -17)

2K. 1 " . . 
2K.
 

E = ~ 

, , (3- )k 1 J,~ i,1._Z 

I--
I ..... - i 

K
 

Ax.i i(dS/ ,j l,Ay 

G- .-k-- - - --


A, B~ , Q , E,., Iad G are held constant at vaues
Coeffi cienut s 

average va oincrement.
computed at the beginning of each time The 

over the tiime increment, is the vau 
of the source or sink term, Q, 

of the modeldur i ng the operationis he 1(,const antat which Q 

through the time step. 

1h' .e-Di) i Qn i onial Mod'lde . The thrue-di mun'ionaI 
-cApJ1 i tion of the 

I intq in the strua;
to emc Im'p. allas
grid system is placed so 


For the study
is likely to occur. 

aquifer system where flow of watcr 


the grid system encloses
 
area used in the verification of this model, 


K 


i 
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the river and both the saturated and unsaturated subsurface flow 

zones. Because the climate of the study' area is semiarid and most 

precipitation either percolates directly int:o the ground or evaporates 

where it falls, overland flow due to rainifall excess is assumed 

negligible and is not coTsidered in the model. Flow in canals is not 

considered to enter the system until it is applied as irrigation water, 

a portion of which is assumed to leave the system as evapotranspirat ion, 

while the rem:ainder percolates into the subsurface flow systcm. 

A typical cross section of the river v'alley in the study drea is 

shown in Figure 3-3. with the three-dimension.Al ,rid syste: superimpooscd. 

The grid system has been distorted slightly for the pmrpose of locatin g 

the river in the uppermost grid of one column in eaich cross section, 

while keepi r., the water tihble below tie surface of the model, lxcpt 

at the side bo r:ies wlere the ground s:rface rises a cons idcrb le 

distance above the water table, the upper surface of the model is at 

or near the ground :;trface. The max i muwi anyle of tilt prodoced by 

distorting the nodel for this purpose is less than one d.,."o , and 

errors due to this small grid distortion are considered n . ibi,le. 

The river is treatud in tle thlrv.e-di aensio:al model bv asi so 

it a grid in e:ch cross section tlroaugh hi ch it passes. I& grid is 

sited and located so as to approximate the true channel geometry of 

the river, as illustrated in Figure 3-4. Width of the grid is set 

approximatelv aqN 1to th, average river widtoh. 'Ih lower boundary 

elevation of," th river id is approxi;at ely equial! to the led elovat ion. 

Because the ch:,nnlI of the river inithe study a rea is generally wide 

and shallo",, the rec tanigu llar approximation of the river cross section 

in the model is considered to be reasonable. 

http:three-dimension.Al


Ground Surface 

Bedrock Surface River 

V'ater Table 

. .. - - - / . 

Scc'e in Miles 

1 1/2 0 1 2 

Vertical Exaggerotion(X 50) 

i-:re 3-3 Three-Dimensional Grid Syztc::: S;.erii.posed on a Cross Section of River Valley 
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Z+
 

Y+ 	 - - -

Figure, 3-4 	 Cross Section of River Grid in the Three-Dimensional
 
Model Segment
 

Grids lying below the bedrock surface in the three-dimensional 

model are assi gned hydraulic conductivity values of zero, and are 

inactive in the computation of heads at each time step. Grids lyin;g 

entirely above the bedrocL surface are assigned conductivitv values 

obtained frorm d:ita. The cornduclivity value; assig ed to grids lving 

partial ly be low' and part iall above the bedrock surface are reduIced to 

compensate for the impermeable portion of the grid below bedrock, and 

the entire grid is thun treated as part of the permeable alluvi um
 

above the level of bedrock.
 

Two-D i OOO si , IwModeie 1t0 I 

Devel op .cnt 	oif the Finite Difference Fouaton. The devel opmnt or 

,ce 	 ''Ortwo-dillens ional
the finite di re equa:,tion 	 Flow of .rou,dwater 

is very simi lar to the dcve lop;noit of the equat ion for thr.e-d unsion, 

flow, presentcA in a previous secC'i on of this chia pter. A tvpical wgrid 

u~cd in the t'o-dim:un11-,ional port iol of the g'round ater model is shown 

with its four adjiacent grids in Figure 5-5. The terms on the left: 

hand side of equation 2-19 represent flow across the four lat er;,1 grid 

faces, and can be expressed in terms of dimensions of As center grid 

and the four adilcent grids, and the respective grid center lra;eters. 
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i+I, 

Typical Finite Difference Grid for Two-Dimensional
Fgure 3-5 

Fl ow 

Two adjacent grids of the two-dimensional model are shown in Fiure 3-6. 

Flow in the x direction across the adjoingir, intvrhirce is con i rd. 

Hi
 

H) + 

I
 

+
 
-A-x--_- "7777&r7-77//'_/+ 


I
 

Flow between Adjacent Grids of the Two-lkiinesi ma1Figure 3-6 

Mode l 

grid i to grid i+l may be expressed
Discharge across the interface from 

larcy's law in the form of equation 3-1, as was discharge WNtW(U)
by 


adjacent grids of the three-dimensional model. Assuming steady flow 

3-3 are used to represent
during each time increment, equations 3-2 and 
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flow in grids i and i+1 of Figure 3-6, respectively. The cross

sectional areas of grids i and i+l are not equal, aq vas the case in
 

the three-dimen sion al model grids, but arc varinbles whose value at a
 

given location for a particular time are defined by
 

A = mAy , 	 (3-21) 

where
 

m is the average saturated thickness of the grid, and is a
 

variable,
 

Ay is the fixed lateral grid dimension perpendicular to the
 

direction of flow.
 

Equation 3-21 is substituted into equations 3-2 and 3-3 to obtain the 

expression for flow in each grid. The result is: 

11. - 11 
Qi-o= Q = KImIAy 1 0 (S-22) 

II - II. 
0 i+l 

Qo-i+l = Q0 	 Ki+lmill!Ay ---A _72 (3-23)
 

Equations 3-22 and 3-23 are rearranged and added together for the 

purpose of eliminating 1 6, resulting in 

Am
Qo K.m.Ax + K Ax.
 
--.1 [ i - __ (3-24) 

1+ 2Ay KiK. n. . 

Solving equation 3-21 for Qo yields the following expression for
 

flow across a grid 	interface of the two-dimens.ional model: 

2K K. m m A 
Q- l i iQ 1. H -2 

S" Kit IAx.I 0.H l K 4 l1il i.l X"i A.ill i 1i 
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A comparison of equation 3-2S to 3-1 indicates the following 

substitution has been made of scalar quantities for hydraulic conduc

tivity in the x direction at the interface: 

1K A K.K. lm.r A~v
 
xo 0 -I i+1 i +1 _ _
 

o ==x.+" (3-26) 
Axi+Ax +1 1+1K m.AX1 + Ki+lmi+l A X i
 

The saturated 	thickness, m, is a function of head, Hi, defined as:
 

(3-27)
m = -Ihb 

where is 	the bedrock elevation in the grid. lowever, in order to
hb 


so that it can 	be solved using,' finite difference
linearize equation 3-21 


increment. A value
techniques, m is held constant during each time 

of m is obtained at the beginning of each tivne stup for every grid 

as explained ir a pre'.iott.n section ofin the two-dimensional model, 


this chaptr. Saturated thickness i:; there t(O)I LON dicl,a c'onstant,
 

areand the only unknown quantitites in equation 3-21 i. and iH 

hand side
The tine derivative of IH which appenrs on the right 

of equation 2- 19 is a pprximtiated by the finite di f!fe rencie form gi\c a 

is also used in the finite diff-rcnce formin equation 3-10, which 

of the three-di::mensiu,ott flow equation. 

Tie finit- d iff c qco for two,-dimensi nal vr,ultdtwaterc eqtultion 

movement is obtai ned by sutbstituting expressions in the form of 

faces into the leftequation 3-25 for each of the four lateral grrid 

hand side of equation 2-19, and by substituting equation 3-10 into 

the right hand side of uq,.atnit 2-19. The resulting equationt is then 

tine level t+Lt,rearranged so 	that al unknon valucs of Ii,at 


left ha:hd side of the equation, with the known IH value,
appear on the 
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at time level t, on the right hand side. The result, written for
 

the central grid shown in Figure 3-5 is
 

t+At 	 tfAt + +At t+At+BI + 	 COi. + D[I. .~AE -1,j 
+ 	H +1,j i , -I ,)i+1 

t+At - (A+B-C+I)+ + (,; - Gl.t 	 (3-28)
1,j 	 11,j 

K+l~IJF. ,I 


where 
2K , -. .K ml, - 1 , I 1i , mI1 , y.1 

A =. . .. (3-29) 

Kid ji1,j 1-P 

2WkWl. Ki.1n. ' I . A. . 

B = K +li 
* 

4 , (3-30) 
, 	 j 1x 

2K. K M1 . 
. . .. (3-31) 

2K, . K . .n M. .'X. 

.j.l 1 1,.1 (3-32) 

S AxAv 
G = -L 

AL
- (333) 

Coefficients A, B, C, D, and G are held constant at values 

computcd at the beginning of each time increment. Q i s held con.tint 

at its average value during the operation of the model through the 

time iAcrem t. 

Appication of the Two-Di pensional Model. 'The two-dimnensional 

model is designed to consider only those flows in the stream-aquifer 

system that take place under saturated conditions. Grid placement in the 

two-dimensicnal modeI presents no problem Pccanse the upper and lower 

grid boundaries are defined by ,,ater table and hucdLrI)ck elevations, 

respectively. The two-dimensional mode! utili nes the !,upmit

lorchheimer anls lpt ion , tnif (v hlIur, a verl icat1o (II rI m cold it ion; 'ry in 

section and horizontal flows throuthout the ,ode i. The river do. no( 



occupy an entire grid, but is incorporated in a grid which includes 

aquifer. In the model developed in Kiisthe surrouniding and underlying 

study the head in the river is assig.ned to Lne entire grid on the 

bases that (l) the strer. and ;quifer are ulwavs hydraulically 

connected; arid (2) response to filuctutitions of either the river or 

aqui icr in the other componenit is fa irly rapid, so that the head in 

to the head inthe surroundin, aqu i for is always appruxi mate ly aqual 

lI cross suection of the studythe river, for a givn rid. A typic 

is shown in area u,;ed in the veri fication of the computer ':Ide,! 

3-7 with the wo-di hells ionlt,1finite diffcrence g rid systemFigure 

superimopose d . 

s 

The t hreu- dime asional om. t or tho gronwvia.'ter mndel deve o ed in 

may he used alone or in c inJunction .tih two-dimncunsi O'l 

and "I i e*,'c-Pi :'lci5i oII2 I 'J Ii SO e' n(r.t 

this study 

In this :;tldv
mod.l sc tscrtpositioned alon; any nhuiner of its sides. 

letwo;een two two-dimenthe three-dinensiona l model svgvicnt was placed 

sional model seg nts. The positioning, of the mode'lI on th1e study arca 

and ill strated in Chanptcr IV.is discussed further 


icc' b.c l.ceo a two-dimuensional grid
A cross section of the iitcr1 

gr ids is sho..n in 1Figsure 3-8. Theand a column of three-dimensional 


wr itinge, equation 3-28, with
flow equation t'or grid i,j is olta ind b 


adjacent to
 a modification of the term dcscribin' flow across the face 


the three-dime nsional 'rid cOln;iii . Ilnti n parti ca r caqa,, the tri
 
"¢'' n o ta }t4Ai 

'cpl aced with a ct of termis duscrit, rn . into each1311 .4Alis1,J+l
 

of tcr'ms is olbtaiiid hy
individual grid of column i .i. 'his set 

writing' the cocf'icient BI as iusui;il, accordinug to equatl o 3-ion, ;as 



Ground Surface 

Water Table 

Bedrock Surface 

Scale in Miles 
1 1/2 	 0 1 2
 

Vcr tcci Excgge-ctrn(X.50)
 

Figure 3-7 Two-Dimensional Grid Svstc:n Su-ct'im:oscd on a Cross Section of River Valley 

http:Excgge-ctrn(X.50
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Intr I tce I t.cutun Two-l)imen-ionillFigure 3-8 Cross Sectionolf an 
Mode I ;rids.
and Three-lDimensional 

in place of the column of
 
if an ordinary two-dimensional grid existed 

B is then divided among
three-dimms i oin grids. The value of th 

grids in columi i,j+1 according to the fraction n unch grid of thK 

iK column i,.l. The exr(:ession or the 
total saturated thickness 

in the kth grid of column i,j+l
flow coefficient 


-3,)
Amk 
(3-34)

Bk 


where
 

in grid k of column ij+1
is the saturated thickness
Amk 


is the total saturated thickness in column iPl,..
m 


grid column is obtainedin the three-dimensionalThe value of m 

the uppermost impermeable grid
by subtracting the top elevation of 

is
the top grid. The flow equtinttia for grid ij

from the head in 


for each grid in column i ,j

obtained by snhst i tutin, cquat ion 3-31 

into equatio', - 7 , rvsulling, in
 

t 4 A t t, t+At
+A n l 


AN ,i-1 Ik ip l k + Cil + IM
 

n t+At-t (3-35)

-(A4 X 1"+(:+p#+1)IIt+At Q nui.t. 

:,j '
 
k k 'i 
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i+l,j. For the particular

where n is the number of grids in column 

Bk for grids i+t,j,lcoefficients case illustrated in Figure 3-8, 

are :.ero, grid i I,j, because it lies below the bedrock 
and i+l,i, I 

and grid i+lj,4 because it lies 
considered impermeable,surface and is 

therefore contains no portion of 
entirely above the water table and 

in column i+l,j.the saturated thickness 

modelthree-dimensional
The flow equation in a given grid of the 

i s obtained by writin, 
segment adjacent to a two-dimensional grid 


grids
of three-dimensionalas if another columnequation 3-13 just 

this, the 
of the two-dinensional grid. In order to do 

existed in place 


a set of subrids who,(!

grid must be divided into

two-linensional 


the adjacent three-dii cinsion;al
 
vertical dimensions match those 	 of 


set of su:bhrids mayv., and iuullly do,
 
column. The boundaries of this 


of the two-dimensio nal gtrid

the boundariesextend above and below 


g:rid boundary,
the two-dimensioialitself. For subgrids lying below 


is assi e.u'Ld
the hydraulic conductivity
is the bedrock surface,which 


and partially
parti ally aboveFor su.brids located a value of zer,. 

ass i gned is that of the
conductivity value

below the bedrocl, level, the 


to the amount of sulgrii

rduced in proprotioncridtwo-dimensional 


To obtain Ihydraulic condluc
space occupied by impermeable material. 

tivity values for subgrids lying 	partially or totally alove the 

permeability of the 
two-dimension:al grid boundary, the relative 

nodelthree-dimensional
subgrid is oitn ined, as it is for grids in th 


water
calculation is the 
segment. The pressu I re head datum for this 

Ile hydraulic conductivity i; then
grid.table in the two-dimensional 

3-11, with the relative permeability of the 
obtained using, equation 

grid. No changeof the two-dimensionaland the conductivitysubgrid 
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of parameters is necessary for subgrids lying entirely inside the 

grid. Using the subgrids of grid i 
boundaries of the two-dimennioml 

in Figure 3-8, equation 3-13 is w,ritten for each of the grids in 

changes in the form of the equation.column iPI ,i with no 

Method of Solution f,' the Groundater Model 

At the end of each model time increment, the flow equation is 

grid for which the headwritten in its appropriate form for every model 

is unknown . Boundary conditions are required iln at the next time step 

in order to obtain a solution. The
all exterior grids of the model 

boundary conditions us;ed in this mode1 are: (1) known heads in aill 

surface grids of the 
perimeter grids, (2) known flow into the top of all 


(3) no flow across the lowermodel segment, and
three-dimen:sionaI 


surface of the bottom grids of the three-di :.ionsOlImodel .cuent. At 

wherv d,ta indicat,;
the ud. I ,a few locations aelong the perilmutr of 


a steady increase in the water tab]e elevation over the study perid,
 

values o/F head in the perimeter grids are pvriodically increased ,\ a
 

remslailn

small amount. The remainder of the heads in perineter grids 


condi t ion:; at the river are not esscntial to the
 
constant. Bounda ry 


nece-s sar' for tie correct repre
solution of the flow equations, but are 


-
flow s ituation. In the two-dimcn:ion; l s.v'. nts'uel 
sentation of the actual 


of this model the river is treated as a hounldary of know.,n head, "h ieW
 

either
 
the portion of the river in the three-dimensional segmcnt 

may act 


d i scharge. Vie flow eqt iIs
 
as a boundary of known head or of knoewn 


into a l trIix amId solved simultalneously for new values of"
 
are entered 


Pliim inati on

head in each grid. Stliboutine ';Ol.VIF employs the Gaus 


tor use in digital

technique of matrix solution. ItSOl,' was adapted 
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groundwater models at CSU from the BANDSOLVE algorithm developed by 

Thurnau (19133). 

Development of Ploustion s for River Disc harg and Stage 

A value af the head in each river grid of the model is needed at 

every time iincrement to compute boundary conditions used in the solution 

of the groundwater Iflow cquations. The head values are obtained by 

adding the river stage to the river bed elevation in each grid. The 

river stage is computed by the Manning formula, for which a value of 

di. charce in each g.,rid is needed. Calculation of the di scharge in 

each grid is based on the continuty principle and the assumption that 

spatial variation in river flow at a given time is due to seepae to 

and from the adjacent aquifer, canal diversions and tributary inflows. 

Cont innui ty F u!ntion for River i _ch .re 

Discharge c: I:cliaions ,re b.nn at: a grid superimposed ov'r a 

reach of river whcre a gag ing' station is located, and the flow at each 

time increment is known. Three river gagving stations are located in 

the study area used in the verification of this model, to. of which arc 

located at oppos ite ends of the region, with the third located near the 

center oF the study area. Calcuilations of discharge are initiated at the 

center gag Ig stati en moved upstroand donnstoran omuithat grid.; a nid 

The reasons for st:rting at the center an(l movin both direction:;, 

rather than beginninQ at one end and progressing through the entire 

length of the model is to asslre that values of discharge in the three

dimensional model seq'meut are reasonabilv close to thl}corrcCt Valutes, 

and to shorten the distance over which a given error c a be propagated. 

Discharge in a given grid is computed as a function of the known 

discharge in the adj acent grid, and the secpate ratcs al canal 
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River grids are
diversions between the centers of the two grids. 

numbered consecutively from upstream to downs:rea-m. Moving upstream 

from the center gaging station, and assuming known discharge in the 

L+lth grid, the discharge in the [Lth grid is computed as
 

(3-36)
A = QL+ + DL+1 + O.S(RL + RL) 

where
 

Q is river discharge in cubic feet per second,
 

D is the sum of the discharn'es diverted to canals in
 

cubic feet per second, 

R is the net seepage from the river in each grid in 

cubic feet per second. 

Moving downstream from the gaging station and assuming known discharne 

in the L-lth grid, the discharge in the Lth grid is computed as 

(3-37)
 
A = QI-I DL - 0 5 (RL-1 + RL) 

are assigned to
Canal diversions between two adjacent grid center, 


the downstream grid for convenience. The seepage in each three

river grid is obtained by summing the components of seepage
dimensional 


These components are obthrough each hank and the bed of the river. 


tained by muiltiplying the seepage t locity throunh each face of thu river
 

grid by the arca of that face. Seepare in the two-dimesiona! river 

grids includes only the components of flow through the river banks. 

Tbhese seepage component s are compiited durin.g the previoun nodcl time 

.hich are adiacpnt to the
increment for all faces of each river grid 

aquifer grids. Calciliat ions of Q by equation: S-;6 or 3-37 arc re

the model.peated until a value of Q is ohta ind in every river grid of 

r -. ,'l,- nF i sbqhnrc' in the end ;,rids of the model are then 
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compared to values measured at the two gaging stations located at the 

upper and lower ends of the study area, as a test of the accuracy of 

results obtained using the model. 

Computation of River Stage by the Manning Forimla 

The computation of depth of flow in each river grid of the model is 

based on the assumptions (1) that flow in each grid is steady and uniform 

and (2) that th channel is generally wide, shal low and has an approxi

mate]y retangular section throughout tihe study area. Flow is assumcd 

uniform in each section becau:se channel geometry throughout the area 

does not vary significantlv from place to place, and, except at the 

diversion points of canals the changs in discharge with respect to 

distance along thre channc l are small. In addition, snufficient infor

mation is not ava i lablc for calcu :ati n,, depths of nonuniform flow. 

Flow is considered steady because the model time increment is muc 

larger than the duration of nost river fluctuatione and the passage 

of these fluctuations through the study area. T:e effects of ninerus 

positive and negative fiuctuations in river discharge ever a model time 

increment tend in cancel, thus minimizing the errors incurred by 

assuming steady flow. 

The Manning formula, written for a wide channel and solved for 

stage, d, is given by equation 2-1. Values of channel width, w, bed 

slope, s, and Manning's n are input to the model as data for each 

river grid. 'The value of discharge, Q, is obtained by equation 3-36 

or 3-37. A value or d is oltaned for each riv 'r grid ,a!each t ime 

increment, usi g equation 2-1. Ti'l is value i.s the adld t" tie avorape 

river bed elevation of the grid, which ha, been read in is data, 

resulting in a value of head which is used to compute the appropriate 
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in the solution of the groundwater flow
boundary condition for use 

equations. 

Boundary Conditions a1 the ,tren--Auifer Innrface 

across the stream-aquifer inter-Equations for the 	 seppage velocity 

Ch pter I1for the three prevAiling flow configface were discussed in 

urations. The finite difference forns of these equations are used in 

to obtain boundary conditions for
the three-di onsional model segyment 

three-dimeonsional model grid i
groundwater fi ow equations. :\ typical 

with a river prid loca Lud adjacent to it,illustrated in Figure .;-), 

fron the auiirfr upper face. The 	 finite diflerence equatiu:, for nc'pgu 

-- - ver 

Z+ 	 -K -- - - - - - / " i A-,Qu oif. r 

Figure 3-9 Aquifer Grid Adjacent to River Grid
 

into the river i.s obtained for grid i,j,k by mulltiplying the expression 

veocity ,ivcn in equation 2-21 by the area of Lhe inturfac,.for seepage 

between grids i,j,k abd i,.i,k+l. The result is 

Ax.Ay'. 
0- -	 ) (3-38)K. 	 . Ax 5 

Akkz 2 JI k+ i ,Jk 

of grid i,j,k to 	tewhere Az k/2 is the distance from the center 

river boundary. The coefficient in the right hand side of equation 3-38 

equation 3-13,is used as the coefficient F in the groundwater flow 
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with H as a known head boundary condition. The equation for 

seepage into the river from a laterally adjacent aquifer grid is
 

identical in Formi to equation 3-3S, with grid dimn:ions and subscripts 

changed according:ly. The coefficient or this equation is used in
 

equation 3-13 as the coefficient A, B, , or D, dependin.g on the
 

location of the aquifer grid with respect to the river. 

The equation For s from the river with thee,:a.g, into the aquifer1 

stream and aquifer hydral i cal v connected is obta ined for grid i,j ,k 

by multiplyi ing the area of the interface by the expression For seepage 

velocity given in equation 2-26. Assuming seepage takes place from 

the ri.eor boundary, through the silt layer to the center of grid i,j,k, 

the result is 

K.K,i,k x.Av"iQ s~ i 
Q = t K. 77 ; I 7 (1i,j,kl - 3-39)

s i , l- k A 2) K 

The coefficient in the right hand side of equation 3-39 is used as the 

coefficient F in equation 3-13, with II.:1i,i,k+l , as a known head' 


boundary condition. The equation for seepage in to the aquifer from a 

laterally adjacent river grid with the stream and aquifer hydraulically 

connected is i,!entical in form to equation 3-39, with grid dimensions 

and ;uls cripts ch:nged accordingly. 

The equation for seepage from the river to the aquifer with no 

hydraulic connection between the river and aqui fer is obtained by 

muttiplying the area of the interface between gri .,;i j,k and i,j,k+l 

by the expression for the sceiP:o VVtlocity .;ivn in equation 2-27. 

Assuming seep:age tak.es place from the river boundary, through the silt 

layer to the center of grid i,j ,k, the result is 
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tAx. by. 

Q = K J(d - h + t) (3-40) 
S= t S pb s 

Because all the values on the right hand side of equation 3-40 are
 

known prior to the solution of the groundwater flow equations, the value
 

of Q can be obtained directly and input as the production term on the 

right hand side of equnation 3-13. Because l. does not appear in 

toequation 3-10, the coefficient F in equation 7-13 is set equal 

zero. This constitutes a kinown discharge boundary condition. ihe 

equation for seepage from the river to a laterally adjacent aiquifer 

grid with no hydraulic connection between the river and aquifer is 

obtained by multiplying the interface area between the grids by the 

expression for the seepage velocity given in equation 2-29. For 

adjacent grids in the x-direction the result is
 

KK = Azk(d/2 - hp('
 

At ecery time i crement, for each grid 	interfac, between the river 

to which among equationsand the aquifer, a decision must be made as 

3-38, 3-39, and 3-40 is appropriate for describing the type of seepage 

taking place. This deci sion i.shas d on the differcnce beteen the 

head in the river and tihe head in the aquoifc. The decision proce.s 

executed in the model to deternine the app ropriate equation for flow 

across the strwa',.-aquifer interface is diagrammed in Figure 3-10 for 

the grid shown in Figure 3-9. 
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YES > ?H. NO 

Compute Q by
 
Equation 3- SSB
 
Known Hecd YE - ) O 

Equolion 3-40 1Equction 3-.,9i 
Known DisctrarreBourodory noundaryCcnditionConditton Known h,.o(d 

Figure 3- 10 [V ac'rao'. of lie i. ,in Process fcr .c 1ect i 1i th& 
Appropriate i.lar,' top dilon ab the Stram-

Aui fo't" [aUt'ri:icc 

Boundary Cor a the 1o9 i SionBondr i t ioBns n cc 

At the beginning of each time increment a value of the net inflow 

through the top of each grid adjacent to the ground surface is computed 

and input as a known discharge bouidary condit ion to the groundwater 

not
flow equation for that grid. (Coniri ,outions to, the surface inflow 

to each grid include proe.'pitation, uvapotranspi ratjon, irri gation, and 

pumping. The method of cal culating a value for each of these contribu

tions is discussed in this sCction. 

P rec ijuI a t _9. _t ont I lV pr ,cipitat ion data are avai il ,. for one 

centrally loca ted station in the stuldy area. The assulu:mption is made 

that the amount of precipitation over the entire region is uniformly 
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distributed, and is equal to the value measured at the gaging station.
 

The input to a given grid, in cubic feet per day is
 

QR =360Axy, 
, 

(3-42)PA 


where
 

P is the measured precipitation in inches per month,
 

assumed in this study to he 30 days, 

Ax and by are the dimensions of the grid surface, 

360 is the factor for convertinu' units from inches per 

month to feet per day.
 

Evapotranspirytton. ITe Modified Bllaney-Cridde Method is used to 

obtain estinta;cd values of montlly vapot'ransp irat in, which are Npli1 

uniformly over the entire study area. Ilecauvi tMc.se computatio, re 

made external to the model and input as data, they are discus, cd i 

detail in Chapter IV rather than in this section. The outflow ill 

cubic feet per day from the surface of a given 2rid due to evapotrans

piration is
 

Et
 

(3-'3)
A - AxAy 


where 

E is the monthiy evapotranspi ration in feet,
t
 

30 is the factor for converting unit.; from feet pe'r month 

to feet per day. 

Irrigation. 'Iii,. compu tation of an estimated value of the inflow 

to each grid due to ririgation is hased on the aissurmption of unifurm 

in thedistribution of water within the region served by each canal 

study' area. A detailed decri tin of the delineation of the 
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in Chapter IV. Eachdistribution regions of the canals is presented 

surface grid of the model is located in no more than one canal 

any distributiondistribution region. Grids not included in canal 

to stirt:ace from i rrigation. The
region are asstumed receive no infIow 

inflow due to irrigation in cubic feet er dlay for a gi d lying 

inside a canal distribution region is obtained by the equation 

= 452A P D (3-44)QI 1452 AxAy n n' 
n 

where
 

AXAy is the grid surface area,
 

P is the percentage of the canal distribution region lying
 
n 

inside the study area, 

A is the area of the piortion of canal distribution region 
n 

inside the study area, 

Dn is the monthly canal diversion in acre feet. 

1452 is the factor for converting units from acre feet per 

month to cubic feet per day. 

Pumpilv. A largo percentage of the groundwater withdrawn from 

the alluvial aquifer in the study area is eventuallv returned to the 

ground in the same vicinity where it was pumnped. With th e timae lag 

of pumped to aquiferbetween pitmping anO thr return the water the 

than the thirty day model time increment, and withassumed to be less 


evapot ransp i rat ion losses cons idered separately, the contribut i on of
 

outflow in any grid is expressed aspumping to surface inflow and 

(3-45)Q, 7 Q, - Q,. = 0 
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where
 

is the amount of water withdrawn from a particular grid 

in cubic feet per day, 

Q is the amount of pmped water returned to the aquifer in 

that grid in cubic feet per day, assumed to be equal to Q. 

At one location i.n the study area, large quantities of water are
 

pumped for use as cooling water in a power plant. The power plant
 

wells are distributed over the area of two grid columns in the three-

Power plant waste ater i; di scharged into
dimensional modcl segmcnt. 

a canal and is carried out of the area and distributed for irrigatiun 

along with the water divertod from the river. Very little of the water 

the aquifer in the same vicinity,pumped in this location is returned to 

and the surface flux due to pumpeing, (0 is not zero, as computed in 

equation 3-11, but inatcad in;considered equal to 0it, the wi thdrN,.a . 

addin;
The water returned to the ground, QW is treated in the model by 

it to the amount of water diverted from the river into the canal, and 

amount to the canal distribution region, as. duc;critudapplying the total 

in the prevous section of this chapter. The water withdrawn from the 

not taken Iust from the surface grids of the twopower plant wel ls is 

fromi all the grids in the coluImns,columns afttcd, but is withdrawun 


according to the amount of saturated thickness in each grid.
 

Etmifon forSurface Flux. The equation for the surface flux into 

a given grid of the model, for both the th.o-dinensionall and three

is ob tained by summ ingp th, .nutril. ions ofdimensional se'ents, 


tion and numping. For all

precipitation, evapotranspiration, irr 

grids except those containing the power plant wclIls, the eiquation for 
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surface inflow to a grid is
 

QS = QR A + Q (3-46) 

Because the pumping contribution, QP, is equal to zero for these grids,
 

it is not included in equation 3-.1. For the surface grids; of the two 

grid columns containing the power plant wels the surface inflow is 

S = AR- A + Q A (3-47) 

where 

Qp is computed in a separate part of the program according 

to the saturated thickness in the grid at each time step. 

For the lower grids of these two columns, a value of Q is similanrly 

obtained. The values of QS for each surface grid and Q for each 

grid ffected by the power plant wells are input to the appropriate 

flow equaltion for ec0h g'rid as production ter:ns. 

Operation of the Comnuter Mohdel 

The operation of the computer program for simulating flow in a 

stream-aquifer system consists of setting up initial condition s at some 

specified t ime then running the mode] through a predetermined :umlber of 

time increements until a solution is reached at the de:sired I atmr e. 

The solut ion consists of a map of water table elc'v:tions for the to

dimensional model segments , a map of heads in the three-dimensional sey,

mcnt, and a tabul at ion of the discharge in each river grid. Interme

diate solutions may 1h1eprinted out at the end of every time incr'ement if' 

desired. The program nperation through a single time increment cwe;,iso;I 

of readin, or comput ing the app ropriate bundary condition:;, 5(12 no, "p 

the matrix of g'romndwatcr flow equations, then solving the;e eqtmtions 
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for new values of head in each grid. A simplified flowchart of the 

program is shown in Figure 3-11. 
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Initial Data; Indices, Constants, Grid 
Read in 
Parmeters, Dimensions, and Locations. 

Read Boundary Condition Data: Surface 
Contributions Canal Diversions, River Discharges. 

Adjust Values of Hydraulic Conductivity and 
Saturation Derivative in Three-dimensional Model 
Segment According to Head Values. 

Set up Coefficient Matrix and Riqht Hand Side 
Column Vector for Solution of Groundwater 
Flow Equation. 

Salvo Matrix for lew Head Values in Each Model Grid.] 
i1
 

Deteri-rt Boundary Conditions at Strecm-aquilei 
Intcrface and Compute Seepage Rates for Ncxt 
Time Increment. 

\~Print Out W,'ter/ 

Tnm YEs Table Mco and 
Fritoft C Array of riverCotrldischorQos/ 

NO 

TimepStep 

Figure 3-11 Flowchart. of Computer P~rogram 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA USED FOR VERIFICATION OF MODEI
 

The study area selected for simulation by the computer model is 

located in the Arkans;s Valley of Southeastern Colorado and Westerne 

strip
Kansas. The boundarius of the model encompass at our mile wide 

from John Martin Pam in Bent County, across the width 
of land extending 

in iiur -1. Most o' 
of Prowers County, to Coolidge, Kansas as shown 

'here uo ,ar beets, alfa Ifa,
the area is occup]ied by irrigatcd farmI alad 

.ron. Ile ounl industry in 
corn, and sor,.usmare the princi ple crops 


thermal power plant
the area using a si gnificant amount of watcr i- the 

& about 
owned and operated by the city of lamar, which has a polill tiou 

the Great lla0ia pyeior:in!ic pro
area lies within7500 The entire 

The mean annual e.,acipitation is
 
vince and the climate is semiarid. 

of the water used in this re',!iun is pres.(t Qy
about 14 inC es. Most 

in the Arkansas P ivcr ,nd ,ground. atcr fo!;n
derived from surface flows 

aquifer which underlies the river valley
the unconfined alluvial 


through the length of the study area. 

The the stude area lengthwise and is the
Arkansas Rivcr traver;c's 

water supply for the region. Flows into the up
principlal source of 


from John Martin Dam. 
area are controlled by releasesstream Wud of the 


released annu:ally is about 23, 000 acre-

The averagc quantity of water 

The averape annul dischiarge in the river at Coolidge is roughly
feet. 


rni iic nmao" irri.ati on c:nais 
150,000 acre-Rfet. The diversion points 


accra. yearl' divcrncion of'
 
:1va. The tota l of the
lie within the study 


(F several tributaries
1(,,00 acre-feet.
each of these canals is about 


area,
the Arkansas River within the boundaries of the study

flowing into 
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only Big Sandy Creek consistently contributes significant quantities 

of flow to the river. An estimated 14,500 acre-feet enters the 

at the mouth of Big Sandy Creek, located aboutArkansas River annually 

of Lamar. Additional gainq and losses in river flow 
seven miles east 

river and the ulderly ing al1luvi al aquiferdue to seepage hetwea the 

may be substantia l. Results of an investi gation by Voegeli and 

in river flow due to seepageHlershey (1965j indicate that losses 


generally exceed gain; in this region.
 

area rest
le vallcy-Fill aquifer underlying the study in a
 

The

U-shaped trough cut in relatively impermeable limestone and shale. 

of the aquifer is over 1,o(010,1100 acre-fet.estimated storaye capacity 

atro., scepage From
This aquifer is recharged by undorflow from adjacent 


"
 the river, and other streams, precipitation, and spreading
canals, 

from the ,aqllitfer inclmde
irrigation water. Contributions to dischare 

under flow to adjacent areas, evapotranspiration, seepage into cana is, 

Of the 160,0!)0 acre-feet of streams, and the river, and pumping. 


water per year diverted from the river for irrigation, an estimated
 

within the study area
100,000 acre-feet are distributed to land l'in: 


loss in the study
The average annual evapotranspirationboundaries. 


that 50,o1)1(0 to
 
area is estimtted to he about 2.5 feet. It is esti mated 

the area each year as grou ndwalur 1ndtr
55,000 acre-feet of water enters 

flow. Total groundwa ter withdrawal in the area is roughly 35,(0i0 t 

45,000 acre-feet per year, of which approximately 75 percent is used for 

nwic

irrigation. Combined uses of groundwatcr for public supply and do:tt 

and livestock consumption accoiunt for about 5,.=0i Acra-tcoet per y:,r, 

the Lamar powe.r plant constitte anand withdrawals for cooling water at 


During the eight year period
additional 7,500 acre-feet annually. 
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considered in this study, the annual increase in aquifer storage was 

estimated to he between 5,000 and 10,000 acre-feet, as indicated by the 

mass balance diag ram for the study area show in Figure 4-2. Values of 

hydraul ic conducti vity throughout the ;quifer tend to be rather high, 

causing the aqui fer to respond rapidly to the effects of these various 

inflows and out flows. 

Investigatium by Voegeli and iHershey (1965) and by I urr and Moore 

(1972) indicate that the Arkansas River does not extend down to bedrock 

area. A typicalat most locations along its course through the study 

shown in Figure 4-3 illust rat:esgeologic section of the Arkansas Valley, 


this type of con figuration. This section is one of several mapped by
 

Voegel i and Hershey (1965) and is located about two miles wcst of Lamar.
 

Throughout much of the study" area, water table elevationis indimcau'd that
 

the river and aquifer remaiin hydraulicallv connected most of th. !,.. 

the withdrawal of la:S-weThe notable exc eption exists at Lamar, where 

Lamar municipal power plant iW;,:quantities of cool ing w:nter for the 

c re which extends beneath the river bcdproduced a 'ire drawi: :n 

of the Lamar power' plant wells is indicated ilnnearby. 'Thu !ocat in 

Figure 4-.. % ,CKiled study of the interaction bet ween the river 

and the allvin] a , iirer invthe Lamar ara was conducted by Moore 

and Jenkins (1965). Their neas;urcment indicated that cont itnuois 

cen cubic feet per seconid ha:; mainpumping at an ave rage rate of about 

tained water t:ble elevations menr the river at levels rang,,ing froo t,,o 

to eleven feet oelow the level of the struamed over a two mile reach 

ion;in the vicinitV of thre Lamar power plant wel !'I;. Fu rther observa 


two
revealed that. althouigh the river was losing water in this mi l 

reach, the rate of leakage was much less t.ar the flow rate toward the 
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wells indicated by steep water table gradients near the river.
 

Furthermore, fluctuations in the water table appeared to have no
 

Moore and Jenkins suggested
measureable effect on the leakage rate. 

that these observations indicated a silt laver was present in the 

streambed whichs controlled the leakage rate, and that no hydraulic con

nection existed bet,,cen the river and aquifer in the two mile reach 

affected by the Lanar power plant wells. 

roug;hly
The boundaries of the model have been located so as to 

coincide with physical boundaries of the study area for the purtpo;e of' 

eliminal u , :s much :s possible, the problem ," dual ing with , ,', 

boundary conditions in the operation of the model. The side Ioundarie:; 

encompass most of the alluvial aquifer adjacent to the river. The end 

boundaries of the model have bcn located at river gaging stations 

near John Martin lam and (uolidqe which are operated by the II.S. 

Geological Survey. A third Ii.S.G.KS. gagiug station is located at 

Lamar, a short distance from the power plant well fiel,!. The location 

of this gaging station proved extremely advantageous for the purposes 

of this study. The three-dimun:;ional portion of the model was applied 

to the Lamar arca in order to simulate the unusual beha'vior af the 

system under the influence of the high pumpiny ratevS at the power 

plant wells. River flow data at thi:s localion provided kniwn boundary 

conditions that were essential in calibrat:in,.g this portion of the model. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discu:;sion of the 

data taken from the Arkanisa:; Valley study area and dapled for use
 

with the computcr model. The availability and sources of data, adapta

tions made for use with thin model, and estimated data are discussed
 

for each input paramcter.
 

http:Ii.S.G.KS
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Groundwater Flow Parameters
 

Water Table Elevations. Maps of water table contours constructed 

by Voegeli and lershey (1965) from measurements taken in Prowers 

County, Colorado in 1957-58 were used as initial conditions in the 

Water table c1c vt ion data for the portion of thecomputer model. 


in Pent County wa.as not available for that time.
study' area lyinn 


However, a comparison of water table contours in Prowers County near
 

the Bent County line in 1957-58 with contours in 1971 indicated little
 

change, suggesting thIat watecr table elevations ups tream of this 

location in Bent: Ccoutv could be ass.umed not to have changed Innif

icantly between 1957 and 1971. lThis assumption is further supported 

by the physiog raphy or the region. The alluvial aquifer in Bent 

a mile wide at most locations and flux into andCounty is less than 


out of the aquiffer is minimal except at the river. The water table
 

is control led by seepage from
at the upstream end o the region 

John Martin l)am, and is consider.d to be fairly stable from year to 

year. Based on the nssuimption that water table elevations in the 

Bent County portion oF the study area do not change appireciably on an 

annual bas.is, it was cons!,idcred pcrmissible to use measuiements talc.ult 

binni1in, in 1954. M.asurutsnin 1971 as initial data for nodel runits 


in 1971 were obt ained and
of water table elevations in Hunt County 

mapped by iurr and Moore (1972). W'Iater table contour maps for P rowers 

County in 1966 and 1971 were cons tructed by I urr and Moore (1971). The 

1966 map is used for compa rison with water table contours produced by 

of nolI I ice. M:u, ofthe computer model after runs of s;vtrVl ytr; 

water table cont tirs in the vicinity ortoLIaII;r 'were construmcted by 

and by Ilurr (1"971) forMoore and Jenkins (1966) for October 196),, 
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March 1966. These maps were valuable in the verification of the 

the initial waterthree-dimensional portion o! the model. To obtain 

table elevation for each grid, a transparent diagram of the grid 

system was superimposed on the water table contour map. An average 

wan then obtai.nied by vi sualvalue over the area of each grid 

inspection. Because three-dimensional pressure distributions in the 

in the threesaturated zone were not available as data, pressure heads 

be equal to the average water tabledimensional zone were assumed to 

area of each vertical column o grids.elevation over the projected 

The initial water table elevation maps for the th re-dimnns ional 

segment, the up stre: t.o-dimensional segment, and the downstream t.wo

are shown in FiPgures ,-1, 4-5, and 4-6,dimensional segment of the mode! 

the appropriate grid systems superimposed. Therespectively, with 

of water table elevation for each grid us d as initial condition;values 


for the model arc tabulated in \ppendix B.
 

Bedrock I aevtilulls. Elevations on the bedrock surface in the 

study' area were iea:sured and mapped by Vogi and Ilershucy (1965) and 

by Hurr and Moore (1974) for Prowers County, and by turr and Moore 

(1972) for Ient County. Single values of bedrock elevation for each 

grid were obt innd in tile smllle manner as single grid values of water 

table elevation, by superimposi n, tile grid sy:ytem over a bedrock, 

elevation map and ob'taining an average value for each grid by visual 

inspect ion. Bedrock e_levation s were not us,ed dil._ectly in the three

dimensional segmen t of the model, but were pl]otted on cross section s 

at the cenIter of each r ., of grid, and used ;i; puidwline in 1h0 

estiablisdmcnt oif grid ccnt ,r c cvationl:;,;l: win ux I ined in (', prl.,t-

IIl. The values of bedrock elevation assigned to each griid in the 
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initial data are tabulated in
two-dimensional model segments as 

Appendix B, along with the grid center elevations used in the three

dimensional model segment. 

Ilydrau i c (UPd Hydraulic conductivities throughoutd- t iv.it y. 

the study' area were not measurad directly, but were computed using 

values of transmisasibilitv and saturated thickness of the alluvial 

aquifer which were measured and rapped for Prowers County by furr and 

Moore (1974) and for Bent County b llnrr and Moore (1972). Single 

values of t ransmi -si ,ilit, T, and saturated thickness, m, were 

obtained for each grid by superiniposing the grid system over the T 

and m maps and visually estimating average values. The hydraulic 

conductivity, K, for each grid was then 	 obtained using the equation 

(4-1)
K=--. 


these conductivities-In the three-dimensional sement of the 	model 

above the bedrock surface.were assigned only to the grids located 

Grids below the bedrock surface were assined hydraulic conductivities 

of zero. The single values of hydraulic conductivity assigned to each 

model grid as initial data aye t, ,ulatud in Appendix B. 

W' Part ill ,1aTt Flow. two parameters,Parameters 	 raLted The 

relative pernebilitv, k , and satulr:tion, S, aie important in the 

analysis of partiallv saturated subsurface flow. No information con

cerning the nature of -,ithcr of r'hse parameters in the Arkansas Va lley 

study area was available. Plot of krad S versus pres;ur, head, 

h , were therefore usl imAi , tdlmthe basis or the general Wlvcrip, i,, of' 

alluvial mlui fer iven Voe.el i and liersheyvthe material in the q by 

(1965). For a well-graded qind and gravel mixture of the type found in 
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the Arkansas Valley alluvium, the finer particles generally determine
 

the range of pressure head values over which k r and S vary. Shapes 

of the k rand S versus h ) cuyes are determined by the particle
r p 

size distribution. It was•rdecided that plots of k and S versus hp 

sand wot ld be suitable sub:;titutes for actualfor a well-gradcd mcdedium 

measured values of these parameters, although the measured values would 

laboratoryhave been prefernble. Brooks and Corey (19641 conducted ex

inents to obtain plots of saturation and relative permeability a. 

functions Kt c;pillarv pressure head for rive ma~iterials, includin, 

volcanic sand, fine sand, and a fragmented mixture. Mcihorter (1971) 

for Poudre Sand, an ticons lidated riverobtained simi1ar plots 

sediment having, a wide distribution of pore sizes. These experiments 

were conducted using bolr, "C' core test fluid, a hydrocarboii 

According, to Brooksmanuiacturcd by the PhIiis P troltium Comnpiny. 


and Corey' (19611 the capillary pressure head of water is approximately
 

study, plots of k rand S 

were redrawn as functions of capillary pressure head of water usin, a 

scale factor of 2. Capillary pressure head may le converted to gage 

pressure bead by simply chnying the sin. This was done to make the 

plots of k and S compatib le with th gage pressnre heads 

computed at each grid center in the three-dimensional segment of the 

model. It is convenient for the purposes of this study to plot hP 

as the absci ss:i, with k ,and S as ordinate:;. The resulting plot!; 

of relative pn,i,:ibi Ii v and sat irat ion ;is iunctioti- of negal, ivp .,a te 

pressure head arc shown in .inrcs ,1-7 and -N, respectivuly. For use 

with the computer simulator, plots of lr versus hPwere discretized 

into step functions, and S versus h curves were approximated by 

twice that of Soltrol. For use• in this r 
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The use of the adapted forms of
 series of straight line segme,'ts. 


these plots was discussed in Chapter I1.
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Voegeli and Hershey (1965) calculated values of
Specific Yield. 


located throughout the alluvial
the specific yield for several wells 


They obtained values
aquifer in the Arkansas Valley of Prowers County. 


These values were obtained over fairly

ranging from 10 to 20 percent. 


was observed that longer

short duraticns of continuous pumping, and it 

durations of pu:mping: resulted in higher values of specific yield up to 

the specific yield values for many of the
 
about 10 days, at which point 


wells were close to 20 percent. 
 The time increment used in the com

puter model is 30 days, so that any increase or decrease in water table 

as cont inuing for that length of time. 
elevation is treated by the model 


to use the value of 20
 For this reason it was considered appropri ate 


lower values associated with smaller time
 percent in preference to 

increlets. R[ec atse inftormahtion concernin the iocati on and results 

sort oftests was insufficient for developi ng, any
of specific well 


the area, the value of 20
 
distribution of specific yield values over 

percent was assigned to all gri ds in the two-dimensional portonq; of 

the model.
 

described by
Porosity. The aquifer material in the study area was 


sorted, uniform textured sand and

Voegeli. and Ilershey (1965) as well 

(1970) the range of porosities for such
gravel. According to Walton 

between 20 and S5 percent. he value o porosity, j, usedmaterials is 

obtained using the relationshipin this study was 


(4-2)
SY = 


where 

Sy is the specific yield 

S is the effective saturation 
e
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The effective saturation may be defined as the fraction of water con

tained in a given porous medium under fully saturated conditions that 

can be drained from the material by gravity. From the plots of satura

tion versus negative pressure head in Figure 4-8 an average value for 

S of 0.80 was e:timated. Using this value, and the specific yield
e 

of 20 percent, equat ion .-2 was solved for 0, resulting in a value of 

25 percent for the porosity in the study area.
 

River Paraimetys 

Discha r.. The average monthly flows in cubic feet per second 

were obtained for the four ga,,in, station: in the study area, one of 

which is located on Big Sandy Creek, and the other three on the 

was collected and
Arkansas River. The data for these gagn g stations 

(190publi.shed byv the US. Geological Survey in water supply papers 

1960), surface water supply data releases (1961-1964), and water 

resource data releases (1965-19(0 . Records for gaging stations 

Dam, Colorado, and at Coolidg.e, Kansaslocated below John Martin 

were continuous throughout the study period, which extucnded from 

January 1958 through ecember 1965. Records for the gaging station 

at Lamar, Colorado were continuous From ..\prtl 1959 throughout the 

with no records for the period ofremainder of the study period, 

For the purpose of estimating theseJanuary 195S through March 1959. 

missing values, plots were drawn of measured flows at Lamar during 

the period from April 1959 to Decmber 1965 versus flows past the John 

Martin Dam gaging station, flow: at John Martin Dam minus canal 

diversion above Lamr, flows past the Coolidge gaging station, and 

canal diversions between John "Martin IDam and Lamar. The plot of flows 

at Lamar versus flows at John Martin iDam :appeared t.o have the best 
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Lamar for the period from
correlation. Therefore, discharge values at 


through March 1959 were estimated by the following rela-
January 1958 


tionships derived from this plot.
 

QLAM = QJD (15 - 3.6t) January - March, 
(4-3)
 

April - December.
0.10 QJMD
QLA.M = 

where
 

QLAM is estimated flow at Lamar for a given month, 

for the same month,Martin Dam
QJMD is measured flow at John 


t is time in months.
 

Flows into the Arkansas River from Big Sandy Creek have been 

since February 1968, when a U.S. Geological Survey gagingmeasured only 

Because no datastation was established at tihc mouth of the creek. 

are available for any time durin, the study period, all !onthly 

had to he estimated. For thedischarge value s; for Rig Sandy Crcel, 

years for which records on Big Sandy Creek exist, disch r e values 

for Lamar Flos.'.were plotted against various otbr flows, as was done 

There appeared to be gf)d correlation between annual di:.chirt, us at 

John Martin Dim and annual dischnres from Big Sandy Creck. This 

o f wite r d i verted forcorrelat i on i s re asonab l e becausc i nnt i ti es 

releases from John Martin Dam, and relurniiiirrigation are d ,oendenton 

flow from irrigation is the mNin contribution to flow in Big Sandy 

Creek. Good correlition also appeared to exist between flows at Big 

Sandy Creek for the same months of different years. Therefore, the 

following relationship was used to obtain estimates of monthly dis

charge values from Big Sandy Creek. 
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=(QBsc) m (Bsc) m (4-4)
BQ (QJMD)Y 


(Qj~M) y 

where
 

(QBSC)m is the estimated value of monthly discharge from 

Big Sandy Creek, 

at Big Sandy Creek 
m is the average monthly discharge(QBSC) 

during the period of record, 

for thedi scharge at John Martin Dam(QJMD)y is the annual 

in which (QBSC~)mis being estimated,year 

at John Martin iam
annual dischargeis the averae 

of flows at BigtSandy Creekfor the period of record 

in cubic feet per second are tabulatcd
Average monthly dischargc s 

on the .\r;ansas River for 
in Appendix B for the three gaing stations 

taTbulated include 
each month throughout the s tudv period. The values 

as wel 1 as 
those estimated as a substitute for missing data at Lamar 

three gaging stations. Estimated vallI es 
the measured values at all 

Creek are tabulatud in Appendi.x B 
of monthly discharge from Big Sandy 

unit s of acre-t t. 
along with canal diversion data, and are gi.v en in 

obtaineddiversions in acre-feet were 
Canal Diversions. Monthly 

points are located within 
nine major canals whose diversionfor the 

the from January 1958 througi
the study area. Records for period 

or thein a water utilization study
October 196,d were published 

Valley Regi on in Coiorado by Skinner fl9iC) Dtata for the 
Arkansas 

r 196 t-,, e obtai'd r,,r
from No\vem er ). throb" Decembperiod 


in office State I:ng, n,.r
 
irrigation company record- fi led the of the 
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area
in Denver. Monthly diversions of the nine canals in the study 


B for each month throughout the study period.
are tabulated in Appendix 


values of the channel width, bed
Channel Geometrv. Estimate2 

elevation, and energy slope in each grid of the model through which
 

the river pai:es were computed from meas uLrements5 taken from U.S.
 

Survey 7.5 minute topog raphic maps. The value of river
Geological 

width for a givcn gri.d was taken as the mean of several mleas'urteentS 

of width in the reach of river contained within that grid. To 

estimate the bed elevation for a given grid, the center of the reach
 

of river contained within 1hart grid was fotmd hy mu :sul in, rivet 

distance between the grid boundarie3, then determining the midpoint 

of that distance. The approximate elevation of that point was then 

obtained by linear interpolation between contour lines. The value 

thus obtained was assigned as the river bed elevation for that grid 

Energy slope was approxi mated by channel bud slope. The justificat ion 

of the use of this approximation was presented in Ch:ipt Lr I 11. The 

channel bed sl ope was o)tained by dividing the elevation difference 

between the end.s of the rach conlained in the grid by its length. 

Values of channel width, bed elevation and bud slope for each of the 

42 river grids in the model are tau.ulated in Appendix B. 

Manning's Roughness coeffici ent. A single value of the Manning 

roughness coefficient, n, ,'s used in the calculation of river staL'e 

of the model, although it is known that nvalues in all river grids 

varies with location along the river and with depth of flow. The 

reason for this simp lificLation is that i uformati"n from whicl values 

of n may be deduced is insufficient to warrant assigning a valie
 

or an array of stage-related values of n to each individual river
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grid. Such detail would require much more comprehensive channel 

geometry data than is available. The estimate of the single value of 

relationshipsManning's n was based on the three siage-d! charge 

at the three river gaging stations located on the Arkansas River 

within the study area. Values of river ;tage and associated discharge 

surface water supply papers published by the U.S.were obtained from 

of stage and discharge viluesGeological Survey 1962). For every pair 


at each of the three stations, a value of n was calculated usin,,
 

the Manning formula, so that an 	 array of n values was obtained for 

ceiat-ed with the mean discharge at eacheach station. The n value as 

station was then obtained, and t he average of these three values was 

The single n value resulting from these calculations wascomputed. 


0.04, which was considered recsonab 1e for this reach of the Arkansa:; 

River as a result of comparison with similar rivers having appruoxinAtely 

the same n values. Channel wid th in the vicinity of each section 

was then adjusted so that the mean discharge would correspond to an n 

value of 0.04. By using a value of n corresponding to the mean 

discharge at each of the three gaging stations, the errors resulting 

to be somewhat diminished.from using a constant n val1e a re expected 

Silt Layer Ch.racteri:ctie-. Inform:dtion regareiny the ohic"n"ss 

hydraulic conductivi ty, and bhuhFlin.,. pressure head of the silt layer 

river channel under the wonwhich ferms on the bed and banks of the 

dition of se'-nage from the , vcr were not available. A value of silt 

layer bubbling rssure head had to be estimated. A range of probable 

h p ws estimated hasis of knewn chnracteristicsvalues for ab 	 on the
pb
 

trial runs of the model with several values inof the material. After 

value for h ph of -2.4 feet was selected because itthis range, a 
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produced what 	appeared to be the most reasonable 
values of river
 

discharge.
 

the Arkansas River were
Measurements of the seepage rate from 

taken by Moore and Jenkins (1965) at several locations in the vicinity 

of Lamar where the river and aquifer were not hydraulically connected. 

These measurements were helpful in estimating values of silt layer 

The average seepage rate reported by
thickness and 	 conductivity. 

i n (1965) was about 16 gallons per day per square foot.
Moore and ,enk 

Similar restis ,were obtained in an independent study repoi ted by 

to correspond roughly to
Hlurr (1970). 'T.is seepage rate was assumed 

Ksfor mean discharge. It was necessary to obtain values of t S and 

3-40, and 3-41, so that seepage rate could be 
use in equations 3-39, 

d. For this purpose, a value
computed as a function of river stage, 

for K of (.08 feet per day was assumed. Using. this value, the 

day pelr square foot, the
measured seepac velocity of 16 gallons per 

avalue of river stage corresponding to mean di scharge at Lamar, 

head vAluc of -2.1 feet, and a unit area of riverbubbling pressure 


a value of silt laver thickness of 0.2 feet was obtained by
bed, 

solving equation 3-10 for t . It is important to note that none of the 

of K , t or h is necessarily representative or true va tiles
values 

of these parameters found in the field. For their use in this model, 

as long as the combination of
however, this 	restriction is not serious, 


the estimated 	 va lues used in the mathematical expression for seepage 

velocity produ1ces approximatelv correct results. 

Surface Flux P:rameters
 

obtained
Precipitation. Precipitation data for the study area were 


from annual records published by the U.S. Department of Commerce
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were conmeasured at Lamar
Weather Bureau (1958-65). Monthly values 

of the entire area, because of 
sidered to be fairly representative 

were applied
location in the region, and 
Lamar's approximately central 

area. Values of monthly precipitation
over the entire studyuniformly 

period are tabulated in 
at Lamar for each month throughout the study 

Appendix B.
 

The Modified 1l3aney-Criddle Method wa; used 
Evapotranspiration. 

in the study area.values of evapotranspirationto ustimate monthly 

pubIlished by the 
This method is described in a technical relea:;c 

Conservation Service
United Sttcs De)partment of Agriculture Soil 

because (1) it 
was selected in preference to others 

(1967). This nethod 


for ai area having climatic and phy
in Eastern Coloradowas developed 

simi lar to the .rkansas Valley
siograiuic clhurcturint ic:; thIt aru very 


results which are
 
(2) the procedure is sinplec, yields

study area, and 


study, and requires a
 
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this 


data. The iniformation necessary for carryin g out

of 

of estimated mrnt hly evapotranspi rat ion includcus mean 

minimal amount 

the calculati en 


acreages
percent of day'li.ght hours , and total 
monthly temporatre aid 


area. Values of mean monthly

of the various crops grow n in the 


of the
representativeat ILamar were as:;scimed to be fairly
temperature 

of Comv 0rc(2from Ii.S. Department
area. These values were ob tained 

. ard wore applied o t h entirre;study'lerecords (195S-65Weather Bureau 

in a iven month is a functi on of 
area. Percent:age of da,''gi ht hours 


3R G0'o The ftuction was found

for La:iar is Northlatitude, which 

(19,'),technical release
in the Soil Conservation Servicetabulated 

values were obtained directly. Acreages 
from which cyliueght percentage 

were given by Voegeli and
in Prowers Countyof principal crops gr-,wn 
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Hershey (1965). Bittinger and Stringham (1963) conducted a study of
 

phreatophyte growth in the Arkansas Valley from which the total acreage
 

line, and
 
of phreatophytes between John Martin Dam and the Kansas state 


For each culti
the associated evapotranspiration rates were obtained. 

vated crop, plots of crop growth stage coefficients throughout the 

growing season were obtained fron the Sol1 Conservation Service tech

for each crop were extractd from 
nical relea:se 9(19). 	 Monthly valures 

value of crop growth st age coetfficient Cor each 
these plots. A single 

coef
the entire area was then computed as the average of the
month for 


ficients for each crop, wci ,hted according to the total acreagc of the
 

crop in the study area. Phreatophytes were included in this calcula

tion, as well as estimated :reas of water and non-evaporating surfaces 

needed for eslimatin4 evaposuch as paved roads. An additional v eluc 


transpiration by the Modifiedel ancy-Criddlo Formula is the climat ic 

was obtained from the Soil Conservation Servicecoefficient, wtich 

where values of this coefficient are tabutechnical release (1967), 

lated as function, of mean monthlv temperature. sin. the cl imat i c 

stage coefficient, and meancoefficient, the composite crop gowrth , 


an estimate of
monthly temperattre and percentage of daylight hours, 


monthly evapot ranspirat ion in inches was obtained for the study area
 

using the formula
 

(4-5)
u=100 c ,1t-0ktk 


where
 

is consumptive use or evapotranspiration, 

t is the wean monthly temperature, 

p is the monthft lV pvrcr1t :iee of daylight hours, 

u 
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is the climatic coefficient,
k 


is the crop growth stage coefficient.
k 

for each month during the growing
This calculation was carried out 

season throughout the study period. The growing season for the 

region in Colorado is considered to begin April 1 each 
Arkansas Valley 

year and end September 30. Evapotrnspiration values for the months 

i b l e due to froecaMarch were considered Popli',h ,
from October through 

no plant growth, cool t emperaturus, and low percent
ground, little or 

for the 
ages of daylig ht hours. Monthly evatpotrann-I)ira 

t i oi values 

each month throughout the duration of 
s udy area are tabulated for 

the study period in Appendix 	 B. 

For reasons discu:ssed in Chapter I11,
.i. t:_ : laI 

gro , ,nwater rates 

Groudw.at er 

withdra..aIwell locations andinformation concrning 


As input dlt a for the Computer model for all wells in
 
were not needed 

are a except those operated by the Lamar municipal power
the study 


had to he con:;idercd because water
 
plant. T'he effects of these wel 1s 

i n the .samv. vicinityreturned to the g rouni
withdrawn from t.Aem is not 


in tih formation of a
 
from which it is extracted, which results 


the water table surrounding the wells,
inconsiderable dradown cone 


Moore and Jenkins
water to other areas.and a contribution of this 

purposes hy
(1966) reported that groundwater is withdrawn For cool ing 

cubic feet per second.rate of about ten
the power plant wells at the 


into the Lamar Cana]

After its use, this cooling water is dischrred 


along wtith water diverted from the

for irriqationand distributed 


the

Moore and Jenkins (1965) ohserved that 1)cause

Arkansas River. 


with deposits of fine sediments, the 
Lamar Canal is fairly well sealed 


little
canal are small, and as a result very
leakage rates from the 
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returned to the
 
of the water withdrawn by the power plant 

wells is 


applied for irrigation in the farmland east of
 
aquifei until it is 

Lamar. The mathematical treatment of the Lamar power plant wells in 

was explained in Chapter III. 
the computer model 


found to be insufficient
Because availaible data 	wereIrrigation. 


grid from irrigation
for directly eval1uating 	the input to each model 

to each grid had
 
at every time increment, values of irrigation input 

on the assumpt ion thatThese estimates were based 
to be estimated. 


at every time increment is applied
 
water diverted into each canal 

uniformly over the entire distribution ruei on of the canal. Data 

of the nine major irrigation canals in for monthly diversionssources 

the study area were di:scussed in a previous section of this chapter. 

was delineated approximatelyThe distribution reglion of each canal 

each canal distributjioP r'gion 
on a topogr:iphic map. 	 Ile percentage of 


area was thuin determined by siperiiinpos in the
 
lying inside the studyV 


model grid network over the topographic map and \'sual ly cstimat in,,
 

grid nctwork. Ihe bounda ries
 
the percent ape of the region inside the 


of the portion of each distribtion region inside the study area were
 

adjusted to, coincide .ith individual ,rid boundaries, so that thi s
 

of whole grids. 'ILL area of 
portion or the re'yilo coisisted of a net 

the portion of each distribution region inside the study area was then 

The percentageof thle constituent grids.
computed by suiming tle areas 


and the area of this
inside thc stuidv area,
of distribution region 


the nine major
in Apprnd x B for each of percentage arc tabi ulatud 

The use of these values 	in the computer
canals in the study area. 

II.model was discused in 	Chapter 




CHAPTER V
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

The verification of the finite difference model developed 
in this 

study was carried out in two stages: In the first stage the model was 

in several hypothetical stream-aquifer syst ns. 
used to simulate flow 

describ ing thcsv svstems. to 
Runs were made uqin, the svnthesize:Td data 

In the second 
determine whether thc mode l was operating; 

correctly. 


actual stream-aquifer
was used to simulate flow in an 
stage the model 


ey of Southea stern Colorado. Runs
 
system located in the Arkansas Val 


as input data. Result:- of these
 
were made using field MOaesurvunents 

the study area at the end of
 
table elevat ion map of 

runs include a water 

monthly values of ri-er 
the time period bewing conridercd, and average 

ends of the area throu.hoti 
discharge at the upstream and don stream 

These results were compared to field measuremcnts the study period. 


to determine the abi lity of the model to accurately match observed
 

data.
 

An analysis of the sensitivity of results obtained 
using this
 

input parameters was
 
model to changes in the values of various 


Ile purpose of this sensitivity

as part of the study.
conducted 


i-p ortance of the accuiracy of each
 
to dete 'mine the
analysis was 


results. Th is information 1is
 
input parameter to the quality o f 

should he devoted to 
helpful in deciding how much t 121v and effort 


The sensitivity
paraumtei.
obtaining accurate data valucs for each 

from the Arkansas Vallcv study area. analysis was conducted using data 


includes the presentation and
 
The remainder of this chapter 

in the two stages 
discussion of re:;ults obtained usin, the model 
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of verification. The sensitivity of results to changes in the values
 

of several parameters is also discussed.
 

of Results Obtained Using Synthetic DataQualitative Apalysis 

The initial phase of model verification was carried out by 

flows in several simplified, hypothetical stream-aquifersimulating 

systems. The puirpose of using simplified systems was to detect errors 

have remained undiscoveredin the operat ion of the model that might 

real system. This stage of verificationamid the complexities oF a 

was intended for checking the operation cf those subroutines concerned 

from the river and setting up andwith computing seepNge rates to and 

solving the groundwater flow equations. 

The model .was used to simulate l.ow in hvpothetical stream- aq ifer 

systems wit: the follo',ing configurations: (1) horizontal initial 

water table and uniform saturated thicLhcs:s; (2) initial water table of 

uniform gradi ent in the direction parall11.l to the river, and aquifer 

of uniform saturated thickness; (3) initial water tal)le of tiniform 

paralllc! to the river, nonun iform slo=e purpendictilar to thegradient 

river, and aquifur F1nonuniform saturated thickness. The water table 

from loth sides inin the third con'i-,ltiona sloped towird the river 

a U-shape, and thc sitsarated thickness increased toward the river, with 

the maximum thickness occurring directly bcneath the river. 

The aquifer material in all three confi.gurations was assumed to 

bc everywhere homogeneons and isotropic. The river traversed each 

system from end to end in a sCraiglht path through the center oF the 

model. Each river grid was assigned a value of head at the begtinning 

of every run which remained constant throughout the run. A well was 

located about 0.5 miles from the river in the three-dimensional model 
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segment of each configuration. The grid representation of the system
 

having a horizontal water table is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
 

Three runs were made with each hypothetical system: (1) with no
 

of the well throughoutpumping of the well; (2) with steady pumping 

the run; (3) with steady pumping of the well for the first half of 

the run and no pumping for the remainder of :he run. Runs l and 2 

made over a period of 100 days, with 10 day time increments.were 

Run 3 spanned 200 days, also with 10 day increments. 

Results of run 1, with no pumping of the well, were similar for 

each of the three hypothetical stream-aquifer systems. A comparison 

at the end of the run to the initialof the water table configuration 

water table map for each case indicated little or no change, whiclh 

the thewas the expected resunlt. Seepag'e rates between river and 

aquifer were zero for th.e system havin g a horizont ,,iwater table and 

the system having a uni formly sloping water ta)le in the direction of 

the river and no slope perpcndicilar to the river. Substantial 

seepage rates from the aquifer into the river were comput,.l for the 

system having a water table with nonuniform slope toward the river from 

both sides. Seepage rates into the river were higher in the region of 

the three-dimensional mo)(lel segment than elsewhere. The reason for 

this is that contributions to seepage in tho three-dimensional1 segment 

include flow imp through the riverbed from the tnderlying grids, whereas 

only lateral inflows are included in seepage calculations in the two

dimensional model segments. This result impl1es that seepage 	 calcula

errors
tions in the three-dimenisicnal model segment are sensitive to 

heads surface which po;itive errorsin initial or fluxes, might cause 


in head values in the grids loLated beneath the river. However, the
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Figure 5-1 Model Representation of Hypothetical Stream-Aquifer System with Horizontal 
Water Table
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seepage rates computed in the three-dimensional segment appeared 
to be
 

with hand-calculated estimates of seepage
reasonable and agreed well 


I for each
 rate for this system. Favorable results obtained fron. run 


system indicated that the portions of the model for computing ground

and seepage between the stream and aquifer were operating
water movement 


correctly.
 

2, with steady pumping of the well Throughout,
Results of run 


in each hypothetical
indicated the formation of a drawdown cone 


varied with the configuration
The shape of this drawdown cone
system. 


of each system. This drawdown resulted in seepage from the river in 

the system with the horizontal initial water table and in the sw t em 

table having uniform slope parallel to the river
with an initial water 

The result of the drawduiwn
and no slope perpendicular to the river. 


initial water table slopin.g
due to pumping in the system having an 


a reduction in the rate of
toward the river from both sides w; 


run the
 
seepage into the river from the aquifer. Near the end of the 


approachd zero, then
 seepage rate in the river grid nearest the well 


losing flow in the vicinity

changed sign, indicating that the river was 


2 for each system indicated that the
 
of the .,ell. Results oF run 

portions of the model foF simulating groundwater ;;ovement and cOmputing 

ucto and from the river were apparently opcrating correctlv.
 seer 

3 were identical to results

Result- for th, first half of run 


obtained in run 2 for each system. After pumping ceased, the water
 

the effects of drawdovn.
in each svst em began to recover fromtable 

in each y,.iid a lJpeai.r"., to 
At the end of the runm. waiter tahle elevationi; 


The recovery of the water table
 be approaching their initial values. 


a reduction in the rate of seepage
was accompanied in each case by 
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For the system in which the initial water table
 from the river. 


configuration sloped toward the river, seepage from 
the river ceased
 

within a few time steps after pumping was discontinued, and flow from 

all alongreestablished at locationsthe aquifer into the river was 

of run 3 for each hypothetical stream-aquiferthe river. Results 

the of partially saturated grids in the 
system indicated that handling 

model segment permits the resaturation of these grids,
three-dimensional 

and water 
so that the model is capable of simulating positive negative 

table fluctuations. 

Analysis of Results Obtained Using Field Data 

The ability of the computer model to correctly simulate flow in 

using a region
an actual strean-aqui 7 er system was tested data from 

description
of the Arkansas Valley in Southeastern Colorado. A detailed 

of the Arkansas Valley study area was presented in Chapter IV, alon,. 

data areasources preparation of from the
with a discussion of the and 

The treatment of boundary conditions in the
 for use with the model. 


model with field data was discussed in Chapter 111.
 
use of the 

A run was made with the model over a time period of 8 years, 

ending in December 196.S, using a time 
beginning in January 1958 .iiid 

included mean monthly discharge
increment of 30 days. Computed results 


near Cool idge, Kansas, and maps of
 values below John Martin Dam and 


water table elevations in the two-dimensional model segment and hcads
 

segment at thre-month intervals
in the three-di.ensional model 

throughout the run. 

Computed River Di schar'es at John Martin Dam, -and Cool idye 

Martin DI~i d (oolidgI1earm atThe values cF river discharge at John 

computed for the year 1960 are considered typica l of the results 
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Computed values
obtained at each location for the entire eight years. 


of mean monthly discharge below John Martin Dam are plotted along with 

the John Martin Dam ;aging station in Figure 5-2
observed values at 


Computed and observed values of river discharge at Coolidge
for 1960. 


for 1960 are plotted in Figure 5-3.
 

Computed values of monthly dischar:;- below John Martin Dam agreed
 

Ile observed mean discharge for 1960 at
well with observed values. 


while the computed 	 meanthis location was 	 158 cubic feet per second, 

cubic fHot per second, resulting in a discrepancydischarge was 139 

for this
of 12 percent of the observed value, the primary reason 


discrepancy is believed to e inaccuraLy of estimated values of seepage 

between the river and aquifer in the reach of river between Lamar, 

are begun, and John Martin Dam.where calculations of river flow 


dependent, either 	directiy or indirectly, on near]ySeepage rates are 

computer model, so that inaccurate seepageevery parame er used i.n the 

rates may resilt from a large numbe r of possible combi oatiens of data 

errors. The sensitivity of computed discharge vales to errors in the 

later in thi s chapiter.
value of several parameters is discussed 


rtes may also result from inaccuracies in some of
Incorrect seepage 

model, particularlythe assumptions made to faci litate the use of this 

of assumptionsthe assumption of 	 idealized ch nnel geometry and the set 

The use of
mde to simpliffy the calculation of surface flux values. 


an average gradient between the river boundary and an adjacent aquifer
 

rates instead of the gradient at the river
grid for computing : epage 

boundary may be responsible for incorrect values of computed seepage
 

of
 
rate. The average discrepancy between computed and observed values 


mean annual discharge bclow John Martin Dam for the eight-year study
 

period was 12 percent of the observed value.
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Computed values of discharge at Coolidge appeared 
to follow the
 

However, discrepancies
pattern of observed discharges fairly well. 


were often 
between individual pairs of computed and observed values 

June 1960, shown in Figure 5-3. In 
as was the case forquite large, 

the observed
large individual discrepancies, however,

spite of such 

cubic feet perCoolidge was 103 
mean annual discharge for 196) at 

di scharge was; 12S cubic feet per 
second, the compunted mean annual 

only 12 percentthese values wasdi fference betvcensecond, and the 

value. The average discrepancy between observed and 
of the observed 

values for the cigeht-year study period
annual dischargecomputed mean 


is inaccurate
of these discr.:Ancies 
was 23 percent. A probable cause 

river and aquifer.rates bntween the
computed es tin:.ates of seepage 


dischargc values

is expected in obtaining accurate

Greater difficulty 


because the distance tuun .a:r
 
at John Martin barNat Cool dge than 


lamar n_'
the distance betnee;)
and Coolidge is approxiMat elv twice 


co::puted

-The difficultv in obtaining accurate 

John Martin im. 


several factors:

at Coolid is compound d Iy

estimates of discharg e 


Big Sandy (ireek cont ri bute a
 
(1) 	 Inflows to the Arkansas River from 

,hcse inflow values have 
to the flows at Coolidge.significant amount 


the study per iod according to the procedure

been estimated for 


data were not ;vailable,
IV, because dischargedescribed in Chapter 

(2) Water divert ed from the 
ma , be inaccurnte.and these estimates 


in the regi n between lamar and
 
is used extensivelyArkansas xiver 


of this di vrid 
 waterdistribution
Coolidge for irrigation. The areal 


was carried out 
 on the 
over the study area by the computer model 

discunsed in Chapte~r
basis of several assunpti ons, which were 	 1 I. 

o are inva l iid At Aj,,iv n loca l i on ii1 
or all of these N;v;SImt ion;If any 
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the study area, large errors in computed values of surface flux, hence
 

errors can be
 errors in head values can occur. The effect of such 

Coolidge through thetransmitted t( the value of river discharge at 

the stream-aquifer b1oundary. (3) l%1erccomputed rate of seepage across 

as the boundaries of the alluvilI aqtuifer between lamar and John Martin 

almost entirely conta ined with in the boundaries of the studyDam are 


area, the aqui fer widens between 	lamar and Coolidge, and a signi fi cant 

study area boundaries. For this
portion of it extenis beyond the 


constant head boundaries at the
 
reason the assumption of known or 

perimeter of the model ma not hc entirely valid in the lamar-to

in errors in head values. These error!Coolidge reach, which may result 


affect the computed discharge
affect the seetor, rates, which 	in turn 


values at Coolide.
 

at both John
The least Accurate estimates of river discharge 

for the year 1965.Martin Dam and (Conlid -'were pvoduced by the modelI 

for thin "':arPlots of ob;e'rv'd and computed mor(nthly discharge valucs 

for John Martin Dami, and in F'igure 5-n :ol are presented in iiure 5-.1 

Coolidge. The discrepancy between observed and computed values A1 

mean annual discharge at John Martin Dam was 32 percent in 196,5. l:or 

mean annual discharge at Coolidge, the discrepancy between the o,>orv d 

and computed values was 5S percent. A comparison of the plots of 

observed Am computed discharge values p rescnted in Ii gure 5-, antd 5-5 

both these disc repanc ies were caused primari ly by ginlindicates that 

torn te:;,rtdinch:rg vs;ri olf.r tht imn hl I Fanomrialv in tire pa of co d 

June. At .lor Mart in Daim , the computed di;clrge was :r,,L 5(0)0 pernit 

higher than tire observed value for ,1unc; at Coolidge it was rough.illy 

80 percent lower. Computed discharges at both stations for the remaini
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months of 1965 followed the pattern of observed flows fairly well. The
 

cause of this anomaly is believed to be the failure of the model to 

runoff or from tributariesaccount for inflow to the river from surface 

other than ig Sandy Creek, and its lak of a dynamic cuat ion for 

river.correctly descritbing the moJument of a fMood wave down the 

These contribut ions to river flow apparently became signi ficant 

Jine 16 to .une 20, 195 , when a flood passiduring the period from 

through t he studyv aru:i. L.arge quantities of precipitation ncca rrcl 

in the area over a short period of time, which app:arently resulted ila 

runoff. This runo ff reached the river both directly.considerable 

and indirectly, through several small trfbutariuesas overland flow, 

in the area. The flows in these trib atyri es are generally insignifi

cant, but at this time were apparent ly considerable and contribit,.d 

rLUno'fsignificant amounts to river flow. Thu effect: of surface 

the of evidenced theand tributary inflows on volume river flow is by 

at each of the three river gaging stations in theobserved di scharge 

area on June 1S. Discharge below .Johin Mlartin Dam was 17 cubic feet 

at the was cubic feet per second, and per second, L.mnr flow 25,000 

feet perat Coolidge the discharge had increased to 101,000 cubic 

uAlc
second. Because di schargiwe caI ciAltions are initia ted at Lamar for 

inflows to the river throughout themonth, the underestimation of 

study area for June 1965 caused an overest imat ion of the discharg.c 

of the di schar e atunderest imat ionbelow John Mart in Dam, and an 

from plots computedCoolidge, as is apparent the of observed and 

monthly discharge values shown in Figure 5-4 and 5-5. 
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Computed Water Table Elevations aid Heads
 

Computed values of water table elevation in each grid of the
 

two-dimensional model segments, and head in each grid of the three

dimensiona:l .segment, were obtained at the end of every three months
 

Data
throughout the eight-year run of the model with field data. 


each level of the area modeled by Vhc
 were not available for heads at 


segment. Therefore, in order to facilitate the
 three-dimensional 


data, values for water table
 
comparisol of model results with field 

elevation had to be obtained in each column of three-dimensional grids.
 

This was done by assi gning each grid column a water table elevation 

equal to the head in the uppermost grid of the column containing a 

portion of the saturated zone. These values were then uned. along 

with water table elevation values from the two-dimensional segments, 

The contour map was then compared with 
to construct a contour map. 

a similar map constructed from measured water table elevations
 

A map of water table zontours constructed from
 throughout the area. 

values comput ed for December 1965 has been plotted along with a set of 

were (Atained fromcl from obser'ved vall1tes whichcontours const1.ru ci. 


The portion of this ma p obtained
 
measurements taken early in 1960. 


by the upstream two-dimensiona l model segment is shown in Figure 5-.
 

The center section of the map, obtained by the three-d:imensional model
 

is shown in Figure 5-7, and the downstream portion of the map
segment, 


is shown in Figure 5-S.
 

Comparison of computed with observed values of water table 

in Figure 5-6 indicates good agreement at mostelevations mapped 


locations. Where discrepancies do occur they are generally small and
 

a number of factors
localized. Such discrepancies may result from 
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including (1) inaccurate surface flux values, (2) incorrect perimeter
 

inaccurate computed
boundary heads, (3) response of the aquifer to 

seepagc rates, (4) effects of discretizing parameters and linearizing 

gradients to facilitate the 	use of the finite difference technique. 

with observed water table elevationsComparison of computed 

over a majoritymapped 	 in Figure 5-7 indicated reasonable agreement 

area. lowever the computed conTours are generally shiftedof the 

slightly to the right of the contours constructed from observed data,
 

also noticeable inindicating a higpher water table. This shift is 

as shown by the location ofthe water table downstream of Lamnr, 

The primary cause of this slhift was
computed contours in Figure 5-S. 

believed to b the incorrect represent:ation by the model of the June 

1965 flood. The effects on compitcd river di scharge values of the 

runoff has discussed previonuisly,model's inability to simulate surfacu 

table was to raise it, because largeand the effect on the water 

which should have been treated as surface runoffquantities of watcr 

were instead added to the grouid.ater reservoir. 

ma; have been partiaIly respol"ilhleAn additio nal factor which 

in the water table contours is the s implified treatnmentfor the shift 

by the model of the applicatio n of irrigation water, and the limuited 

to treat the time lag from application at thecapability of the model 


simplified model represurface to arrival at the water table. This 


table has the effect of ovcrestisentation of flow above the water 

mating water table fluctuations. "Ilie unsaturated zone in the actual 

case may be thou, it of as a damping member of the system, whicih reduces 

water table fluctuoations by absorbing or releasing water in response
 

to surface appl i cation and water table fluctuations, but with the
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The treatment of flow in
 response taking place after a time delay. 


the urisaturated zone by the model includes linarizing gradients and
 

using average values of the unsaturated flow parameters of dS/dlt and
 

k over large model grids representinq the unsaturated zone. hilc
 
r
 

negate the damping property of
this simpiificatiun does not entirely 

it does sini icantly reduce its effectivenes;.the unsaturated zone, 

of the model could be reduced hy using a larger number
This shortcoming 

of grids in the three-dimensiona 1 segm:ent havi n' smaller thicknesses, 

foot or less, Ibis i:nprove:mient was not undertAken 
on the order of one 


as 
part of this study because such a large number of grids 
would
 

exceed available computer storage. 

The computed drawdown cone in the vicinity of the Lama- power 

plant wells, which is indicated by the contour lines in FiSure 5-7, 

extent than tile obs.rvcd drawdowi, cone.
is somewhat largor in area] 


to several factors including (1) underst iated values
This may be due 

field, (2) unde e:;tiimated valueof hydraulic conductivity in the well 

water table fluctuations,of porosity in the area, (3) overest imated 


of surface input in the vicinity of the well
(4) incorrect estimation 

(5) and use of the finite difference approxionation. The efect
field, 


apparent in the confiuration of the
of this- discrepancy is not 


the well field, andmore than about one mile fromcomputed water table 

for this reason is not considered to cause significant errors in
 

results, either in the water table elevations in the remainder of the
 

in the computed river discharges at John Martin alm

study area, or 


and Coolidge.
 

ementComputed head values in the three-dinen:;ional model 


hydraulic connection exists hetween the river and 
indicated that no 
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the aquifer over a reach approximately 2.5 
miles in length in the
 

This indication is based on
 vicinity of the Lamar power plant wells. 


the fact that computed water table elevations 
in this reach ranged
 

feet lower than the elevations of the river bed directly
from 2 to 12 


These results agreed well with water table elevations
overhead. 


(1965). The most important

which were measured by Moore and Jenkins 


it shows the model's capability to
 aspect of this result is that 


a complex flow situation, in which the combined effects of
 simulate 


a O-lit layer on the bed and
 
high-volume pumping near a river, and 

banks of the channel have caused the hydraulic connection between the 

Boundary condition indices printed

river and aquifer to be broken. 


indicated that seepage from
 
out as intermediate results by the model 


being correctly represented as
 the river in this 2.5 mile reach was 


flow, with seepage velocity determined entirely
partially saturated 


by silt layer characteristics and river stage.
 

Comparison of computed with observed values of water 
table 

elevations mapped in Figure 5-S indicates fairly good agreement 

Small, localized difference.; between computed and 
throughout the area. 


factors
 
observed water table elevations may have been caused 

by several 


In this region the
 
discussed in previous parag'raphs of this section. 


accuracy of surface flux values and perimeter heads is more important
 

in the areas
elevations than it is
for obtaining accurate water tblc 

The reasons for thissegmnts of the model.
treated by the other two 


are (1) extensive use of water diverted from the Arkansas River for
 

of the aquifer beyond the boundaries
extent
irrigation, (2) the areal 


the water table
The effects of these factors on
of the study area. 


in a previous section of this chanpter

elevations were discusscd 
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along with a description of their influence on the 	accuracy of computed
 

discharge values at Coolidge.
 

Analysis of Sensitivit' of Results to Variation of Parameters
 

As part of this study', an analysis was conducted of the sensitivity
 

to variations in the values of
of results obtained with the model 

Field data from the Arbansas Valley study areaseveral parameters. 


were used in this analysis, which was limited primarily to the consid

eration of those parameters for which comprehehsive data were not
 

input to the computer model
available, and for which values used as 

had to be estimated or assumed. 

in ch is analysis were (1) bubbl ingThe parameters considered 

layer hydraulic
pressure head of the silt layer, hpb, (2) silt 

conductivity, K , (3) the array of relative permeability values, k, 

of the derivative of saturntion with respect.
(4) 	 the array of values 

of values of surface 
to head, dS/dlI, (5) the 	 porositv, 4, (6) the array)i 

(S) the firstof initial values of head, H!,and
flux, Q , (7) the array 

The analys.is of the
 
three values of monthIv discharge at Lamar, QL' 

each of the first six of these parameter: was
sensitivity of results to 

a short run of the model with the parateter
carried out by first making 

to the value or array of val es used in the ei ,t year run. 
set equal 

with nnthing changed except the value
The short run was then repeated 

of the parameter under cons ideration. Mean monthly discharges at ,John 

Dam and Coolidge were obtained for ech of the two parameterMartin 

values and were plotted together and compared with 	each other, and also 

of vary',ing the 
with observed discharge 	 values, to determine the effect 


example, values of monthly dischar'ge below
 parameter value. As an 


using two different bubbl irig
were obtained iJohn Martin Dam , wlich, 

http:analys.is
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pressure head values, are plotted in Figure 5-9, along with observed
 

values. Water table elevation contour maps obtained using the two
 

paramneter values were also compared for the purpose of determining the
 

effects of the parameter variation. Sensitivity runs for these six
 

parameters spanned 1SO days each, ,.ith 30 day tine increments. Because 

the number of ,atser table el'2v;ation maps and plots of monthl v d ischar2e 

values generated in this analvsis was quite large, these maps and plots 

were not included in this discussion. Instead, the results of the
 

sensitivity analysis for variations of hpb Ks , k r, dS/dlp , Q, and 

Q are summarized in Table 5-1. The origina vlue or array of values 

of each parameter, the value or array to which it was changed and the 

result ing influence of this changc on disqcharge below John Martin lan, 

discharge at Cool idge, and water table thlroun out the study area are 

indicated in Table 5-1. Following is a brief discu'sion of these 

results for each of the six parameters included in Table 5-1, and also 

of the results of analyses of the sensitivity of model results to varia

tions in initial heads and initial di sheires at Lamar. 

Silt Laver BuHblin,, P rvs'surc Pond. Increasin; the value of h 

from -2.4-0 feet to -0.25 feet prod'ced the effect of decreasing the 

maximum possible rate of seepa.,e from the river in the three-dimensional 

model segment. As a result, seepage from the river was tnderestinmated 

both upstream and downstream of tbe hamar gIaging statiuon. This produced 

underestimates of discharge values at John Martin Dam and initial over

- ,
estimates of discharge at Coolid e as indicated in Table 5-1. Reducing 

the rate of stream depletion, thereby reducing the rate of recharge to 

the aquifer, caused the water table to drop in the three-dimensional 

model segment. ventuall', this drop caused a lowering of the water 
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-a,:: :, Table 5-1 Summary of Sensitivity Analysis Results for
 

Six Parameters
 

Paramctcr 

Silt Layer
Bubbling 
Pressure 
Head, hb 

SilIt Layer 
Hydraulic 

Conductivity,
Condtivty, 

s 


Relative 

Permeability, 

kr 


(array) 


Saturation 

Derivative, 

dS/dIl 

(array) 

Porosity, o 


a. 


Surface 

Flux, 

(array) 

Initial 
- !
al; 


-2.40 

feet 

o,08 

ft/day 

Array 

A 

TahIe 

5-2 


Array 
C 


Table 
5-2 


0.25 


Read inl 
at each 
time 

increment 

Final 
Value 

-0.25 

feet 

0.16 
ft/day 


Array 
B 

Table 
5-2 


,r\rray 
D 

Table 
5-2 


0.30 

" 


0.20 


0.0 

every-


where 

Effect of Changingb Parameter Value on: 

Mean Mondth I en hter ,
Mea M Elevat io...Discharge a.t 


Coo kitt 
 , itlr Libl, ' John-eMartincent 11am le, s han per- ____________ 

AS oucha:t 3
Underestimated Initialrly over-

b). 15 to '0 e!,timated by loower :ie-t .x-

S pe- '.eIIS. 1p 1 percent less than 
cent. llereafter foot hotor :oa ro 

underest irated , radivn. 
by 10 to 30) percent %ells to, Cj)ijt 

IrretUlar cesti. Auriroxiritelv IOverestima~te-; 
low flows by lcs, mates. Oscillates toot hIit'Isr Iram 

than S percent. from '00 percent 1a1aar ta 

Underestim:ites overestimate Coolt... 
high flows by to 100 perccnt 

10 to 210percent . underestimate 

from I to 3 fe,!tOve'restimItcd Oscillates 

by 10 to 30 50 percent over- hi.hcr in i 

percent estimate to SO dtate v 1 :in:t. 
perccit under- of Laiar weol i.* 

estimate 

Overestimated Osci Illate.- from 1 to fCt 

by 5 to IS 1h pt'rc-nt O'Vt 'r- low tr 1 1",O'.' 

t o tpercent est imate toi I I 
percent under- htigh' vie- l.e 

estimate 

Less than *3 Errors in ci;ti- Up to I
 
percent error in mates ranied irr't 
 hi ,ur n-ir 

est imates tO 'li15 [.rkcit L.:ix,.r o,,i . 

t - "
 

percent errol"' i nates ran:'.-d from I!", :I.. i'J
 
ies-. than .F Errors ii t,, [ill to I 

e ttim: ts *5 to -Ili percent lt;ara .. , . 

ri1.t A, much ns 2Overest imates ttti,ret teS 

high flows by high flows by 10 feet i 

0 t ,rcut to 30 percent, luoaor, dt'i, n,i:. : 
Estilmates of low E.stu ta.tro" low on time and 

flows sat is- flows sat isfactor? locat il 

factory. 
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table all the way to Coolidge. The result of the lower water table was
 

lower rates of seepage into, or higher rates of seepage from the river. 

This effect: caused an inderestimation of seepage rates at Coolidg,. 

after the first few time icrements, as indicated in Table 5-1. 
KSilt ,iver !ivdrairlic Conductivitv Changing the value of 

. . . ...". . .. -- . . . .. . .. . .. . .. - ... 

rate of 	:tream deplet ion in the three-d;,2:VniIonal modelinfluence- the 

h pb It would therefore iesegment, as does clanging the value of 

. (f feet pr day toexpected 	 that i ncreas ing the value of K from 

0.16 	feet per day would produce the opposite effect.s Crum those 

This is the ca:;e for low fvdescribed in the previous paragrai h. 

at John Martin Dam and for the elevation of the wat er tablc L..u i v, 

in the three-di mensional sc. ment of the Podlseepage 	 from tin river 

from the high K value. During the winter, then th, i-it crresilts 

an! Jobintable is low, excessive stream depleti on valu es butwcen lzir 


Martin Da)im result in computed discharge values at Jhn Mart in a;:
 

which are higher than the obscrved di schji ges. Ii.ever, th Ki .:v;:,iv,..
 

st'eamii depletinan also provides excessive recharge to the aquifcr, h c 

Laler in the year, whe. surface irrigS t ion i ad a higher water table. 


high river flows begin to provide even more recharge to the ao if.r,
 

the water table rises still higher. By late spring,.: the h.lt r tah,
 

plat Ne !
: I.generally rises above the level of the river in most 

With the water talelc excupt i nalIlyaquifer begins rcchargin. the river. 


high, the rate of seepage into the river is overestimated, resultin'g
 

)an. l1i r':;:Iltit an undere:st iat i on of tile discharge 	at John Martin 

is recorded in laV .5-1. 

An intere.;ting effect resulting from raising the value of K is 

at
observed in the beliavior of this model in predicting discharges 
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The high water table between Lamar and Coolidge, which
Coolidge. 


results from high seepage rates in the three-dimennional model segment,
 

into the river between
initially causes overestimated seepage rates 


an overestimated dis charge value
Lamar and Co idge, which resu it in 

the lower end of the reach, the computed discharge,at Coolid ge..Nea: 

high that it may exceed the.in the ri vr," ,comes sohence the head 


rates into the
 
head in the surrotuding aqa ifer. As a result, seepage 

use in the next time step are drastically underriver calculated for 

estimated and may be negative, indicating seepage away 
from the river. 

in the next time increment results in 
The use of these seepage rates 


and in the reach
 
substantial underestimates of discharge at Coolidg 

These underestimat ed 
of river upstream of Coolidge for several miles. 

the river, result in over
discharges, accompanied by low heads in 


area two time
as were observed in the same
estimated seepae rates, 


events is the prediction of ionthl)'

steps before. The result of these 

are alternately too high and too 
discharge values at Coolidge which 


The rcmson for this
 
low. This resuilt is recorded in lable 5-1. 


time level of seepage rates
the use at the presentfluctuation is 


The ptroblem could be alleviated

computed at the previous time level. 


solve for seepage rates at the present

by using an iterative scheme to 


or by usin. smaller model time

time level usin, present head values, 

the 


was rnot done as
 

increments. Le:c;se of exces'yive amount of conpuuter time and 

storage such an iteratiwye A;chemte would consiue, this 

part of this study'. Ilo\wevver, as was reported in the )revioaus ';ection 

aeciI rat c 'c timatcs I,dincharq. N1 ( ,l dp"
of this cha pter,Ir'a';onahtiv 


") divy t imr' i mitnrt-l in :iid1 t .'cxi!,t illi' ' it',
were oht a i ned i .1 


reasonably acciii'itC pa rameter vaiiltie

for comput ing seepav. ';itCs, when 
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For this reason, the procedure for estimating seepage rates
 were used. 


further use of 
and the 30 day time increment were left unchanged for 

the model in this study.
 

The array of k values used in the
 
Relative 'orm:i-i lit ies. 

The array of values
in Table S-2 as Array A.
eight-year run iq given 


k values
 
used to analyze the sensitivity of results to variations 

in 


more realistic represent at ion of 
appears as Array B. Array B is a the 

sandy material than 
relative permeability of a naturall)' occurring 

Array A. The values of Array B were obtained f-rm the plot of rlative 

given inpressure head fOr Cine sand
permeability as a function of 

using Array B resulted 
Figure 41-7. However, trial runs of the model 

Table 5-1 , and Array A was 
in the erroneous results summari zed in used 

& qht-year run. [TO
the more accurate results of the

instead to obtain 


results obtaWind tsing r.\ra: B
 
reason for the inaccurateapparent 


by the model of lateral flow l etween pariat il]'

the overest imat ion 


The u\ r
unsaturated grids in the three-dimensional 

model segment. 


rlm:
 
estimation of lateral flow contributes to an overesti antion of 

Seepage to or frnimi the river, 
in from the side boundaries of the model. 


the direction of the gradient may also lo ,ct;i"Aud.

depending on 


the elevated water table, c\vuresti matel di schtry,

Ihese factors cause 

at John Martin Dam, and oscillating predictions of di schl'iot' at iol idv, 

The cause of the overestimation of lateral as indicated in Table 5-1. 


of lateiralthe overprediction
flows, in the partially saturated grids is 


grids. It" pn;;ibsl ranh Or
 
flow above the water table in lhis 

F'finlle 5.iV IvWAr'; y ir y
(1) TihtI,[ecle ivtv hurrtl'llah lily i,

this are: 


in the Lamar area!. I f
 
not be represetative of the aquifer material 


a
 
the actual ,:aterial is coarser than that represented by 

Array B, 
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Arrays of Relative Permeabilities and Saturation
 Table 5-2 

Derivatives Used in Sensitivity Analysis
 

Saturation Derivative,
Relative Permeability,
Capillary 

dS/dlH
kr
Pressure 


Array B Array D
Head, HP, Array A Array C 


feet
 

0.000 0.000

1.000 1.000
0.5 


0.000 0.000
1.000 1.000
1.0 


0.020 0.010
 
1.S 1.000 0.980 


0.060 0.030
 
2.0 1.000 0.900 


0.160 0.080

2.5 0.000 0,650 

0.300 O.15(

3.0 0.000 0.200 


0.480 0.240

3.S 0.000 0.100 

0.260 0.130

4.0 0.000 0.070 


0.140 0.070

4.5 0.000 0.045 

0.080 0.0,0

5.0 0.000 0.030 


0.060 0.03(0

5.5 0.000 0.020 


0.040 0.020

6.0 0.000 0.015 


0.020 0.010

6.5 0.000 0.010 


0.020 0.010

7.0 0.000 0.010 


0.010 0.005

7.5 0.000 0.010 


0.010 0.005
8.0 0.000 0.010 


0.008 0.004
8.5 0.000 0.010 


0.004 0.002

9.0 0.000 0.010 


0.002 0.001
0.000 0.010
9.5 


0.000 0.000

10.0 0.000 0.010 
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function whose values decrease 	more sharply with increasing capillary
 

pressure head would be more appropriate. Arrvy A is such a function.
 

(2) If vertical flow existzs above the water table. the average radient 

between the ,ntur:ited nones Af ten adjiacent grids may not be equal to 

the gradient in the unsaturated zones of the grids. This proble;: 

could be allevi ated greatly by us ing a larger number of much tl:inpur 

grids to represent the portion of the aquifer in which unsaturi:11d flow 

is likely to occur. This was 	not done in this studv hcau e the 

trcatment of such a large number of grids would exceed ava ilable 

computer storage. 

Saturation Perivat ives. The array of values of dS/dlt used in 

the expression ofr flow in the three-di',.nsional model :seiw'nt for the 

C7. The values of Arr;ay Ceight-year run in given in Table 5-2 a; Array 

were obLii ned Fc.a the plot of sat r ion as a foncL. ion of pr.s ic 

head for fine sand given in 	:i ure 4-S. The array of values used to 

analyze the sen ilivity of rosults to v:riations in the values of 

dS/dHl appers A: Array t0 i: tIP 5-'. The values of this ar:' vcr. 

each vi,. of Array C by two. Atlhounh t,obtained by di vi,!in. 


resulting f 1n artificial, and not r espentat ivc ,f iny
l is purcl 

is similar to functions of dS/dllparticular niatorial, its shan 

tasetypical or silty soil. Using Array D)in place of Array C as 

to what would hefunction of dS/dHl resulted in :n effect simi lar 

expected as .a c-.ult of decreasing the specific yield in the two

dimensional ;no, qcnmts. 	(;reit. chg:iimes in head resulted from 

storc grids local dip rtially orincre isinc or ,I,rea..iu t ' St of 

Inflow to the grids of tihe th ,etotally within the n lsuratcd 	zone. 

sirrnce flux, seeplge from the river,dimensional model segment fromi 
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and flow to the interior grids from the perimeter, resulted in head 

values which were generally overestimated, except in the immediate 

of thu la.mar IPower Plant wells. The effect 0f overestimatedvicinity 

heads in the three-dimensional model segment on estimated discharges 

at John Martin Dam and Coe lidgc arc summarized in Table 5-1, and were 

discussed previo alv. 

Porosity. Increasing the value of Q from 0.25 to 0.30 produced 

the effect of increasing the available storage in the three-dimensional 

model segment, and decreasing the response of head values to chancs 

heads near the river were more insensitivein 	 storage. As a result, 

inflows and outflows than before. Small errors in computed seepageto 

errorn iln the estimatesrates occurred, which in turn produce d minor 

of mean monthlv di schalrge at John Martin Dam and at (:oolid c.. The 

only differicuq produced in the water table by using a value for ', 

of .30 were slightly higher head values in the immediate vicintiy of 

the well, which occurred as a result of the increased storage in the 

aqui fer. 

Because of effects produced by changinv the value of I from 

0.25 to 0.30 were inconclusive a second sensitivity run was made with 

a I value of 0.20, to determine whether the results were insensitive 

to changes in ¢ within a prohbnble rane of values, or whether the use 

of the value of ¢ of 0.30 cciicidentlv produced reasonabl resl ts. 

The 	 result'; of seasitivitv rm:; using , values u f 0.30 And 0.0, 

value of t.20which are suamnarized in Table 5-1, iadicate that using a 

for ( produces errors opposite in sign and approximately equal in 

magnitude to errors produced using a j value of 0.30. It is there

afore concluded that vari ations in the value of porosity witlhin 
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probable range does not produce significant errors in the results
 

obtained using the model develoned in this study.
 

Surface Flux. [he procedure for estimating a value of surface
 

flux at each time increment for every surface grid of the model was 

sea sonal variations in 	the
discussed in Chapter III. Although 

magnitude and direction of flux, And the variations with location in 

the study area are conside ral l, , the net annuala flux for the entire 

is on the order of 0.2 feet. The sePsittvity of resultmstudy area 


to variations with time and location of surface flux was lestcd to 

could have been neglected altogetherdetermaine whether surface flux 

in the analysis of flow in this particul ar stream-aquifer systen, 

This was accomp li,5huld bywithout decreras n the 	accur yvof results. 


modl,using surface flux values of 'ero for all surface grids of the 

in place of those calculated from data at the beginning ofr each ien 

increment. Results are summarin:eS in Table 5-1. While low flows, 

both at Coolidge and at John Martin Dam were estimated withI reasn:dble 

una raccuracy, hi gh f'lows were o' rc :t imttod at John M:r t'in Iain and 

estimated at Coolidge. The errors in estimates of high discharge 

tablevalues are believed to 	result from the failure of the water 

to rise, as it normaly]V would in rCsponse topredicted by the model 


large inflows at the surface duo to irri.ation in the late spring And 

early summer months. The fail ure of the water table to rise at this 

time results in low estimates of seepage into the river, hence the 

errors in estimated mean monthlv discha;rge values below John Mart in Dar. 

The water table exhibits a high degree of sensitivity
and at Coolidge. 


byto surface flux throughout the study area, as was determined 
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comparing water tables obtained with and without surface flux at
 

various times.
 

Because seasonal and spatial variations in surface flux have a
 

it was concluded that
significant influence on the quality of results, 


be excluded in the analysis
consideration of surface flux should nct 

of flow in the s tream-aquifer system considered in this study. 

length with 30 day time incrementsaI Runs 

r4,sults of variation; in the array 

Initial rcdal. one year in 

were made to 	determine the effect on 

in itial head, HI. This was accomplished by making twoof value's of 

runs of the model with boundary condition data from 196), run 1 with 

head array from 1960, and run 2 with an array ofthe correct initial 

from 1959. Resu ting monthly discha'gu valtesinitial head values 

were plotted ulong with ohserved values for both John Ma rtini, D)am and 

Coolidge.
 

The plot or computed and ohsrved mean monthly discharges at
 

Coolidge is shown in Figure 5-10. Initially. the pattern Of computed 

discharge valuL's oW'taNed in run 1, using 1959 initial heads , cxhiL 

no similarity to the pattern of discharges computed in run 2, usin , 

to the pattern of observed di.scharge valtis. B'eginning1960 heads., or 

in July, hoeerr, the coml ] tccd d ischarge values from the two runs 

appear to begi n convergi ng, with onl y October showing a s i gn i fi cant 

are nearlydiscrepancy. The computed value. of discharge for Decemher 

equal. Results at .John Martin Dam were similar, showing an even jmore 

definite pattern of convergence for the two sets of computed discharge
 

values. Comparison of the water table elevation map obtained at the 

end of run 1 with the map obtained in run 2 indicated differences of 

less than ). 5 	 feet at most loc ations, whereas differences of as muc h 
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Figure 5-10 Comparison of Computed and Observed Discharge Values at Coolidge for Sensitivity 
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as 4 	feet existed between the initial water table 
maps used in the
 

two runs,
 

The conclusion drawn from these observations is that 
the effect
 

results for heads obtained by the model
of initial head values on 


diminishes with time. This implies that small errors in the array of 

no resultsinitial head values probably have little or effect on 

A more detailed analysis would be
obtained after several years. 

of time steps needed for the effects
required to determine the number 

at some given location in this
of an error of givon magnitude and 

model to become negligible. 

at Runs two years in length with AF
Initial llischa rqvus Lamar. 

the effect on results of
day time increments were made to determine 

at Lamar for the firstthe of montllyvariations in values 	 discharge 

three months of the run. Values of monthly discharge at Lamar for 

estimated becauise data
January, February, and March of 1959 had to be 

for estimating these values, which 
were 	 not available. The procedune 

used as input to the model for the eight-year run, was descri bed 
were 

from 1959 and
in Chapter IV. Two runs were made using initial data 


using the

boundary conditions from 1959 and 1960. Run 1 was made 

the fi rst three
estimated mean monthly discharge values as Lamar for 


second for
months of 1959. These values were 120 cubic feet per 

82 cubic feet per second for February, and 16 cubic feet per
January, 

feet persecond 	 for March. Run 2 was made using a value of 200 cubic 

as the mean mon thly discharge for January, February, and March
second 

discharge plotted along1959. 	 Resulting values of mean monthly were 

with 	observed for both Martin Coolidge.Damvalues John 	 and 
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The plot of computed and observed mean monthly discharge values
 

at John Martin Dam is shown in Figure 5-11. After the first three 

months of the run, values of computed di scharge at John Martin Dam 

appear to converge almost immediately. After October 1959 values 

computed by run 1 are indistinguishable from those computed by run 2. 

Results at Coolidge showed a slow.er convergence of computed discharge 

run 1 agreed closely' with va luesvalues. Dischar. a values compued by 

2 after June 196(1. The greater susceptibility ofcomputed by run 

computed values of discharge at Coolidge to inaccurate .- ,pag rates 

computed in the Lama r area is b elieved to account for the slower con

vergence of computed discharre values. In run 2, the initially high 

Lamar apparently resulted in the overestimationvalues of discharge at 

of seepage rates from the river into the ,quifur, which in turn raised 

the water t ible in the Lamar area. Down st r'am pri-nji,.at ion of thi; 

slightly elcvated water table was accolipaicd hv hi.her tiain actu:iI 

secpa;,e rates fromseepage rates into the river, or lower t ian actual 

the river. This re:ulted in oversti matcd dischirg,e values at Coolidge 

for several months after the intentional overest imatiou of dischirge at 

Lamar ceased. A comparison of 	 the water talle ma obtained in rin 2 

indicated that mater table e lev:iLionswith the map obtained in run I 

were as much as one foot higher than thosefrom Lamai to Coolidge 

run 1. This result serves a another indication of tileobtained in 

by the hi gh values of initialIoverestimated seepage rates caused 

discharge at lamar.
 

results that variations inIt is concluded from the foregoing 

values of monthly discbarge at lamar have virtually no residual 

effects on computed discharge values upstream at John Martin Dam. 

http:pri-nji,.at
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However, significant differences between computed discharge 
values at
 

from run I and from run 2 persisted for several months after
Coolidge 

March 1959. Similar residual effects were observed in the water table 

from Lamar. howevu-r, the tendency of discharges at
downgradient 

in run 2 n Approach the value:s of dischar, e computed
Coolidge computcd 

in run I after June 1960 indicatus that the residual effects of 

with time. The implicationvariations in discharge at laar diminish 

of the estimated dischs e
of this conclusio n i:s that urroneouns values 

at Lamar would not advers:uly af iect results obtaincd by tihe model a fter 

be required to otlctrmiun
several yea rs. A more detailed ajalysi s would 

of an error of given
the time lapse required before the effects 

would become negligibl .monthly discharge at Lamarmagnitude in the mean 



CHAPTER VI
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM,1ENDATIONS 

Conclusions
 

for simulating three-dimensional,
A finite difference model 

in a stream-aquifersaturated, and unsaturated, steady and tnsteady flow 


in this stidy' to
 
system was developed. This model was des.igncd For 	use 

lau1tinj two-di :.n
interact wit,t a finitu di fference alIg orithm for si 

conditions.. The
sional flow of grouidw'ter under fully sturated 

combi ned model was then used to simulat e flow in hypothet i cal
result ing 

and actual stream-aquifer systems, and its ability to produce accurate 

a result of this study the following conncluresults was analyzed. As 


sions were drawn.
 

1. 	 The model was successful in simulating flow in several sim

was determined by a qualiplified, hypothetical systems, as 


The hy)potative analysis of res ults produced by the model. 


were mode.lvd had the
thetical siream-naquirie" systems which 


water table-,
following configurations: (I) horizonttl init ial 

and uniform saturated thichnckss; (2) initial .atsr table of 

uniform gr:dient in the direction parallel to the river, and 

aquifer of unifort saturated thickness; (3) initial water 

to the river, nonuniform
table of uniform tradi,,nt patallel 


slope perpendicular to the river, and aquifer of nonuni form 

The water tihc in the third con Iiq'urasaturated th ickness. 


sides and the sa tur.ted
tion slopp.d toward the river from hoth 

From ei:her side. Resultsthickness increased toward tIe river 

of runs made with and without the pumping or a well in each 
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of the three systems indicated that the model was capable of
 

producing a physically reasonable simulation of flow for each
 

case.
 

2. The ability of the model to correctly simulate flow in an
 

actual stream-aquifer svytem was demonstrated. This conclu

sion was based on the succes or the model in reproducing, 

with reasonable accuracy, observ.d v:lues of monthly a<cliarge 

at two stream' pay,li statiens in the Arkansas V,-alley' s:tudy 

area, and matchin g observed water table elevations in the 

area within reasona!le limits ot error. The s irulation in

cluded the consideration of the combined effects of a flow

of the river channel,retarding silt layer on the bed and banks 


and high volume ump ing near the river in the vicinity of'
 

Lamar. The model correctly sim'ulated the ':sul tirn brea in 

the hydraIlul ic connection between tie river and the aqui i ,v 

over a t', mile influenced by the drawdown in the hullo reach 

field.
 

3. Water table elevations and river discharrge values obtain d .'
 

to have varying degrees of sensitivitythis model were shown 

the values of several parueters. Signif-icantto changes in 

effects on these result:; were obtained by changinj values of 

the silt layer bubbling pressur'e head, hpb the silt layer 

hydraulic conductivitv, K , the array of values of relative 

values of saturat ion duriv:itive,permeability, k , the array of 

dS/dHl, and the array of values of surface flux, Q . The 

obtained by changing the value of pnro'i ty,effect on results 


0, was not considered significant. Varyin g the initial val e:;
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of head, H, throughout the model and mean monthly discharge,
 

Q, at Lamar produced significant effects on the character of
 

results obtained. These effects, however diminished with time.
 

Recommendatioo , :orFr , her Study 

are made for further investigationThe folloain, recomaendations 


in connection ",ith the finite difference model developed in this study.
 

1. 	 The possibility of more sophisticated and more detailed 

representation of flow above the water table should be 

a larger nume r of thinner model gridsexplored. The use of 

prev ious ly suggested as a means of accomplishing part of was 

this objective. Because of the large amount of computer t'me 

and storage this would require, however, it is suggested that 

alternate methods should be considered. 

for re'resnt inq overland flow due tu rainfall2. 	 A suhrou iWe 

excess, flow in minor tributaries, and unsteady, nonuniform 

river flow should be added to the model if the intended 

application includes simulation of flood flows. This need
 

failure of the model to correctly
is demonstrated by the 


simulate the June 1965 flohs in the Arkansas Valley study area.
 

3. 	Efforts sh'ul d he made tW obtain wore comprehensive data for 

that the use of a numberfuture app1ications of this odel, 	so 


were made to obtain values
of assumptions and estimates which 

for input parameters in this study could he el iminated. 

flux valuesBecause of the considerable effects of surface 

on model results, spec i:1' attention should he directed to 

obtainin,, information concerning,type and areal distribution 
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of crops grown in the area of interest, and distribution 
in 

from the river for irrigatic i. 
space of water Aivertedtime and 

the ModelRecommended !Peg of 

in this

finite difference model developed
The thrce-d.i :,n.iona I, 

complex flows in a stream-aquifer system may be 
study' for sinulatin 

in combination with two-dimensional 
finite difference 

used singly or 

both ends with two-dimensional Podl
 The model interfaced on
models. 


use in this study.
segments for its 


means of analzin,'
model provides an effectiveUsed singlv, the 

of 100 square miles or less. 
on the orderin small basins,complex flows 


form of the model: (1) use
 
are proposed for this 


The following uses 


water rights di sput :; 
an aid in settling

regul atory aencies asby water 

in a ,iven hasin, (2) ue
and surface waterof ,onndwat'
among users 

which are must 
water resource management decisions 

as an aid in maLi ug 

envi roninent,and to the 
to the maximum number of users

beneficial 

pro' ni !" h .i n 
as an in determining the f,.sibi I itv and b 

(3) use aid 

ms.at he i:1cal 
wa ter iesourifce development projects , by

of proposed 

implementation. 
simulating the results of s,-h ]i'ojects prior to 


hr,'
cr :h i nAl ion with a large two-dimensional Imodel, the 

Used in 

limited port ior 
provides :i detaied aIalysis of a 

dimensional model 


of mod '1;With this combination 
of a large stream -:quifer system. 


a localized detailed flow analysis 
where it
 

it is possible to obtain 


time and storage
withoat contsuming large amiiOunllts of computer

is needed 

which "arenot ofsimnlation of areas 
in an unnecessari ly deta iled 

e le accurately simuilated using
in which th flow can
major concern, or 


less sophi st icated methods.
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been set up as separateThe various components 	 of this model have 

component can be easily modified, replaced,subroutines so that a given 

or in some cases de ltcd without disturb jug anv other part of the 

model is readily ad atable for 
computer proira. For this reason the 

use in analy:zin; fl ow in several types of groundwter-n i wtere 

systems other than a stream-aquifler system. The folloina onw:,da

made for the use of this model in anal'zinge flow in thuctions are 

systems. 

up the1. 	 With no rodification necessary other than setting 

the model may he u dappropriate geometry for a given case 

to simulate the interaction between earth canals and tim 

Because of its capa ilitv of simulatin gadjacent a,ui rer. 

flow, the model is part icuilarly useful inthree-dimensional 

the analysis of seepage loss problems, in which vertical 

flows are important. 

2. The model may be used to analyze flow in drainage channel s, 

and is particularly useful as a design tool, in dctermi ni ,. 

the most efficient channel geometry for ohta ining optiHal 

of the model is nu:ce;, rydrainage conditions. No modification 

for this application except setting up the appropriate 

geometry for the parti cular case. 

to analyze flows in recharge pits, and3. The modcl Imay he used 

is 	 especially useful as a design tool for determining 

case for drainage channels.effici ent onmetry, as 	 was the 

of the nodel to simulate three-dimensional
The capability 

flow is advantageous in this application, becauise vertical 

flow downward from recha.rge pits is oftten 	 impor ait . A 
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suggested adaptation of the model for this application is a
 

replacement of the sutbroutine for computing surface water
 

elevations by the Manning formila. This subroutine is used
 

in the model in its present form to determine depth of flow in
 

the river. No adaptation of the model is necessary for the 

correct representation of the recharge pit boundaries, in 

which no silt layer is present. y assigning the silt layer 

hydranlic conductiitv a value equal to the hvdraulic conduc

tivity of the surrounding aquifer material, 3nd the si It layer 

bubbling pressure head a value of zero, the flow retardin j 

effects of the laver are neutralized. The model then simu

lates flow across the loundary as if no s It layer were 

present. For this application the use of the three-dim:v-.nsional 

model .segment alone is recomme nded. 

4. With only an adaptation of the model sihrout ine for dcterni iq' 

surface wiater elevation, the model can he used to smu1 t, 

the intoraction between a lake or rcservoir and the sturr,,cmlina 

aquifer. ITis nodel is especially useful in determining tc 

change in storage of a reservoi r-aqu i fur system due to a 

given chau.se in water surface elevation in the reservoir.
 

Such information is useful in determiing', optimal ru:;ervoir 

man'gement policies. The three dipeniou:al model segent, 

used alone, should provide an adequa te representation of flow 

in a reserivoir-atuifer system. 
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APPENDIX A
 

DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF
 

COMPUTER PRO(;.GRXN 

Description of Program and 5'routines 

sequence of 
is the control proqr:nm which directs the 

PROGRNM LINKFLO 

th. system of equation, for flow in the 
operations for solvi a 

are called fromAppropriate subroutines
stream-aquifer system. 


the various components of flow,
for calculatingLINKILD) as needed 

conditions, and for reading data. The time 
for adjustin g boundary 

increment inA. loop is controlled by 
1.INEP 1O. 

up the
reads in and prints out initial data, sets 

SUBROUTI::E INITI\. 

and establi.hes 
grid system for the ground.,'ater flo,. equation, 


canal distribution regions.

river channel geometry and 

of each 
reads in boundary conditions at the beginning

SUBROUTINE PCON 


and computes discharge and head in each 
river grid,
 

time increennt 


and surface inflow for every surface grid.
 

resuls , including
prints out intermediate and final 
SUBROUTINE SCR.IBE 


table celevations.
river di scharges and water 

arranges two-ditensional and three-dimensional arrays 
SUBROUTI'[NE MA.\'tP 


in a standard form for printout.
 

hanrd 
,IATS0 L sets up the coe.f ficient matrix and the right

SUBROUTI!NE 

side column vector for solving the 
groundwater flow equations.
 

compulte coefficients and 
is called from MAITSO. to

SUBROUTINE SIDE 

two-di mensional model
for those grids in the

column vector values 

on all sides by other two-dimensional 
are surroundedsegment that 

grids.
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SUBROUTINE STRAN is called froo MATSOL to compute coefficients and 

column vector values for grids in the two-dimensional model 

segment that are adjacent on one side to a column of grids in the 

three-dimensional model sement.
 

SUBROUTINE CTRN is called from ,t\TSOL to compute coefficients and
 

column vector values for grids in the three-dimensional model 

segment that are adjacent cn one side to a grid in the two

dimensional miodel segment. 

SUBROUTINE CENTER is called from MATSOL to compute coefficients and 

column vector values for grids in the three-dimensional model 

segment that are surrounded laterally by other three-dimensional 

grids. 

SUBROUITINE BSOLVE is called from MATSOL to solve the matrix for new 

values of head in each groundwater grid using the Gauss-IElimination 

technique. 

SUBI.OUI'INF P1 VN) computes seepage rates to and from the aquifer for 

each river g,.rid or the modcl, 

SUBROUTINE SPI,TI i.s called from RIVBNI) to compute seepage rates in the 

river grid; ocated in the three-dimensional model segment. 

SUBROUTINE1 STORI computes the mas:; balance for the aquifer in all 

interior grids of the model at the end of each time increment. 

SUBROUTINE UIIST computes values for unsaturated hvdraulic conduc

tivity amt deriv:tivue of saturation with respect to head for every 

grid in the threec-di n,,ii onAl tmodel segment at the beg inning, of 

each time incret" nt. 

SUBROUT INE KFNP i:s called from uIRAN to compute values of unsatura ted 

hydraulic conductivity above the water table for two-dimensional 

grids.
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PROGRAM LISTING 

'11 . TAPE~ OT-~i.TAJFh=O~jTPUT)PJ0GPAm L I NIKFLflIIjt I st 

c . PI .t/ 4 4*)Jh- :' , I Qj 47 ) 6.1pI V(47 1PT ~I l.Trrt..fI . r 14 ) 1,'. IY ("1 a 

t((47 -- l ( 73 C'& 7/L4/ 1,W L'1 7 'WED fl 

T~O-A Ti ,(rF (jjT(h*4 ti *TLHCP I( A
C 	F, ~(~%A) ,1)1( 4 1o oTF4~ 

12.1 0COMN11 (I?)V-K-WL C17( 00 9Il H -41- (1?~AOJLHCALCLXTLrLLl' 

C
 

C LOOP IS CON?(L.nH .KI.. 

C rTq=lf.0 

TIMF=TPFr-.OT
 
TCnNT=TRiFr-#Tw 
CALL I'jITIAL
 
0O 7 ITI"E=).oNT
 
CALL Rr ("(JWA tj
 
CALI. Anfl.l"T
 
CALL. k4TqoL
 
CALL P I VIpNo
 
CALL STriPE
 

CIILL S(-PIF4E
 
TrOh=TT'jF+Tw
 

A 	TTAr=TIF *OT
 

7 	 CONT INLIF
 
CALL FXIT
 
F~nr
 

SUPOUTYNF. INITIAL. 

.17 14~.J CC1 IV(4 7) j!J'IV(47)s;?TII .FqT.O'jq1fT 4C If I,,) ,-IAC 1l-) *CIY (P) 

4 	 *CWC (tINH ' l,-TEIP 14 .A * bIf r, t,.r( If'49,4 .4)s HC;' Iti,4d9H o4 /CtC 1 4 '9 4 

1 	 14.12COM'ON /A/Lt91XLIP4KO.IPA4CLIitHP 
20IL (12*A)
 

CnmwLIN /A~/ vrk?)
 

C 
C
 

Afr' 1At,L1Mp kl!W."11II tr, ; I r VL~C cYSTFm FOP 7IoF 1140 O)W 1 EW I' 1# 1 

http:IMF=TPFr-.OT
http:CON?(L.nH


*C 

1)C 
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&'iI OU I"pI I'TfTut1L PATA. -F.TS tuP THE r(I T 0
C TW' r' SLIv~pni IT INF 
C CH A 'FL GF1 F fl C.V'' L [I I rT;4JuT 11,1 t~ 1 * )A ALI RF ADFIP' V A I JFS 

I(-'ATS AF II'ICATEIl 1' THIS SUHPOUT INE 
c FRov PIJAIC,.4rfel ai-. CAW,', 

WFP T P~ '.T~ECI -TIC ~ 

4FAn (''vIfl) U. -LC -L4,'10td.LI.L .Li 90,LI IV * t -*'.I,AllJ
 
- iuPITt t. ;;-I) SF(,tENT


C LL - f Uf'HFP 0 F I -T1)S INt~ TttF o I - CT 1C' 
i T I i'-(A 7 SFC-*NTLC - N(JIRFP OF CIO1 f I h THf r, I -'C NT 

) )00NJTPrS A,. ?-I) 6MEfITIL -C T I W OO 5F
C LP - N'Jmii.rF OFl 6, 4 1r); 1 I1"'6 

C ' NUMPFi- OF r.wIOn rI-T-F' 1 I oIPECT ION 

', rDI1FCJIO14
C N -NU40EP OF "PIDS It) T-0 
17VF;4 (7wIri IN THE~ USTkFAMi ?.-I) SI.GmFtjT

C LPL - nIMFt\qTON OF flT~SrOwNS1PEtiW 
61411 IN T-. t' NTER, cEI;MF 0,T

C LPm r MI~tc OJ flF7 FtipT i- '1; 0 cTt4EAm RI!VEk 
41VFP- i-'ifl It., TriC tinN5TPEAM I2-n ) EC,.

C LPIV - 0I,4FNRION OF FI.It;Tt-ES-T OJITWt-1 

C KICAN - NtlI'-f7P Or CANAL S ')TVFt4TIkjl FROM Thf- WIvt.4 IN THF STUDY APFA 

c tiAnJ - ARRAY S17E OF OTSC )FTIZU) PLOTS (IF FPELATIVF PE IMEANILITY AND 

C SATUPAT TON DFRIVATIVE. 

SFOPUATC o,~L-. 
4 'LC-y*P4yimi4,O*- LR*29PMIX
 

?*LrTV.]XX*tNC1P-*o.vlA)*
 
WPRTF 6.11) LLC::.LLPLRVN 
 N*NAOJ 

10 FORPMATCI-OI5C 
PFAO)(9,?Cf HPH.AN. Po,4ly,S" .TH 

C HPP - S ILT LAYFW FPIR,4LIN4, PPLSSWJN HEAD 

C 'AN - MANNP6 P0116Ht*NESS COfEFFIC IFIJT 

C PO)p - POpriOTTY 
C cY - SP;rFCIFIC yTFiLn 
C SK~ - SILT jM'YFP -VI~l~y3t'IC C('*.irIICTIVTTY 
C T.H - SILT I.AYFW TI ICvtP1S 

20 FORN'ATUfFS.?) 

'P.'P0 ,TH*)-tO? 3x *'o3xt4 FOP 00AT C~X -P *A. 3 P w . 

C r(~T) P APAvF TF P - hJ F~A .
 
DO 7 I=1'LL
 

C H-LP - HEAC),, 

C 7HL - REDLPOcK Irt.VATToN F
 

PFAF)(5.II) C7$LCI *JC*J=IomI
 

C rwKL - HYDOxIILIC CM)fiCTTVIT~v
 
Pp. An (.
5 I I C ('L CT - i ).j= I* 

KnDL - 'rOLC DAWY Cr,lj(TT1ON IfuICATOn-

C mnL - CANAL- flIcTPI;;lTIliN AlvA IW,)ICA7IO4
 
PFA') CS.)?) .CLC J.1*M
 

11 FOPIIATCHFR.O) 

12? FOPuIATCJAito-' 
7 CONTTNLIF 

C CRTD PAWAMETF.RS - CFI&jTFF' ,ECM
 
On P I=),LC
 

PFAC(5.11) (HCCP(T*,I.t<) *j~l.Mt 

7C - SPTD CFNIEP FLEVATION
 
PEADCS. 1) (7CC 1 .J.() ..J=? .1i)
 

C C'(SAT - HYrIPAICLIC CoNTiJCTTVTTY C'rnfEp F''LLY qATUP.ATE.D CONMITIONS
 

C 

PFAOC15 11) (CC~ATCI.J.),jI m) 

9 CONTINUE 
PEAnC591P) CNDC(Tqj),j~lm) 

A CONTINUF
 
c Crpif PAPANFTEi4S - l)fWST'4F.AN"S("N
 

Dr. 17 I=1.LP
 
RFADCS5.11) (HNNRC,jCJq1.0) 

http:RFADCS5.11
http:PFAC(5.11
http:PAWAMETF.RS
http:PFAF)(5.II
http:N'Jmii.rF
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w.~f.r 11') (7r4 )WCT j J= I1 f 
IwF A p) C". 11) " f) f)( T*J , )=PA 

L-F All ')* 1?2 C 'rL) I * J I 

K) 17 C ONT INU. 

c. FOPMAT (4nX 0T 1T I AL WATFU TAIJLF - UtSTPCAMl
4 ., 

CALL MhAIPOP(tLL91AHLP) 

Dr 	F46 T=1,LC
 

00IA (~IJ=1~ l,' 

86~ 	CONTINUE
 

77 	FORMATC4RX9*lMITI6L HEADS AT LEVL 0 ,14, 0 OF CENTEk*,/) 

CALL M~ATROP lCLAMriTFmP) 
$4 9 	 CONTINUE 

I0Oc;F0MATC40Xq'1NTTJAL wATF1" TAOLE - flWNS.TPEAq*./) 
CALL MATOP0PLWqM~9HPP) 
WPITE(Cl%106S) 

106 	FOPW~ATWX .'PEDPOCC FLFVATJONS -UPST'WFAP'./)
 

CALL MATPr)P(l.L~m*ZRL)
 
D'O IP9 K=1,J
 
On IRE' T=1,Lr
 

HTEMAP CT j) 1CC!.JqK)
 

186 CONTINUF 
wRTTF(69177) X 

177 FORM~ATC(4oX,'*UrIf ri:jTg7P FLFVVTTONS AT LEVELO*I4, OF CENTFPO/).1 
CAlL MIATWI~P LC.L",MTFrP) 

IP9 CONTINUE 
wQ ITII PA,.1071 

167 FON (4T4X. QrrCk FjFVA TI ek- - fjC NlTPF Am-./ 

CbL. mTQ0P (L,A,7FJ,4) 

COWOCTIvT!IES UDS TQAU*,/20r 	 FCIWvaT 14 0X HyfOAULTIC 
CALL MATRPPLLqM.CKL.) 

0"f'24? T=1.Lr 
nn 24? J= I M 
H~TFsaD CT..j) CKSAT CIq.j.K) 

247 	rONTINJF 
WP ~I ,.?03) K 

2 0: 	 FflPt.AT(4fl%.OcA7. HYO)-. Cn'JnUCTIVITIFr, AT LFVFL**14.'0 C CFNTEPO./) 

CALL V.AhfPQ.C.MArIF.mP) 
241 CONTINOLF 

20? 	rDATC4flx,'4-Y0QAlJl1C (C(eMI)CTTVlTIES b)()AlT4AA*,/)
 
CALL ML.PO(.--0,CVep) 
WAPIT(6ch.60)
 

lioA 	 FCPPMAT( nx,9*K))L*./v 

r10 	 570 1=1911 

i7fl 	CONT TNLJI 
D0 	 V171 K~1,N 

F)I 	 FOP.LAT CCxvAKOfC AT LFVHo.15-/) 
DC ,71 L =1 4t r 
WPITFC6,9'A5) (Kn0ClCTjdK)*J~1.U) 

5k'; FOPIMAT Cf412)
 
971 CONTINUF
 

WkiITE (6%r-6)
 

5 C' .1FOR'-, 

(K*)( -J JJ 

http:LFVHo.15
http:V.AhfPQ.C.MArIF.mP
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li7? CONTTNLIF 
T7F( 6 .6f(0 

CC) .70 T=1.LL* 

CONTINUE
 

WPTTF (6,6c,)
 

671 f-7 

6,71 CONTINUE
 

wPITF (O.$9'1 

po FORM'AT (4?09,''( o/ 

67? CON~T C?, ?F. 

c llWTPi SF-"ENT 
PEI.0 IS.11; (PnC (1) .T1 IC'L) 

WPITF (A.AO3) 
RAI FO~vAT CPfl9*fO) 

CpW'~ST'FE6.A0 (DXeaFI =II2 

P I T ';.(6 ,1) r T~ T IsC 

hEPTF($A.-'0) r.iIITl*I) 

WFP Ef-Aq 1) (rxCl I) loA)~ 

R I A T PP x 9l 
WC;0F.TI (C P. flY*A 

c Ao'in S1,7E IN, i r..4CTTONW 

IFAflC(j. I). (rl-CYlJ)-J19") 

Hn7I F0PAT (?nx'.0flY*) 

7PC oIKI * T4IW' F (Aj V31) 


*PI TF (A.-kQ?) 

li0g Frflia, (?x.*qo) 

http:pW'~ST'FE6.A0
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COPTFOPATO(It 1,.W r,11) r> ~ I LA 

p Ifv)r q, I I,Vv) IrC' liT P (X T r-L)'In 

14 7W'AT(I',)
 

I 	 riP ITr (6 cotlP (I.'"1, ) 0~ 

14fnlr 	 F H -1AT cx . 10 1 10) 

C w~rL t.FT
 
PIF0 

I 
MA 3.4FIVc~ ~I.FF~*
C~j 


4TTF (60SI
 
rSi) FflWmAT (x% I '* Y J V X * 1
 

GRID OF THE MODEL
THI-PFt'~~'ST CPSTPEAMi 

C PTVEP inuN1JnPIhI Fr(,1'; 'Ih Tt b Ili 
- AUNDtANY CONDITIONS(r4P 	 IN 

APF 	kFSFHVP.D FOP 1IN()1CATIO~i
C l THF FIRS;T SiNUt'APS 
C AOUIFEQ GPIDs. 

11 P? 1=0;oLPTV 
I40UNUAwY Cof:.OITION INDICATOR)

C I=PIVFP APID SUUPSCW;IPT (ijcEr, AS ,c( Tsj'1 -f $ F,~mf.T HivEp '~I S 
rti4fl LO(ATTW.J Ih, 1,,.UI;4CTIOk1SC TPTV*JQTV - GIDOS
C APF LOCAT~ri IN' THE IPPEI-MIOST LAYEP OF 

C PwIn - wIDTH OF C -Ah-.JFL 

C PPFV - FLEVATION (IF C~MN'L IiD 

f PSLP - CH.AtINT1. Q~r SL PO' 

II
 
- 1) 101V ( I ) s J-IV ( I) 1P'0t11 .RF~ ) )'LP 

WP ITF(6 


C psn - PATF OF '4EPAGF Fk(,,Y WIVEP 

p? rflkjTIJF
 
P03 7 =I'
 

Tidy1CI I 7HI V f I
 
jo IV CI =J I ' C01) 

Q LP CI)PSLP 6' 

?I rON7TNUF
 
rCIj~FS O)FPFLATI'JE PF.PMIA-4LITY ANt)

OF l~1 criFTT7Fj)C a-A~'YS OF VtLtIF-

C r-AT1'[ATnN AS~
9 1iiXT~l nt~'r p-'m
 

C Q;7L A T IVF F~P -AFt. 01L It
 

9$~n 	 FC'CPwAT C?1UX.*FKFAC*)
 

wWTF(6.Q6r,]) CFxFAC ) I) IJj)
 

V.TT yEC 'qATIJPfTTOly fDE" 

PF~i'i(So If- ) (1-:;Tv CI 1= 4,44AJ
 
v-QTTF h.:~
 

Q4,1 F0PU-AT ~vnx.-jrUwv4')
 
V( I)I I I N!"J',PTTF (AeO61 ')SI 


C('NT I NUF
 
PrUN
 

'Z H UTIhO*BCN(OO 

0 ~,)*eP2.or('I 304.49) ,,..(?"5GJ~l)*rLA"MA)*tKA'"C3) 

U.~	 /A/ 
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C FAr" TTAEINCI .1N T r,o,1 fYdT T rN C-~dA f . ~ F . , 6PID, 

C ttonf5UPF>ACF jt' I* A F0)L - QATA'',, 4 ALjUF .t- A 1 F -(M 
r. PlC-Ffl "t:C t . T-1~'TJ ' -~f440kJT1N1. F-',1 f .ICHFrw''A IN-rS 

c 1 IrF~p PtiPAAPT r-P.O. 

Q-7F(LI,.CT) QC1-() TO 01 M[ 1 4NI 

I()VO~vaT(QFR.1) 

OjI J1JW~P (I9 J(W!) I JAtlr) 2*+OJA() J) /3.0 

PrAnl'. I1I FTvP 4ECIO 

I ? F(OWVATHOF6".n) 
C rOIN~jlSopj TO (*oiI4! FFFT rP~I' Y rNW FEET wJW ().Y 

C TMC'HFS PEP mnNI'1 TO FFPT Pi- OAY 

00 w =1NC~ 
c ArLE FFFT PFI4 -rl.T' . fl ci" I r ~rT PF, 1)4Y 

e'rnv I I ) V ()*4 *4Lie,fo . / "Ao . 
k CnNTPIIJF 

C Ar F FrT1 i-F4 '.fl 1 T. lI( Ci,41 lr$l 'iH 1)1y 

r. APP T T Ij. 06 Io rvf T(; I kl CPJ PI. F&of-' Pfr F PL A-T 

C WATEP TAI-LF FLl.JrTIMATj1f1 T14 Fli,F r(ji'5 

1,LPC 12.11='-.P('. -00 

i-rp C;.1I I .. 1)* ((. Q 

W'CP U.9 1)=WCP (4.1 + 0 . 04,
 
wrP I *1 C I, . c- .)(I L;
 

wCP C1'4)=H-(L- it i ~ . 1G 
=*f LUI-CP (4.) * r) ) (Ij 

Hcp A , A =Hr~ (h .(1.07 I 

HPP 791i (7. 1 ? 1 +.07 

HJppI79l =i-pp(I. 1) 0 . 0?2 

?6f0NC)1INIJF
 
WPP ( 121o 1=C-i;P ( 1*;11 +0.(17
 

rOP 27 1 =13 1q
 
-HP(1~j1 HP93(CI 1)*(* 04 

;)7 CONTTNUF
 
HPP (1'*. )=H1'(1 Y * ) . * 2
 
llPP(?o0 1 ) ="pPP(po 1 ) *.Ir'
 
HPP (?l.1)=HP0 (?ja *). 

HP 12C3i) i-( ? . 4') 4 0. G10 

http:7F(LI,.CT
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1 4 P( 10-
64p (1 6.-

r(1')-.l 
= -L,,2 (?I *,a) -n. fo03 

wp(1 

o0 P0P 

TFpp\. 
OIL 

=11,p 
J 1-0(IM *0.1 

=f. )o (,p TO 21)() 

=Hd: (?l,JPP 4)oO-n .YJ C(11 

IP1 F(1 , . ',)Jt,(P J1l <1p) O Ll)0 'J 

IF(\A ~PO O TO 31 

2fly (J) /A6F 
An TO P0 

A (NIA) 

?0 CrONTYNMC) 

no,' 40 J~1 *L4-

IF o~CT . ) rl" To) 31' C' 
niF J ~ I( _FT I41ly I( 

?rYCJ)/AP~FA A) 

(1I(.*j) Cp.-FCIDFT) *r.xrC I I *ly 

n( Cr.NT IN 1IF 

C PVCA4C(AFFSI 

JI 

A ()C 

IF r.0c~Tt))1 41 
(q)I 9j = w)IC (.)-T 

C PrC, (J) /AflY (VA II]~~~((~d) 

rn TO' 4h .) 

41 (r.fL(T J) FOF( D F) 
401 CONTINLIPF 

I l Io iy( 

l.)) 1T.O 

)Q 

J) 

. rC (N )* XR II 

r)FP(l~o7C( I ) -(~ (- 8CC!.1*))0.C 

60? CON T INUF 

DO f.03 J=0 

60?~ rCNT INCJF 

c 
C 

HJVFP FLO- CALCULt.TTC'ist 

LAmA GAr-lN(. STATION, IS LIC81FL) tT wlviw (,kll ND. ?.0 
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n TVrPSIOH'- C, F.J Tn CFc, 
00 *s7 Irl oI.11T\/ 

74 COjT.'NLIF 

L=LC~t C1)
 
C C (ITVF TO CF SrAf4A L C')t~Iv F. T -' 

nTVILIPTvCI .(7 -V I lFiC/- .4C0.0 

L=LCANC 10f)
 
C mTr-,- flWY CDP-F( T'J'IJTAI. 'Y 

C '4 16 qAl'.fY CPFF Lr1;Cr-!A"',F. 
r)Iv (i-n):f it I Ah 

C C	ALCJL ATPI ,, OF FLOVW AT 
QPJIV C?C) lot6P ( J U..P 

11f Ow 
Cnl,"vFATFD TO CF' 

ALL HIVFIP S F T I ntj 

D= MW IV I?0 QAN/ 1 .4 ,*Ww 10 (20) OScA.4T IPSLP l)) *00 .6 

Jr=1(IV(?OI 

C PIVFP FLOwhS UPIJOT, Am F~' LAMA-? 

0 0) V (I :0 *0I F C'Q I V fI.I* T . 0 "; = 

T0:1TPTVCI)
 
Jr(=JPIV CL)
 

I l' L. iT. 1.d,) rC., To 

HLP T( C,-Jr =-'7f .# 

O? .IJrPC.I) 
A7 Cr NTINoL,F 

PUf 7 7 	 L:?.'7 
C I V; F L'OW 

19rIV (L) :)=-

1(=TPIVCL I
 
lr-:JwIV(L)
 

;-VI(I GOT.j~. 
'4CP CTC'.IC.J 
r TO 77 

77 rPNTTNI.IF 

?Oh 	 V "?O' 

',11I1vP . T T'.IF 

r) (L n 

l. p ,T9
 
VK-I)-, Iv I L I-1). 4() 1. 1 (w$r, (L-1 I) C;()(L)
 

-( Tn 7?
 
:-IP ) I
 

117 JIJ#Pr.D 

qF TUPN 
PID 

1~ MP 

SlIPnfUTINE SCHTP4E 

PT~vv.Trno-.nT.rCl'~t4) .* xrtp) *III*?I 

4VO'.1 (47) .SnP1 V(Cd)) %F.FAC I;,I) ICl)v'j 

.' 

W9iL TI 4) 

-* ~ I.I*' 

~AI)*(~ i 

I7 

http:rPNTTNI.IF
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r
 

E4IL,1_TbS - 11ICLLJDVrII rjTh-",FI) I ATF At) F I .AL
Tl IST SiJDQlflLT II.,i P1- IT4T( fluT 

rTA4Lr Fij f, T I()*
r 	 P!VFFP nIsrCt;( C A C, 

b~r ITF ('i*qq 7) 

v Xx X y x i a X %x 9 t ,kx As.A,x. vIAX It Xx . IX 

FLFVAT T("~ iIPISTh4F. 4"A./71 	 FOfPo. T(40X o*JATFr' TAil-F 

ron 	 AA I 1 LC 
fOr 	 PI, *j=),m 

1)%CONTINUF 

P s/
Fr. PwAT ( 4 PXwAF A;aT L F VFL 9 1 c;2 IF rtjTF

77 
CALL. MTPOPUC'~,HUMP)
 

T r -LF FLWV AT InN i-0 l7 T ;ot
7 h 	 F rPoAT(4 r, K t.T F 


CALL M.lPP(0o H
 

fifi41 K=I 9N 

ITFOLP( I ,d)=CKC I!-Jew
 

4? rr"TINltF
 

CF NTF.. (T/lAFY I ./)
F1 AT LEEL1101 FCA %x*l-ftrlI 

CALL ATfl'(..v
 

41 CnNT INIJF
 

FLIIA nT.FM CFP./)400n FrPQ,AtT(.AI.*c~iuvCI 
CbLl lAP 'IL -. I 

CALL mATCnwflP.C.'4*-4C) 

F-,1,i ~5~A: r FflU./I
40P r(,dvTI4nx.1-,JLWFcCF 

9 f, FrkvAT(4T112 
&;71 CrkiT7Nll 

7AC.PF-FVFFT/f)Ay**/)
 

On 7? L~ oL P TV
 
;F O(L)=LS0 IL)/ l'jI'I.
 

(.1-Y *I I $1 .s' 30~.e~71FP.T 

7? 	 CONTTINIJF 
0
 

vT=VT/4?r;6 .*
 

1I4 	 TIME INCwFI"
0-'W jP-A-ArTA V(0LUKE OF i7PAGF

22 	 FrMTbvI14 
* AC 0F- FFET1*,/2FNT=* F?0*3s 


WFTUPN
 
F KO0
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r O~mON O S IO H 1W r~$-At rc., i, I :- ,!SI OtS OIF V AI I AN(. : CALUli I, or.( m w ,do,PAM 

C 

C TIPIS 5(JPU~l('T(j~fltw-fI( T,.r--.'IutSI~rtiflL {ILrM.~swA APPAYS 
r ItI A 'ST 6Y),' r) i:, il .. -Ipf WIiT 

C 

? 	 A(jj)="(.1,JJJ) 
GO TO 6 

3 	 1L=Nr-R*TN
 
Dr 4 JJ= I LL
 
JJJ=T?.JA-~JJ
 

4 A (jJ)=A(.JgJJJ)
 

LL=LL *
 
rO JJ=LL''
 

A' 	TF (A (I. L7. (inI)I n TiO,14
 
JF: (IN) 797%A
 

(,C TO ) 
%t I TF (o I 1?) I~(I 'I 

rfTO 4 

I' WL!TF (h.17) I y1 ~ J~ 


pr T'n q
 

IA w4I TF C *1 7 II)*11 1*d)* P
I'
 
Q 	 CINT INOF 

F. ( 1 
10 PL'Tg (A*13)
 
11 CnNTINUF
 

IF (,,.Cr.1. 11 *10
 

1? FCIPIVAT(H .'F1'..?*14)
 

PF TI.IN
 

FA
 

SI.,H~nUTJNF !AATrflL 

?TIMFoTroV,P*fT .C (4),lCC P . f7() )~()*I-]V(7 JI ')
 
3PG~Ffl(47) eullVI' (t,7) 1..7t 13 l7 1V (4171 jv (47) *'')(47) %i-AMS(07)
 

rI!Ar)(3) .CLA'i~sn~ 11) *3 Af~t, 4 t) I.L .'IC .M ,tIj&J2??.i?- H 

twTEvvL12P* 1r )j 	 K 1 

C ,* 0000*? 	 0* 0*41*(*C,** a a* * a4,,*****O*)*O**14*44***0 	 04 

C Tw I S )JW.POijl IINF SF TScL.I THr-. F(.IC I r t.T i.nAI . ,r TFF rwI oiT Hi.rD SIDE 
C COLJ.(' VFCTOf? VOL? rn V1N'0 THF G.-OlIINlATF0J F1.0)% F-j0AfT~ql, THIS 
C rllP14UTINF IS Ari..A'GFP Fnw qTTTNGC UP , WiFFFICI1INT 1.ATRIX FOR A T4PFF-
C fITMEN~SIONAI, SPIT) SY-,TF" *pTF-~ACFfl o'j FAr.- fNL Ito TNE I DIPIECTIO~tI 
C WITH Twn-flTwF%,IOi0.L t;-JO SY ' TIF'S. THi V.AE ',F -A MUST !P. F6jUAl. TO THF 
C ?NIII'4FP OF A'QIO~ IN a .tNw AC.L nS Td4F .fl:)EL I~t THF j DPFCTInOi. TOl 1P7ilkIZE 
C rirl"PUT17 TIA . ftAw qL,- r !r'pi"V T,(, 1.' v aTol rI 6I-lkVU.DvATFP FI' 
C FOUATInNSt TA4F VALW (IF v~~.IIt IF P~g~ L~ ,riT 
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C THP c - L cz ATE-*L (.L- 11) (.1 i,.S I no OF T"r qCTIWt. mC.)EL (,"IlP SYSTI:>. 

P,,"7 ("-;') " MIL -I) +LCO'4 (Lk-1M 

nc 7 - 1 4 

CI'(I I =J 0. 
7nC0IT1Ie 

, 

7 CONTINtUE 

LPLI=LPLr*l 

L"E'A =L~rrL-;4 

IIr- IV (L 

Ir,=I I..-

CALL70 FI=?.L 

Lwr-=LF07.* 
LF)LF! JI)C('?T) 

-L~lq~VILr(*"-9-LO(*~~mt 

71-l CONTIN'J 

LFor'=F f.7I I uN 

L?CONTI'E-n 
ETj PN~ T-N 

L0rND~n 

( ir LF'-r- 4-, 04C ~ t;D ww !x-9 1 vj-,T I4 
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P0 , ).C I?i)I04FN.$I(TMh ol LS*. - fL'-- I'- (LS.*l", )L . .DXS(LS). 

3PPEnC'7*i~~).SU7) ).."-'JV (,7) ~ .4i4i 

FAr r-v(4 iCTI - 7fIt) I A)I140 P 4 )F 

7 I F ?'AT c.;;I I' C'- I T CC T1-I SII4001)T Irio C %1.1 . t 1o~ T.; 
I T14I T, i-'. iYt IPW"! L 1~.. Li,1I 

C APLF 50QWPUO1 j ".) 01. .j - Y 'i~j ~T* - *'' N. c. 
r VFCTOP VA . Or r , (: - Ti-

Tr= TI-I 
=IP~" ]
 

flO4 

0A ( ) r t T 

7 xI- *.(~x - ( IJ- ~ J b~ .bS .).H-(Ck(~)P-);HyI j *) 


ITFIr I - *.I) ".. I *M . V I-S I I- qJ) *LT.h) (11) TO ?O
v,1Tl 

r. l PA -r InACm.*I I 11klC -

C? LP 1= 11).flV 1 1 -) *J). rl L) -.I)) 

2 .4S II+ I )r1-y'- (i r ( *r x r, I )
 
Ig (x 0n 5 1TJ- I .-V.. t ? -J Tn
n~,z I I I LT.,,) iii) 30 
CsP (1 * 1") =C' I). *I I-"CL. C 

11 j ) ., I TJ-
4( C0 (LQ I C PFPi rX 4; 1 ) rCt' I I ,j-I .,-PI o.4j 7145 

I I .LT.H ) TO 40IF IV' (I." .IT- I .* Oh 5S I .J*I) 


C." IL' I =Ck KIt - I v ) -C", Lt-a 7 C
 

Cf(L Pi =r I~iR~ I' J-ILA IC
IO C11 .CICLCI 


~Y/L)Tq,- )A~in S (J)I qI): If (Ij

r L P-I =t. 
1 ;4CNT!IN)IJF 

LfIn)77nCFOMT~,rI4O~ L Co' (I iJ A IN IfI(UII 

Pr) ASTU [. j) *Ny/)
 

C (Lu =C( 1x;II * Y S ) 01SII-J
P w' J 

N01.~t~"AC$C 

r4T T-AT
 

J
 

I i 
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(:) '"1 (4 ) *i0-(s' .- ZV (47) .JWIV(47)-
STTIF.T (f ,' PT I'( '?A74 * 07 -v, 


Iv 1,77 ( I?l)*F w. r i*(:i .TOCC, I 1_cA).I:N(o

isV 

) r-I)" M4,TS-Ol. TI)O )MpT COuTFcFF ICTIENT7S "N.) COLUMN
C THIS SIJP14OITIT F Ic CALL 

IE,NjT TIAT'~ ",~lf:SL)A ARE
C VFCTnR VALUFb F0;4 ',;-IUC IN 1rL 

3,1DE To a CCLU'"N OF GHIDS IN. THiE THPeE-IML.NSICNAL WOVFL
C AnJ~rENT ON ONE 
r qFOUPNIT. 
C 

IC=Tu-l 

C.')TO d1rislh) TI0IE
 

15 ISLS
 
1=1
 

Pnf TO 17 

IA' IC~l 

17 r'r. P = eo 
i . 4IF (1r01,..( S 1~j ,~'' !SJ) *(,r*) n 

(1c( J)j) 1" .- S 1)ISej) elP-S( 159j) ,IISO I S qj
Cs kAIC) = ,CC r I 

) *rjy (J')*-; CJ-1 
I~I . I C LT.t,) fil TO ?021 ) *7r-S Tr .J-I ) . II(I 

I F o<riOf lSI;. I- I .P.- * I-, L, , r' 

Cm LHj M C A( I"C fL"t 

? I ) IsVS ~ J*J IC * 'it (1') .y (j) iify.(,j*1)
 

IF(KrS(NI1.F.1 ~I.(5IS.J~1C.LT.t)) 'SI)TO 30
 

Cm UP 9. TOO~)=C- T49 (L0I 

i -. IC) .C.iCL:-. ID)30 CvCLP. ")=C (LI-q Ise) -(. 
('C.TO (U.l.'') ISIfF 
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Initial Water Table Elevations in Feet, Upstream Segment
Table B-i 


i i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3741 3736 3745 3765 3580 3790 3800_ 3S15 

2 3728 3727 3735 3763 3775 3781 3795 31 2 

3 3717 3719 3735 3760 3770 3772 3785 3,1I 

4 3705 3705 3715 3740 3 ,. 3750 37i0 3795 

5 3696 3695 3694 3720 3725 3730 3740 3775 

6 3691 3686 3685 3701 3705 3710 3720 3760 

7 3681 3674 3673 36S0 3685 3690 3700 3745 

8 3670 3665 3662 3660 3660 3665 3681 3721 

9 3660 3650 3,648 36,19 36.19 3655 3665 368 

10 3650 36,11 3639 3637 3632 3635 3151 3680 

11 36,10 3633 3632 3629 3629 3628 36,1. :681 

12 3632 3629 3625 3624 3621 3625 3610 3660 

Table B-2 Initial Heads in Feet, Center Segment 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3625 3620 3615 3616 3617 3618 3630 3655 

2 3618 3612 3606 360S 3610 3611 3619 3656 

3 3611 3605 3600 3603 3606 3608 3621 5651 

4 3608 3602 3598 36(10 3603 3607 361.1 363(0 

5 3613 3600 3597 3599 3(,0 360.1 3610 3625 

6 3621 3598 3594 3595 35)6 3600 3611 ;621 

7 3601 3595 3590 3589 3590 3592 3601 3021 

8 3594 3588 3586 3588 3589 3588 3592 3616 
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Initial Water Table Elevations in Feet, Downstream Segment
Table B-3 


i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3600 3582 3581 3583 3583 3584 3589 3610 

2 3590 3581 3574 3577 3577 3577 3580 3601 

3 3580 3571 3564 3563 3565 3567 3575 3595 

4 3570 3555 3554 3553 3555 3558 3570 3595 

5 3560 3541 3542 3543 3544 3544 3550 3556 

6 3541 3534 3534 3535 3537 3538 3541 3547 

7 3525 3527 3525 3527 3529 3530 3532 3538 

8 3517 3515 3513 3511 3511 3513 3518 3520 

9 3506 3502 3500 3497 3496 3495 3502 3530 

10 3489 3488 3484 3483 3483 3482 3500 3570 

11 3477 3474 3477 3477 3478 3479 3485 3500 

12 3453 3451 3454 3457 3460 3461 3475 3485 

13 3438 3136 3437 3440 3442 3444 3150 3465 

14 3426 3,126 3428 3430 3432 3436 3435 34.15 

15 3117 3418 3419 3421 3,123 3425 3428 3,30 

16 3405 3407 3408 3407 3408 3408 3410 3415 

17 3393 3395 3394 3394 3395 3396 3398 3,1()5 

18 3383 3384 3382 3383 3383 3384 3387 3400 

19 3368 3371 3372 3372 3371 3372 3373 3380 

20 3354 3357 3358 3360 3360 3360 3360 3365 

21 3345 3347 3348 3349 3350 3352 3355 3360 

22 3336 3337 3338 3338 3340 334A 3350 3355 
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Table B-4 Bedrock Elevations in Feet, Upstream Segment 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3740 3710 3730 3750 3755 3760 3770 3790 

2 3715 3700 3720 3762 3774 3780 3794, 3811 

3 3703 3680 3720 3750 3755 3760 3780 38)0 

4 3680 3670 371-1 3739 3744 37,19 3759 3791 

5 3685 3660 3680 3719 3724 3729 3739 377 

6 3690 3670 3655 3700 3701 3709 3719 3759 

7 3680 3655 3613 3679 3684 3689 3699 3711. 

8 3660 3636 3620 3630 3045 3655 3680 3720 

9 3630 3610 3610 3632 3634 36415 3650 3660 

10 3645 3610 3590 3600 3610 3520 3615 3675 

11 3630 3611 3597 3686 3600 3620 3635 3670 

12 3630 370-1 3592 3580 3590 3600 3625 3640 
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Table B-5 Grid Center Elevations in Feet, Center Segment
 

Level 1 

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3575 3572 3570 3570 3570 3570 3580 3605 

2 3570 3565 3564 3563 3563 3563 3580 3610 

3 3565 3563 3561 3560 3560 3560 3580 3605 

4 3565 3560 3557 3557 3557 3557 3573 3595 

5 3565 3557 3555 3555 3555 3555 3565 3585 

6 3565 3553 3552 3552 355 3552 3560 3575 

7 3555 3518 3548 3548 35-18 35,18 3555 3570 

8 3550 3515 3541 3540 35-10 3510 3550 3565 

Level 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3600 3597 3595 3595 3595 3595 3605 3630 

2 3595 3590 3589 3588 3588 3588 3605 3635 

3 3590 3588 3586 3585 3585 3585 3605 3630 

4 
5 

3590 
3590 

3585 
3582 

3582 
3580 

3582 
3580 

3582 
3580 

358? 
3580 

3598 
3590 

3620 
361) 

6 3590 3578 3577 3577 3577 3577 3585 3&0() 

7 3580 3573 3573 3573 3573 3573 3580 3595 

8 3575 3570 3566 3565 3565 3565 3575 3590 

Level 3 

j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3615 3612 3610 3610 3610 3610 3620 3615 

2 
3 

3610 
3605 

3605 
3603 

3604 
3601 

3603 
3600 

3603 
3600 

3603 
3600 

3620 
3620 

36(50 
3W.5 

4 3605 3600 3597 3597 3597 3597 3613 3635 

5 3605 3597 3595 3595 3595 3595 3605 3625 

6 3605 3593 3592 3592 3592 3592 3600 36] 5 

7 3595 3588 3588 3588 3588 3588 3595 3610 

8 3590 3585 3581 3580 3580 3580 3590 36015 

Level 4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

3625 
3620 
3615 
3615 
3615 
3615 
3605 

3622 
3615 
3613 
3610 
3607 
3603 
3598 

3620 
3614 
3611 
3607 
3605 
3602 
3598 

3620 
3613 
3610 
3607 
3605 
3602 
3598 

3620 
3613 
3610 
3607 
3605 
3602 
3598 

3620 
3613 
3610 
3607 
3605 
3602 
3598 

3630 
3630 
3630 
3623 
3615 
3610 
3605 

3655 
3(6(0 
3655 
3645 
3635 
3625 
3620 

8 3600 3595 3591 3590 3590 3590 3600 3615 
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Table B-6 Bedrock Elevations in Feet, Downstream Segment
 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 3599 3585 3565 3540 3520 3518 3570 3600 

2 3589 3580 3560 3525 3515 3530 3560 3600 

3 3579 3570 3520 3525 3530 3530 3570 3590 

4 3569 3540 3,190 3520 3530 3540 3555 3";50 

5 3559 3535 3480 3500 3505 3510 3520 3550 

6 3540 3510 3480 3505 3510 3515 3525 3520 

7 3515 3490 3,165 3175 3475 3480 3500 3515 

8 3490 3460 3455 3450 3460 3,170 35)( 3500 

9 3495 3460 3,140 3,135 34,15 3475 3510 3500 

10 3480 3460 3420 34-140 3450 3460 3450 3500 

11 3455 3435 3,110 3420 3430 3440 3.17 0 3490 

12 3450 3415 3380 3.105 3420 3,1440 3450 3,181 

13 3410 3390 3360 3370 3,400 3410 3420 3450 

14 3420 3395 3365 33"75 3405 3425 3430 3,130 

15 3410 3370 3320 3355 3375 3390 3410 3,100 

16 3340 324 0 3280 3330 3370 3375 3365 3280 

17 3260 3190 3280 3350 3355 3345 3370 3300 

18 3260 3160 3280 3315 3325 3340 3350 33i6( 

19 3180 3210 3270 3310 3320 3325 3350 3379 

20 3280 3300 3320 3290 3300 3310 3330 336,1 

21 3330 3320 3300 3280 3280 3275 3305 3340 

22 3330 3315 3300 33()0 3300 3280 3305 33.10 
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Table B-7 Hydraulic Conductivities in Feet Per Day, Upstream Segment
 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 360 445 357 214 178 223 214 

2 360 396 178 0 0 0 0 0 

3 481 410 267 267 178 223 535 267 

4 535 382 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 365 611 191 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 1087 490 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 845 286 0 0 0 0 0 

8 668 618 528 544 802 1070 920 344 

9 401 480 528 786 758 1003 869 535 

10 0 557 436 440 525 624 668 0 

11 267 535 627 401 445 936 668 0 

12 401 487 501 368 369 350 401 334 

in Feet Per Day, Center SegmoentTable B-8 Hydraulic Conductivities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

107 67
1 267 520 586 270 167 184 


2 201 771 1560 401 239 257 134 0
 

3 334 786 1470 342 273 334 802 67
 

4 753 826 1096 409 219 271 389 60
 

5 1337 1470 880 357 300 525 286 60
 

6 0 936 643 400 400 835 0 0
 

0
7 0 668 675 550 500 500 0 


445 1070
8 100 511 800 75, 600 575 
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Table B-9 Hydraulic Conductivities in Feet Per Day, Downstream Segment
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 0 965 848 668 636 892 9S 

2 0 0 1337 683 623 578 612 1003 

3 0 0 303 739 574 452 1337 4,15 

4 0 743 564 810 807 928 972 445 

5 0 1241 608 532 515 516 491 802 

6 0 574 487 668 668 732 551 311 

7 119 747 403 426 488 557 574 557 

8 461 555 516 445 481 497 735 167 

9 822 571 491 360 341 257 0 84 

10 334 691 473 622 689 642 36 0 

11 535 668 467 168 468 535 624 267 

12 160 418 492 445 501 786 297 0 

13 102 341 334 659 63() 52) 311 201 

14 802 496 507 61) 743 481 0 0 

15 1226 535 378 36S 426 dIS 257 0 

16 229 356 443 616 786 579 372 229 

17 295 289 567 10,17 936 535 963 331 

18 275 294 631 630 469 477 382 361 

19 285 400 545 624 545 456 608 0 

20 364 405 489 286 378 393 418 0 

21 557 325 227 176 194 217 297 10! 

22 557 325 227 176 194 217 297 100 
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Table B-1O Mean Monthly Discharge below John Martin Dam, at Lamar, 

and at Coolidge, in Cubic Feet Per Second
 

Month
 

,I', Sep Oct Nov Dc 
Station Jan Feb ?far Apr ?lv Jun Jul 

1958
 

Da.n 
39.5 115 401 529 896 805 520 9.6 6.8
 

John artin . 5.8S 

8.2 6.0
 
5.3 5.2 7.1 11.6 40 53 234 227 64 


Lamar 6.9 


163 157
340 310 327 276 

Coolidge 123 138 120 114 378 219 


1959
 

924 471 96.8 3.5 2.9
John Hartin 8.6 7.5 6.6 545 708 712 976 

Dam 

381 379 237 27.6 26.6 16.2
 
82 46 147 261 199
Lamar 120 

423 177
198 266 374 470 246 

Coolidge 142 144 140 367 159
 

1960
 

422 22.6 33.8 98.1 56.8 2.8John lartin 2.8 3.4 3.5 136 844 358 
Dam
 

4.3
69.2 93.2 342 16.4 65.9 11.4 4.4 10.9 3.8 

Lamar 1215 20.4 

209 3.3 0.9 30.4 60.6 76.3
206 406 107
Coolidge 135 178 331 


1961
 

379 9.9 4.1John Mtrtln 3.0 3.6 3.2 455 111 223 359 442 401 
Dam
 

188 8.1 107 72.7 63.7 7.4 21.2 45.4 52.1 
Lamar 3.8 4.2 20.8 

70.4 199 149 137

198 35.1 316 138 142


Coolidge 103 114 106 


1962
 

John Martin 3.4 3.8 4.1 627 438 426 572 267 41.7 69.8 47.8 3.3 

172 4.6 4.8 8.7 9,058.6 76.6 72.4
lamar 36.8 47.8 28.4 274 

188 18.8 18.1 55.2 III
302 305 111

Coolidge 116 146 127 261 


1963
 

un Mrtijn 3.6 3.4 10.5 407 126 137 86.1 277 316 37.5 39.4 9.9
 

Dam _"
 

20.8 47.7 30.7 61.8 4.8 2.2 2.3
 
21.4 45.1 25.9 175 6.4
Lamar 


119 6.6 95.9 59.5 14.4 63.2 19.. 29.2 34.7 
Coolidge 92.1 160 175 

1964
 

47.9 31.8 77.0 1.1.1
2.5 185 ' l'' 235 133 167.lohn lartin 2.9 2.9 

. ...D.an 

Lamar 2.3 5.7 2.6 78"11 99.2 10.2 18.1 7.0 6.9 2.3 2.3 

51.9 61.2 47.1 64.;, '. , 2.12 26.9 1..9 1.1 3.3 17.5 2.3 
Coolide 


i:/ 1965
 

John Hart in 1.7 14.2 15.6 127 254 272 858 2127 - 857 1414 ... 217 281 
-Dan_____ 

4AO 6S9 8.7 71.5 15C
88.0 1359 1517
La 00.S 0.7 1.1 43.1 


59.7 8221 741 1979 1079 200 229 270
 
Colidgc 20.2 27.3 29.0 IS.9 
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Table B-i Monthly Diversions to Major Canals and Inflows from Big
 
Sandy Creek, in Acre-Feet
 

Canal or 
Tributary Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Month 
Jun ul Aug Sep Oct NaY Dec 

1958 

'Fort Bent 0 0 0 0 900 3000 4000 5400 4800 2700 0 0 
Canal* 
Keesee 0 0 0 0 100 500 1100 1200 800 600 0 0 

Canal 
Amity 0 0 0 800 1900 IS200 20800 24100 19800 17500 400 0 

Canal 
Lamar 800 600 0 700 2800 4000 6200 9100 7500 4800 2200 1000 

Canal 
Hyde 0 0 0 0 100 300 400 400 300 300 100 0 

Canal 
Manvel 0 0 0 0 300 0 S0 800 800 S0 200 0 

Canal 
X-Y, Graham 0 0 0 0 400 400 1900 1900 1600 1100 500 0 

Canal 
Buffalo 1100 400 0 0 900 1900 1800 3200 2700 2300 1500 100 

Canal 
Sisson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 100 0 0 0 

Canal 
Big Sandy 2028 2514 2287 2248 1207 660 832 537 974 967 3869 3857 

Creek 

1959 

Fort Bent 0 0 0 1900 3500 4300 5300 4700 2200 500 0 0 

Canal 
Xeesee 0 0 0 300 900 600 1000 1000 600 0 0 0 

Canal 
Amity 0 0 0 14900 18000 18100 22209 22200 3900 3900 0 0 

Canal 

Laar 
Canal 

0 0 0 5400 8200 8500 9700 8300 S500 
_0 

1500 
o_ 

800 
0_ 

SOO 
0 

Hyde '0 0 0 300 500 600 600 500 300 0 0 0 

Canal 
Hanvel 0 0 0 600 1500 900 1300 1400 700 0 0 0 

Canal 
X-Y, Graham 0 0 0 900 2700 2400 3100 3000 1800 0 0 0 

Canal 
Buffalo 0 0 0 1000 3000 2900 3100 3000 2200 300 0 0 

Canal 
Ssson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Canal 
Big Sandy 3160 3917 3564 3503 1881 1029 1296 836 1118 380 1521 1516 

Creek 

1960 

Fort Bent 0 0 0 300 3100 1700 3000 500 400 1000 200 0 

Canal 
Xecsee 0 0 0 100 500 200 700 600 400 0 0 0 

Canal 
Amity 0 0 0 1400 21000 14900 14500 600 400 3100 3300 0 

Canal 
Lamar 400 0 0 800 6100 5000 5400 1300 800 1400 900 900 

Canal 
H)de 
Canal 

0 0 0 100 S0 400 300 100 100 200 I0 0 

Manvel 0 0 0 0 900 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Canal 
X.Y. Graham 0 0 0 200 1600 1300 1300 100 0 0 0 0 
Canal 
Buffalo 0 0 0 1000 2200 1900 2100 1500 1000 1500 1400 1000 

Canal 
Sisson 0 0 0 0 100 400 200 0 0 0 0 0 

Canal 

Tig Sandy 
Creek 

1242 1540 1401 1377 739 404 510 329 596 423 1694 1989 
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Table B-11 Continued 

.... 

Ca or-
.Tributary 

CanalFort Bent 

Jan.......-Feb..Mr 

0 0 0 

Apr -- Ay 

2300 1600 

Month 
Jun..--Ju ..... 

1961 

1200 2800 2200 

Sep-- .Oct 

2700 1200 

NOv 

600 

----Dec 

0 

reeseeCanal 0 0 0 100 600 200 300 700 , 00 300 0 0 

Amity 
Canal 
LamarC 

0 

500 

0 

400 

0 

100 

10400 

2700 

2400 

2300 

6000 

2700 

14500 

6200 

15900 

5600 

16400 

5500 

17500 

4400 

500 

1900 

0 

900 

Canal 0 0 0 200 200 300 400 300 200 200 200 0 

kanvel 
Canal 
X..Y, Graham 
Canal 
Buffalo 
Canal 
3issonCanal 

Big Sandy
Creek 

0 

0 

600 

0 

1383 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1715 

0 

0 

100 

0 

1560 

300 

900 

2600 

0 

1534 

100 

600 

2200 

200 

824 

400 

300 

2200 

100 

451 

300 

1300 

3000 

200 

568 

0 

900 

3000 

0 

366 

0 

800 

1800 

0 

664 

0 

1300 

1300 

0 

548 

0 

100 

'1200 

0, 

2195 

0 

0 

600 

0 

2188 

Fort Bent 
Ctnl 
Canal 

Cnl0 
Aity
Cmty
Canal 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2600 

300 

12400 

2500 

900 

16100 

1962 

2200 3300 

600 900 

16400 19300 

2300 

Soo 

6600 

1500 

600 

0 

1200 

700 

400 

900 

200 

900 

0 

0 

0 

LamarLamar 
Canal 

0 0 0 5400 5500 5800 9100 5400 1100 1300 1800 1600 

Hyde 
Canal 
Canvcl 
Canal 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

100 
400 

300 

100 

400 

100 

400 

800 

200 

200 

100 

0 

100 

0 

100 

0 

0 

0 

Canal 
Bunfalo 
Canal 
5iasonCanal 

Ci an y
Big Sandy 
Creek 

0 
0 

0 

1792 

0 
0 

0 

2222 

0 
0 

0 

2021 

Soo 
1700 

0 

1987 

1000 
2800 

0 

1067 

1600 
3100 

0 

584 

1900 
3300 

0 

735 

800 

2200 

0 

474 

Soo 

1600 

0 

861 

700 

1000 

0 

293 

700 

800 

100 

1174 
17 

Soo 

600 

300 

1171 

Fort BentC nal 0 0 300 2300 900 

1963 

1500 900 1900 2500 700 960 180 

Keesce 
Canal 
Canal 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100 

0 

700 

7200 

700 

3100 

600 

2500 

700 

2200 

700 

7800 

600 

7500 

500 

0 

460 

0 

60 

0 

Lamar 

Canal 
Hyde
Canal 

tnl 
Canal 
CanalX-Y, Graham 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100 

0 

0 

0 

100 

0 

0 

0 

3300 

200 

100 

1000 

2100 

200 

0 

0 

3500 

200 

100 

300 

1400 

100 

0 

100 

3900 

200 

100 

600 

3900 

200 

0 

500 

900 

100 

0 

200 

760 

120 

0 

310 

520 

100 

0 

370 

Canal 0 0 1000 2900 2300 2000 1600 2600 2100 1600 980 680 

Canal 
Creek 959 1189 1082 1063 571 312 393 254 461 192 770 768 
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Continued
Table B-i 


Canal or 
Tributary' Jan Feb Nat Apr May 

mon thNo 
Jun u 

1964 

Au Sep Oct Nov 
De 
Dec 

Port Bent 0 .0 0 1270 520 1390 780 1030 0 0 210 130 

Canal 
Keesee 
Canal 
Amity 
Canal 

LtaarCanal 

Hyde 
Canal 
Ianvel 
Canal 
X-Y. GrahamCanal 

0 

0 

400 

80 

0 

260 

0 

0 

210 

.60 

0 

0 

0 

0 

490 

120 

0 

0 

640 

3360 

1830 

20 

0 

0 

730 

2380 

2470 

0 

0 

.0 

230 

4500 

2390 

0 

0 

370 

660 

2150 

3780 

0 

0 

80 

630 

3020 

2310 

0 

0 

230 

710 

0 

860 

0 

0 

0 

550 

0 

680 

0 

0 

0 

410 

0 

840 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

610 

0 

0 

0 

Buffalo 
Canal 
SissonCanal 

430 

0 

390 

0 

750 

0 

2060 

270 

1380 

170 

2300 

180 

2820 

180 

2050 

60 

1160 

0 

600 

0 

850 

0 

850 

0 

BIg Sandy 
Creek 

629 780 709 697 374 205 

1965 

258 166 302 909 3638 3627 

Fort Bent 
Canal 
KeeseeCanal 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

270 

530 

820 

1370 

860 

890 

330 

1480 

390 

3480 

790 

2090 

550 

4'0 

0 

210 

0 

0 

0 

Amity 
Canal 
Vaar
Canal 
Hyde 

0 

330 

0 

0 

490 

0 

0 

420 

0 

1500 

1340 

110 

6160 

4680 

180 

8960 

2610 

210 

18370 

3510 

70 

27670 

5780 

670 

1360 

3410 

500 

14040 
__ 

2650 

370 

10710 

2320 

280 

1090 

2890 

0 

Canal 
Nanvel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Canal 
X-Y, GrahCanal 
Canalo 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

2040 

360 

2940 

530 

1680 

0 

790 

0 

3080 

0 

1570 

0 

360 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Canal 
Sisson 
Canal 
TijTSandy 
Creek 

0 

2971 

0 

3684 

0 

3351 

0 

3294 

10 

179 

I0 

968 

0 

1219 

0 

786 

0 

1427 

0 

1130 

0 

4524 

0 

4510 
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Table B-12 Parameters Defining Channel Geometry in Each River Grid
 

of Model 

River Grid Channel Width, Channel Bed Elevation, Channel Bed Slope, 
Feet Feet Feet/Feet 

1 115 3737 0.001033 

2 144 3727 0.001225 

3 144 3717 0.001065 

4 115 3705 0.001112 

5 144 3694 0.001125 

6 173 3684 0.001065 

7 144 3672 0.001291 

8 58 3661 0.001488 

9 86 3648 0.001420 

10 85 3636 0.000995 

11 85 3627 0.001052 

12 85 3624 0.001136 

13 85 3617 0.002156 

14 85 3609 0.001452 

15 85 3605 0.001205 

16 43 3602 0.00148 

17 64 3600 0.001263 

18 85 3596 0.001019 

19 85 3590 0.001077 

20 85 3588 0.001296 

21 85 3582 0.001291 

22 68 3570 0.001114 

23 79 3563 0. 0009.17 

24 113 3554 0. 000968 

25 113 3513 0. 00128 5 

26 90 3534 0.001136 

27 113 3525 0. 00121 

28 90 3509 0 001-170 

29 101 3499 0. 00 17(,: 

30 113 3484 0. 0() 9Y'Q 

31 124 3470 0. 001 3'II; 

32 145 3456 0. 001 296 

145 3444 0. 0 01 .1 8IS 

34 242 3,133 0. 001-120 

35 242 3422 0.0014,18 

36 242 3408 0.001263 

37 217 3399 0. 001389 

38 169 3385 0.0(015 0 

39 145 3373 0.001120 

40 145 3360 0.001556 

41 145 3349 0.0014105 

42 133 3338 0.001,103 
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Table B-13 Monthly Precipitation at Lamar, in Inches
 

Year 

Month 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

January .73 .79 1.43 0 .89 .42 0 .36 

Februar, .21 .16 2.07 .84 .11 .14 .75 .49 

March 1.75 .29 .50 .90 .34 1.01 .19 1.21 

April .94 .94 1.77 .44 .6S 0 1.07 .03 

May 3.62 2.25 1.91 .97 2.20 .58 6.97 2.40 

June 3.05 2.58 .64 4.27 1.97 1.93 .77 6.60 

July 3.84 .87 1.68 3.21 4.36 1.81 .32 1.14 

August .75 2.08 .26 3.22 .64 2.09 .42 2.50 

September .57 1.60 .99 .92 .66 1.18 .96 1.13 

October .04 1.58 1.76 .52 .41 .10 .17 1.82 

November .72 .16 .18 1.18 .54 .29 .36 05 

December .08 .08 .87 .23 .12 .38 .21 1.75 

Table B-14 Estimated Monthly Evapotranspiration for Study Area, in 
Inches 

Year 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

Month 

January 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

February 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

March 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

April 1.08 1.21 1.51 1.18 1.51 1.60 1.25 1.55 

Nay 3.12 2.88 2.69 2.81 3.25 3.29 3.00 3.00 

June 6.37 6.SO 6.30 3.61 53.89 7.04 6.19 5.8-1 

July 7.68 .0S 7.95 3.08 7.95 9.54 9.38 8.67 

August 6.24 6.25 6.40 5.94 6.24 6.40 5.91 5.63 

September 3.18 2.55 3.01 2.47 2.82 3.49 2.86 2.32 

October 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Novembcr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

December 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table B-IS Canal Distribution Region Parameters
 

of Portion of DistributedPercentaige of Distribution Area 
the Study

Canal Region Lying Inside the Region Lying fnside 

Area, Square ,ilesStudy Area 

0.9
0.60
Keesee 

2.7
1.00Fort Bent 
16.2
(,.25Amity 

7.30.15Lamar 
4.4
1.00
Hyde 

3.90.80
Manvel 

14.41.00X-Y, Graham 
18.61.00Buffalo 
2.6
1.00
Sisson 





